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Abstract
This thesis studies the application of multi-agent learning in complex domains where safety
and sustainability are crucial. We target some of the main obstacles in the deployment
of multi-agent learning techniques in such domains. These obstacles consist of modelling
complex environments with multi-agent interaction, designing robust learning processes
and modelling adversarial agents. The main goal of using modern multi-agent learning
methods is to improve the effectiveness of behaviour in such domains, and hence increase
sustainability and security. This thesis investigates three complex real-world domains:
space debris removal, critical domains with risky states and spatial security domains such
as illegal rhino poaching.
We first tackle the challenge of modelling a complex multi-agent environment. The focus
is on the space debris removal problem, which poses a major threat to the sustainability of
earth orbit. We develop a high-fidelity space debris simulator that allows us to simulate
the future evolution of the space debris environment. Using the data from the simulator
we propose a surrogate model, which enables fast evaluation of different strategies chosen
by the space actors. We then analyse the dynamics of strategic decision making among
multiple space actors, comparing different models of agent interaction: static vs. dynamic
and centralised vs. decentralised. The outcome of our work can help future decision makers
to design debris removal strategies, and consequently mitigate the threat of space debris.
Next, we study how we can design a robust learning process in critical domains with risky
states, where destabilisation of local components can lead to severe impact on the whole
network. We propose a novel robust operator κ which can be combined with reinforcement
learning methods, leading to learning safe policies, mitigating the threat of external attack,
or failure in the system.
Finally, we investigate the challenge of learning an effective behaviour while facing
adversarial attackers in spatial security domains such as illegal rhino poaching. We assume
that such attackers can be occasionally observed. Our approach consists of combining
Bayesian inference with temporal difference learning, in order to build a model of the attacker
behaviour. Our method can effectively use the partial observability of the attacker’s location
and approximate the performance of a full observability case.
This thesis therefore presents novel methods and tackles several important obstacles
in deploying multi-agent learning algorithms in the real-world, which further narrows the
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In recent years we have witnessed an astonishing speed of technological progress, which
has improved many aspects of our lives. While we get to enjoy many perks brought by
technological advances, we must not forget about new challenges which come hand in hand.
At the forefront of the progress has been artificial intelligence (AI), a fruitful domain of
computer science, which aims to mimic human intelligence. The ultimate goal of AI is to
tackle today’s problems and introduce higher effectiveness into various aspects of human
activities [Russell and Norvig, 2016]. An optimistic way to think about the future prospects
of AI is as an extension of humans, not a substitution, where AI coexists with us and not
threatens us, significantly enhancing our abilities. Before deploying AI techniques into
real world and making them part of our everyday lives one needs to make sure they are
used in a safe way and thus do not harm us or the environment. One of the frequently
discussed problems of modern technology is its negative impact on the environment, be
it Nature or the society. This issue is often described in terms of security and a closely
related term sustainability, which are some of the most important attributes to consider,
when making use of modern AI methods for real-world applications. This thesis studies
how to deploy modern intelligent techniques to obtain effective behaviour in order to
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improve security and sustainability, presenting new ways to approach and mitigate threats
in complex environments. We investigate how to overcome modelling challenges when
deploying AI state-of-the-art techniques.
The main assumption of this thesis is that many real-world environments can be
described in terms of a multi-agent framework, where several entities interact with each
other. Furthermore these entities, which we will call agents, make decisions which might
depend on the other agents and a state of the environment. In this thesis we are particularly
interested in such a multi-agent interaction and its complex dynamics. Moreover, we study
how effective and safe behaviour can be attained in multi-agent systems, increasing the
applicability of modern AI methods to real-world domains. In general, such behaviour can
be obtained either by exact mathematical computation or by adaption by learning from
interaction, which we extensively analyse and compare.
This thesis focuses on several domains, where we investigate the applicability of modern
AI techniques with the emphasis on security and sustainability. We first study the domain
of the space debris removal problem where future sustainability is a prerequisite for
further technological progress, depending heavily on for example satellite communication
or navigation. Next, this thesis investigates how a robust behaviour can be attained in
critical domains with risky states, leading to increased security of such systems. Lastly, we
focus on spatial security domains where potentially intelligent adversaries aim to attack
some critical targets. We discuss the example of illegal rhino poaching problem, where
there is a risk of species extinction, therefore introducing effective behaviour might improve
sustainability of the species.
In this chapter we briefly introduce the main AI frameworks which we use to approach
the studied security and sustainability domains; game theory, reinforcement learning and
multi-agent learning. We then present the problem statement from which we derive 3 main
research questions which we aim to answer in this thesis.
1.1 Multi-Agent Learning for Security and Sustainability
Sustainability is the ability to be maintained at a certain level or rate, often the term relates
to avoidance of the depletion of natural resources. The relation between sustainability
and security is very close; sustainability can be defined in terms of security as the process
of securing environment against future degradation. On the other hand security can be
seen as the process of sustaining environment against potential threats. In this thesis we
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investigate modelling challenges of the multi-agent learning paradigm in several real-world
application domains from the perspective of these two notions. The general goal can be
defined as effectively reacting to threats with the aim of finding an effective behaviour in
those domains.
Arguably, many real-world domains can be modelled as a multi-agent scenario, where
the effect of every decision made by an agent also depends on other people (agents), which
is especially true when we are concerned about safety and sustainability. The dynamics of
multiple agents’ behaviour can be very complex because they can influence each other, often
in myriad unobservable ways. Thus, formalising the complex interactions of multiple agents
in mathematical terms is a very difficult task. The fields of game theory, reinforcement
learning and multi-agent learning (MAL) are trying to tackle this challenge. Tuyls and
Stone [2018] describe multi-agent learning as a process where multiple agents learn to
behave so that they achieve their goals, while they interact with other (learning) agents,
who might have similar or different goals (e.g., cooperative or adversarial agents).
Depending on the application domain we might require different properties from the
solutions, for example safety, robustness, convergence guarantees or sampling efficiency.
We discuss several of such properties and their significance in order to achieve security
and sustainability in the studied domains. This thesis combines and compares several
modelling perspectives, which might be beneficial to overcome the difficulties when deploy-
ing multi-agent learning techniques [Albrecht and Stone, 2018]. Our multi-agent learning
approach builds on using ideas from game theory and reinforcement learning, which provide
powerful frameworks to model complex potentially multi-agent interactions. Moreover,
the multi-agent learning paradigm has been developed in recent years primarily as an
intersection of game theory and reinforcement learning [Tuyls and Weiss, 2012]. We
now give a brief introduction to these fields.
Game theory models an interaction between rational agents (players), who aim to
maximise their expected utility (reward). The field of game theory was extensively de-
veloped in 1940s and 1950s with the seminal works of Von Neumann and Morgenstern
[1944] and Nash [1951], who set the stepping stones of modern game theory. The need
for analysing agents’ interactions comes from many real-world domains, where it has been
successfully applied, examples include economics, politics, social science, biology, logic or
computer science. A game-theoretical model often assumes several strong properties which
do not always naturally appear in real-world agent interactions; such as pure rationality,
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selfishness, or the concept of achieving behavioural equilibria among agents. Some of the
limitations have been addressed to some extent by related fields of evolutionary game theory
or multi-agent learning. This thesis draws ideas from these fields, proposing new methods
to tackle challenges posed by real-world applications. Game theory offers a static solution
concept in form of equilibria of strategies, which can be computed exactly by mathematical
methods in simple cases. However in larger or dynamic systems such an exact computation
might be unfeasible and we need to turn to adaptation by learning from interaction. This
alternative solution approach is studied in the field of reinforcement learning. In this thesis
we analyse and compare these two different approaches to obtaining effective behaviour.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is inspired by the way how humans learn from an
early age, using trial and error [Lake et al., 2017]. For example if a child touches a hot
object and gets hurt, receiving negative feedback (reward), it eventually learns not to
touch it again, however if a child tastes ice-cream, receiving positive feedback (reward), it
wants to do it again, because it brings pleasure. Similarly, in reinforcement learning we
sample different experiences and receive corresponding rewards, which we use to update
our knowledge about the environment, forming a value function. By interacting with the
environment we learn what is good and what is bad for us in order to improve our future
behaviour. Reinforcement learning is thus suitable when we seek optimal behaviour; for a
general introduction to RL see the book of Sutton and Barto [1998]. Optimal behaviour can
be defined in various ways depending on different metrics, in this thesis we are interested in
behaviour which is safe to the environment while being effective and robust. Such properties
are especially desirable for domains where we want to achieve sustainability. Reinforcement
learning has seen many great success stories in recent years, to name a few: DQN [Mnih
et al., 2013, 2015] combining RL with deep neural networks and achieving superhuman
performance in Atari games, AlphaGo and AlphaZero [Silver et al., 2016, 2017] beating the
best players of the game Go or successful application of RL to robotics [Abbeel et al., 2007;
Kober et al., 2012; Levine et al., 2016].
The classic reinforcement learning is designed for single-agent domains. However, in
many real-world applications we deal with multiple learning agents, thus single-agent
reinforcement learning needs to be extended to multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL),
which introduces new complexities to the learning process. The main problem is non-
stationarity caused by agents learning the behaviour of other learning agents; this is
known as the moving target problem [Tuyls and Weiss, 2012]. This non-stationarity breaks
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most convergence proofs we know from single-agent RL and makes obtaining theoretical
guarantees in MARL extremely difficult.
In this thesis we use ideas from both, single-agent RL and multi-agent RL. The domains
we focus on are naturally multi-agent systems but can be often abstracted and modelled
also as a single-agent scenario. Arguably, when applying MARL methods it might be
beneficial to start with an abstracted problem, investigating the use of single-agent RL
methods to get better insights into the dynamics of the environment. In this thesis the
main goal in the studied domains is to find an effective behaviour, often such behaviour
cannot be computed exactly due to high complexity of environment, which is the reason we
turn to learning the behaviour from interactions instead. Therefore in this work, where
possible, we consider and compare the single- and multi-agent approach. Moreover, we
investigate an exact computation of policies and learning of policies.
We can now introduce and define the problem statement and research questions which
this thesis aims to answer.
1.2 Problem Statement and Research Questions
In this thesis we study how multi-agent learning and modelling techniques can be developed
and applied to security and sustainability domains that require effective solutions, which
are difficult to engineer by hand. We focus on three complex domains; the space debris
removal problem, critical domains with risky states (e.g., smart power grids) and spatial
security domains with adversarial agents (e.g., the illegal rhino poaching problem). Rather
than taking a common bottom-up approach and starting from the algorithmic side, we take
a top-down approach and start from the application domains.
Although the problem of learning in multi-agent settings has received significant attention
in recent years, see for example surveys of Panait and Luke [2005]; Busoniu et al. [2008];
Bloembergen et al. [2015]; Hernandez-Leal et al. [2017]; Tuyls and Stone [2018]; Albrecht and
Stone [2018], applying multi-agent learning techniques in complex domains remains largely
an open problem with many challenges. Additionally multi-agent learning (MAL) inherits
the problems we know from single-agent reinforcement learning such as the problem of
delayed reward and credit assignment. In the multi-agent setting this is further compounded
by complexities brought by non-stationarity caused by multi-agent interactions, known as the
moving target problem [Tuyls and Weiss, 2012], which describes the situation where agents
need to learn dynamically changing behaviour of other agents influencing the environment
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states. Therefore, when applied in complex systems, effective multi-agent learning is an
extremely difficult task. We call these issues the fundamental problems of MAL, which
have been studied in isolation to some extent [Hernandez-Leal et al., 2017]. However, much
less emphasis has been given to combinations of these fundamental problems, typically
encountered when applying the methods into real world systems. The more common
approach to multi-agent learning research is to start from very simple models and build up
to more complex models aiming at tackling the fundamental problems, we choose a different
perspective in this thesis. We start from complex real-world domains, asking the high-level
question: how can we obtain optimal behaviour in such domains and what are the main
obstacles in doing so. Therefore, this thesis does not aim to tackle the fundamental issues
in isolation, but rather studies several complex problems, containing a combination of these
issues, with the aim to develop specifically targeted solution methods. We focus on areas
where security and sustainability is crucial, where we aim to additionally derive general
principles that work in other domains as well.
As such this thesis aims to address the modelling obstacles of the multi-agent learning
paradigm using game theory and reinforcement learning when applied to real-world complex
domains. We describe such modelling obstacles in terms of 4 components of multi-agent
learning as defined by Tuyls and Stone [2018]: (i) the environment, (ii) the interaction
mechanism, (iii) the learning mechanism and (iv) the agents. We investigate three
application domains where each domain predominantly contains one (two in the space
debris removal problem) especially challenging MAL component (i-iv) to design. While
highlighting the main challenging MAL component in each of the application domains,
still all these domains require modelling of the other MAL components as well. Effectively
addressing these modelling challenges will narrow the gap between theoretical models of
MAL and their use in real-world applications. Overview of the problem statement is shown
in Figure 1.1, where we state the modelling challenges of MAL, leading to a general approach
to modelling complex environments. We now further describe the modelling challenges in
turn together with the application domains.
When applying learning techniques to complex multi-agent domains we need to design
a good model of such a multi-agent setting, which needs to be realistic enough while
computationally viable.
“All models are wrong, but some are useful.”
—George Box
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Figure 1.1: Problem statement structure.
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(1) model of environment and agent interaction We study the challenge of mod-
elling a complex environment in the domain of the space debris removal problem, where
we propose several ways to model the environment. We investigate different modelling
assumptions such as a one-shot interaction model compared to a dynamic multi-stage
interaction model. Moreover, in many real-world domains the level of cooperativeness of
agents might vary depending on many factors. It is thus important to analyse different
models of agent interaction mechanisms, from cooperative to non-cooperative. We aim
to propose a methodology comparing these different modelling approaches, evaluate their
effectiveness and describe how realistic they are in the application domain. We also discuss
how addressing these modelling issues can specifically contribute to tackling the space
debris removal problem.
(2) designing learning processes Many real-world complex domains require a solution
with certain features (e.g., robustness, fairness), which can be attained by designing the
learning process accordingly. We study this challenging problem in critical domains
with risky states, where we aim to design a learning mechanism, which is robust against
random or adversarial perturbations in action execution.
(3) modelling agents Lastly, it is important to discuss the challenge of modelling
complex agents, where we study adversarial intelligent agents who cannot be fully observed.
We address this obstacle of multi-agent learning deployment in spatial security domains
demonstrated in the illegal rhino poaching domain.
We summarise the problem statement of this thesis as follows:
Problem Statement: Learning optimal multi-agent policies and modelling of multi-
agent interactions in complex domains is hindered by critical obstacles that we identify as:
(1) how to model and design a complex environment and multi-agent interactions effectively,
(2) how to design robust learning processes and (3) how to model adversarial agents. Dealing
with these limitations will narrow the gap between multi-agent learning theory and practice
and thus help tackling real-world issues, for example the space debris removal problem.
In order to address this problem, following the identified obstacles (1-3), we now define
3 two-fold research questions, which are investigated in this thesis. We first present research
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question 1 targeting the challenge of modelling a complex environment and designing a model
of agent interaction in the domain of the space debris removal problem. We then propose
research question 2 aiming at achieving robust learning process against perturbations in
critical systems with risky states. Finally, in research question 3 we focus on modelling
complex adversarial agents and finding safe behaviour in spatial security domains.
Thus, we define the first research question, which we address in Chapter 4.
Question 1.A: How can we model a complex environment such as the space debris re-
moval problem from a game-theoretic and learning perspective in order to understand how
agents can optimise their behaviour?
Depending on the assumptions we make during the design of the model of the com-
plex multi-agent interactions, such as one-shot versus repeated interactions or assuming
cooperative versus non-cooperative agents, the quality and the type of a solution might
differ in several aspects. It is thus necessary to propose a methodology to compare these
different modelling choices. There might exist several metrics describing the quality of the
solution such as social welfare, individual utility or fairness. It is interesting to compare
these metrics and evaluate how preferring one over the other impacts the environment. We
study this problem in the domain of the space debris removal problem, where we discuss
the meaning of the different modelling approaches and how important the different solution
attributes are in this specific domain. Therefore, this leads to the second part of the first
research question.
Question 1.B: How can we compare various solutions that emerge when following differ-
ent modelling choices of the agent interaction mechanism and evaluate their effectiveness in
complex domains?
Apart from obstacles discussed above when deploying multi-agent learning methods
into real-world applications, we might also need to design a learning process with specific
properties such as robustness. Domains with critical risky states such as smart power
grids are often sensitive to node destabilisation caused by perturbations such as an attack
or a failure, which can have a severe impact on the whole system. Hence, the process of
learning effective behaviour needs to be robust to such events to provide safety of the nodes
and sustainable use of the whole system. The actors in such critical domains aim to find
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effective behaviour profiles, and computing them exactly is not feasible due to the complex
and stochastic nature of such multi-agent scenarios. Thus, learning effective behaviour from
interaction might be the right approach. This leads to the research question 2, which is
answered in Chapter 5.
Question 2.A: How can we design a robust learning process against random or adver-
sarial perturbations in critical systems with risky states?
In pursuance of deploying such a robust learning process into real-world application
domains there is often a need for theoretical guarantees of proposed methods in order to war-
rant desired performance. Several convergence proofs of single-agent reinforcement learning
methods, mostly based on the theory of stochastic processes, have been proposed [Tsitsiklis,
1994; Jaakkola et al., 1994; Singh et al., 2000]. However, it is not always possible to extend
these proofs into other types of learning with for example requirements on robustness.
Especially in the field of multi-agent learning any theoretical guarantees are difficult to
obtain due to non-stationarity caused by multi-agent interactions. Thus, being able to
prove any theoretical properties of multi-agent learning methods is a very active domain of
research with little success so far. Therefore, this leads us to the second part of the second
research question.
Question 2.B: To what extent can we guarantee any convergence to an optimal solution
when learning policies, which are robust against perturbations in domains with risky states?
Apart from challenges of multi-agent learning deployment like modelling of complex
dynamic environments or designing robust learning processes, which were discussed above
and make up the research questions 1-2, we might also face the challenge of modelling of
complex adversarial agents. This is the case in spatial security domains, which are defined
between two (groups of) agents; the defender and the attacker who move on a graph. The
main threat in such problems are adversarial and potentially intelligent attackers who aim
to attack some critical targets. The main goal for the defender is to come up with effective
behaviour in order to apprehend the attacker and thus mitigate the security threats. Such
behaviour could be learned by interacting with the environment and the attacker. An
effective approach might consist of learning an opponent behaviour model, which has not
yet been studied sufficiently [Albrecht and Stone, 2018]. We therefore define the research
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question 3 and address it in Chapter 6.
Question 3.A: How can we model complex adversarial agents in spatial security domains
in order to mitigate the threats they pose?
Furthermore, such adversarial attackers in complex domains are often not observable or
only partially observable. We focus on the spatial security domains, such as the problem of
illegal rhino poaching, where the defender gets to occasionally fully observe the location of
the adversarial opponent. It is therefore interesting to investigate how such an occasional
full observation of the attacker could help in the defender learning process and thus help to
mitigate the security threats. We define the second part of the final research question.
Question 3.B: To what extent can we make use of an occasional full observation of the
adversarial attacker in the spatial security domains?
1.3 Contributions and Thesis Outline
We now present the outline of this thesis, together with highlighting the main contributions.
Firstly, we introduce the main theoretical concepts from game theory, reinforcement learning
and multi-agent learning used in this thesis in Chapter 2. We start with game theory
introducing normal-form games, repeated games, and equilibrium solution concepts. We
continue with the reinforcement learning paradigm and introduce concepts such as value
functions, Bellman equations and temporal difference learning, describing the Markov
decision processes and the stochastic game framework. Finally, we introduce multi-agent
learning, which can be thought of as an intersection of the two fields of game theory and
reinforcement learning.
In Chapter 3 we describe the application domains together with the methodology we
use to study them, where we focus on the multi-agent learning perspective. We discuss three
security and sustainability problems, representing real-world domains which are analysed
in this thesis: (i) the space debris removal problem, (ii) learning robust policies in critical
systems with risky states and (iii) modelling adversarial agents in spatial security domains.
Chapter 4 addresses the challenges of modelling a complex environment such as the
space debris removal problem and designing models of agent interactions. Firstly, we present
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a high-fidelity space debris simulator and a surrogate model based on the simulator, allowing
us to evaluate different removal strategies and their future impact on the space debris
environment. We then propose several models of agent interaction from a one-shot model,
analysing its Nash equilibria, to a dynamic model, showing how to compute or learn an
effective behaviour. Moreover, we discuss several models with different levels of cooperation
between agents. Finally, we thoroughly compare various solution types emerging from
following different modelling assumptions in the space debris removal problem and evaluate
their fairness and their costs in terms of price of anarchy, providing a rich recommendation
tool for future decision makers.
In Chapter 5 we propose a novel approach to designing a robust learning process,
leading to learning safe and robust policies in critical domains with risky states such as
smart power grids. We present a novel temporal difference learning operator which can
implicitly deal with rare but significant events potentially corrupting some parts of the
system. The presented temporal difference operator can learn safe and robust policies even
before such significant events occur in both single- and multi-agent settings. Furthermore
we prove convergence properties of the proposed operator.
Chapter 6 discusses the problem of modelling adversarial agents in spatial security
domains, with the example problem of illegal rhino poaching. We discuss how partial
observability of adversarial opponents can be used to improve learning of an effective
behaviour. We present a multi-agent model, based on the framework of stochastic games,
which explicitly deals with partial observability of the opponents’ location. By combining
reinforcement learning with Bayesian inference we propose a novel approach to learning a
model of the opponent behaviour which we then use to derive effective strategies. Such
strategies are able to more efficiently mitigate the security threats posed by adversaries in
spatial security problems.
We conclude this thesis in Chapter 7 where we answer the research questions posed in
Section 1.2 together with the main contributions. Finally, we discuss limitations of this
thesis and suggest possible extensions and directions for future work.
2
Preliminaries
This thesis studies the multi-agent learning paradigm in the security and sustainability
domains. Before we dive into the main body of this thesis, we present the necessary
background. Hence, this chapter describes several theoretical concepts used in this thesis.
Topics that are prominent in this thesis are game theory and reinforcement learning. These
fields have a common theme: interaction of agent(s) with an environment and potentially
with each other. It is worth mentioning there are several types of notation used across the
fields of game theory, (multi-agent) reinforcement learning and the closely related problem
of multi-armed bandit. In this thesis we use the terms agent/player, reward/payoff/utility,
policy/strategy, game/environment interchangeably, depending on the context.
To outline this chapter, we start with describing the main concepts from game-theory.
We continue with reinforcement learning, describing Markov decision processes and value
functions, arriving to a crucial concept for this thesis - temporal difference learning. Finally,
we present multi-agent learning, building on the presented concepts from game theory
and reinforcement learning. We now provide a high-level overview of the discussed fields,
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Figure 2.1: Relation between models of agent(s) interaction with an environment. In green
are multi-agent models with a single state (stage), in yellow are single-agent models and in
red is their generalisation: multi-agent model with multiple states.
Models of agent(s) interaction with an environment In this thesis we consider
several models of agent(s) interaction with an environment; single- and multi-agent models
and models considering either a single stage or multiple environmental states. In Figure 2.1
we show the relation among several such models in a simplified way to get a high-level
overview, omitting some details. A simple one-shot interaction among multiple agents can
be modelled as a normal-form game. Considering repeated interactions in the same stage
game we arrive at a model of a repeated game. These models (in Figure 2.1 shown in green)
assume a single stage (state), hence the action space is the same in any time step and
the reward function depends only on the action. Generalising from this to a multi-state
interaction, we can use the model of a stochastic game, where the reward function depends
now on an action and a state. Furthermore we need to define the state transition function
describing how the environment transitions between states by taking actions. On the right
side of Figure 2.1 shown in yellow we have a single-agent perspective, starting from the
model of a multi-armed bandit, which is a stateless single-agent problem with only actions
and rewards. Adding states we arrive at a Markov decision process (MDP), which is then
defined over states and actions with a reward function and a state transition function.
Considering multiple agents, we move from an MDP to the model of a stochastic game.
In this chapter we describe these frameworks in detail. We start with normal-form games,
then we formally present Markov decision processes and finally by linking them all together
we introduce stochastic games.
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Player B
cooperate defect
Player A cooperate −1,−1 −3, 0defect 0,−3 −2,−2
Table 2.1: Prisoner’s dilemma.
2.1 Game Theory
Game theory studies the interaction between rational agents and aims to find optimal
behaviour for such agents. The field of game theory was mainly developed in the 1940s and
1950s but its roots date back to the 19th century and the field of economics. Of several
prominent scientists who were at the birth of modern game theory we mention John von
Neumann and John Nash. In their seminal works [Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944;
Nash, 1951] they laid the foundations of two player zero-sum game and the concept of
(Nash) equilibria, respectively, providing very important theoretical groundwork. One of the
important building blocks of game-theory is the normal-form game, which we now describe.
2.1.1 Normal-Form Games
A crucial concept in game theory is a normal-form game, also known as a matrix or
strategic-form game, capturing an interaction between players [Leyton-Brown and Shoham,
2008]. In Table 2.1 we show a simple instance of a normal-form game which constitutes
one of the most famous examples of game theory - the prisoner’s dilemma. We can see
there are two players, player A (the row player) and player B (the column player). Each
player can decide between two actions, either to cooperate or to defect. Depending on the
combination of actions the players choose, each player receives a reward. For example, if
player A cooperates and player B defects, they receive the reward of -3 and 0, respectively.
We now formally define a normal-form game as:
Definition 2.1.1. Normal-form game
A finite normal-form game is defined by a tuple (n,A,R) where
• n is a finite set of players,
• A = A1 × · · · ×An, where Ai is a finite set of actions available to player i ∈ n, each
action ai ∈ Ai and each player has |Ai| actions available, a joint action a is a vector
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of actions taken by all the players,1
• R = R1×· · ·×Rn, where Ri : A→ R is the reward function for player i ∈ n, assigning
a reward ri.2
Zero-sum games A common type of a two-player game is a zero-sum game, which is a
special case of a constant-sum game. In such games the sum of rewards of the two players
is equal to some constant c as r1(a1) + r2(a2) = c, ∀a1, a2 ∈ A1, A2; for a zero-sum game
c = 0, in other words the gain of one player is equal to the loss of the other player. Such
games can be seen as purely competitive, because maximisation of rewards of one player
means minimisation of rewards of the other player. In zero sum-games we often use the
term opponent to denote the other player.
General-sum games Generalizing from zero-sum games we arrive at a broader class of
games, where there is no restriction on the rewards. An example of a general-sum game is
the prisoner’s dilemma shown in Table 2.1, where both players receive bad rewards when
both defect.
2.1.2 Solution Concepts
Strategy types The main and often only goal of a player is to maximise his reward. The
acquired reward depends on action(s) chosen according to a strategy (policy). A player
forms a strategy pi, which prescribes which actions to take from his action set. A strategy
pi is then defined as a probability vector, assigning probability of choosing each action. In
game theory we differ between two types of strategies: a pure strategy and a mixed strategy.
A pure strategy is a deterministic strategy, prescribing to play one single action, thus
assigning probability of 1 to choosing that action from the action set. A mixed strategy is
defined by a vector of probabilities describing the probability of choosing each pure strategy
i.e., each individual action, thus a player chooses actions stochastically. We say a player is
randomising over a set of actions when playing a mixed strategy. All the actions played
with a non-zero probability form the support of a mixed strategy. A set of all players’
1In this thesis we use the common notation a−i to denote the joint action of all agents except agent i,
i.e., a−i = (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an).
2Note that we use a notation from reinforcement learning and not the common notation used in game
theory, e.g., ui for the reward (payoff, utility) function, in order to keep consistency throughout this thesis.
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strategies form a strategy profile pi = (pi1, . . . , pin). We can then define the expected reward





After defining the basic concepts of game theory, one wants to know what is the solution
of such games or how to play in order to maximise the reward. There might exist other
requirements for a solution, but the main one is optimality, where the players prefer gaining
maximal rewards. Traditionally, the assumption on seeking maximal rewards is based on
the concept of rationality; out of two possible actions each player always chooses the one
rendering a higher reward, which is a standard assumption in game theory (not the case in
evolutionary game theory, which is discussed below). However, the concept of optimality of
rewards is dependent on other players actions, therefore we need other requirements on the
solution. Another such a requirement for a game-theoretic solution is the situation where
no player can unilaterally change his strategy to increase his reward. We now present the
core concept of game theory - Nash equilibrium.
Nash Equilibrium
The concept of an equilibrium is based on the definition of the best response, which can be
defined as an action a?i where ri(a?i ,a−i) ≥ ri(ai,a−i) for any action ai ∈ Ai. We can define
the best response more generally for mixed strategies, where a policy pi?i is the best response
if ri(pi?i ,pi−i) ≥ ri(pii,pi−i) for any mixed strategy pii. We can now formally present the
Nash equilibrium (NE):
Definition 2.1.2. Nash equilibrium
A strategy profile pi = (pi1, . . . , pin) is a Nash equilibrium if every strategy pii is the best
response to pi−i.
A Nash equilibrium can be explained as a situation where no player can gain by
unilaterally changing his strategy. The prisoner’s dilemma game shown in Table 2.1 has
only one Nash equilibrium which is defect, defect even though such strategy yields a worse
outcome in terms of sum of rewards (i.e., social welfare - explained below) than cooperate,
cooperate. Both players cooperating is an unstable strategy, where each player gains if
he unilaterally changes his strategy to defect. We now present a very important theorem,
which gives us a powerful way to reason about games.
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Theorem 2.1.1. On existence of Nash equilibrium [Nash, 1950]
Every game with a finite number of players and finite action sets has at least one Nash
equilibrium in pure or mixed strategies.
In some games there can exist several NE, which can be pure or mixed. This can bring
difficulties in deciding which equilibrium to choose, known as the selection problem. There
are different properties of equilibria which can help us to decide which equilibrium to prefer,
for example the level of social welfare.
Social welfare In some cases instead of focusing on individual rewards, it is interesting
to look at social welfare ω, which is a sum of rewards of all the players. Maximising social
welfare can be one of the goals in finding optimal strategies, attaining the social optimum.
Especially in cooperative domains the level of social welfare is the main indicator of quality
of the actions chosen by the players. Measuring the quality of equilibria in terms of social
welfare can be then evaluated in terms of price of anarchy.
Price of anarchy The concept of price of anarchy (PoA), introduced by Koutsoupias
and Papadimitriou [1999], measures the level of efficiency lost due to selfish behaviour of
the players. It compares social welfares ω of two strategies; for example we can compare
the worst Nash equilibrium and a strategy pi yielding the maximum social welfare out of all
possible strategies in a strategy space Π as:
PoA = maxpi∈Π ω(pi)minpi∈NE ω(pi)
,
where PoA is always greater or equal to 1 and the closer to 1 the more efficient solution we
get, i.e., the price of anarchy is low.
Multiple NE can also differ in how stable they are against perturbations, which is
studied by evolutionary game theory; an (evolutionary) stable equilibrium is stable against
small perturbations or deviations in players’ strategies, which we discuss in the next section.
2.1.3 Evolutionary Game Theory
There are limitations in studying Nash equilibria only from a static perspective, mainly
caused by the assumption of strict rationality, which is often violated in real-world ap-
plications, where people’s decisions are not always fully rational [Tuyls and Nowé, 2005].
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Evolutionary game theory (EGT), originally applied to biology by Smith and Price [1973],
tackles some of these limitations and provides more insights into evolution and stability
of equilibrium strategies. The analysis of evolutionary dynamics of competing strategies
is a powerful way to study the strategic properties of a game. Evolutionary game theory
represents a player’s strategy by a population of individuals, each of a certain type which
corresponds to one of the player’s possible actions [Weibull, 1997]. The players are no longer
assumed to be purely rational and might not be able to fully observe the game and derive
the best response. EGT assumes that players are repeatedly uniformly sampled from the
whole population, representing possible perturbations in decision making, showing the whole
process of attaining equilibrium while not always being strictly rational [Bloembergen et al.,
2015]. A population is defined by the vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm), where xi ∈< 0, 1 > ∀i,
and ∑i xi = 1. The fraction of the population belonging to each of the m types indicates
the probability with which a player will play the corresponding pure action from the action
space of size m. The replicator dynamics defines how the fraction xi of each type i in
the population x changes over time (x˙ denotes derivation over time) due to evolutionary
pressure:
x˙i = xi[fi(x)− f¯(x)]
where fi(x) is the fitness (i.e., expected payoff/reward) to type (action) i in the population,
and f¯(x) = ∑mj xjfj(x) is the weighted average fitness of the whole population. Under the
replicator dynamics, the number of types that do better than average will increase, whereas
types that do worse will decline. Such a process can generate evolutionary stable strategies.
Evolutionary stable strategy Evolutionary game theory studies a refinement of Nash
equilibrium, reflecting the dynamic evolution of the equilibrium, called evolutionary stable
strategy (ESS). ESS is robust against evolutionary pressure from any new mutant strategy
derived from the population, i.e., robust against small perturbations in players’ strategies.
It is important to note that ESS does not always exist, for example there is no ESS in the
game of rock-paper-scissors. Interestingly, every ESS is also a NE but not every NE is also
an ESS.
2.1.4 Multi-Stage Games
In this section we describe several types of multi-stage games relevant to this thesis, which
are generalisations of normal-form games. We start with a natural generalisation of normal-
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form games called repeated games (RG), assuming repeated interactions of the same base
game, we then discuss extensive-form games (EFG) as a generalisation of the normal-form
game to multiple stages. Lastly we discuss Stackelberg games, representing a special case
of asymmetry in players’ knowledge about each other. All these games can be finite or
infinite, in this thesis we focus on the finite versions.
Repeated games A repeated game is a type of a game, where one same stage-game
is repeated over multiple rounds. When deciding on an action players need to take into
account the future impact of their decisions on other players behaviour. Therefore, the
players consider the history of other players’ past plays to form a strategy. For example
this is the case in a repeated version of the classic prisoner’s dilemma from Table 2.1 called
the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. In iterated prisoner’s dilemma, if the number of rounds is
unknown, the players might prefer to cooperate i.e., the socially optimal strategy, instead
of playing the Nash equilibrium - to defect.
Extensive-form games One can also assume games with dynamically changing stages,
which requires a more general framework of extensive-form games (EFG). A game in
extensive form is usually modelled using a game tree, which allows to capture the repeated
interaction between agents together with potentially incomplete or imperfect information
about some parts of the game. In an incomplete information game a player is uncertain
about the rewards or the type of the opponent. In the case of imperfect information game
a player cannot observe moves made by the other player and needs to reason about several
possible decision nodes forming an information set. The game of chess is an example of a
perfect information game, where all the moves of both players are fully observable. The
relation between EFG and normal-form games (NFG) is that every game in extensive form
has a unique normal-form representation, however a normal-form game has very often
multiple extensive-form representations [Leyton-Brown and Shoham, 2008]. The solution
concept for EFG also needs to be generalised, depending on every stage, which is for
example Markov perfect equilibrium, which is beyond the scope of this thesis, for further
reading see Maskin and Tirole [2001]. We discuss a more general but related concept of
stochastic games later in Section 2.3.
Stackelberg games Another direction of generalisation from standard normal-form
games is considering different abilities of players to observe each other. This thesis focuses
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on security domains where there often exists an asymmetry in observation capabilities
between the players. Such asymmetry is interesting to study from a game-theoretic
perspective, thus we present the framework of Stackelberg games, based on the Stackelberg
leadership model, which was proposed in the field of economics for competing firms. In
standard normal-form games we assume that the players are taking actions simultaneously
and have no knowledge about the strategies of other players. In Stackelberg games we
assume that an opponent can observe the agent’s strategy before forming his own, by for
example observing and reasoning about the past actions of the agent.
A Stackelberg game is defined for two types of players; the leader and the follower.
The leader first commits to a strategy, then the follower observes it and acts upon it. This
assumption brings new dynamics into players’ decision making and alter the concept of Nash
equilibrium. Therefore, in Stackelberg games we seek a refinement of the Nash equilibrium
called the Stackelberg equilibrium [Stackelberg, 2010].
In recent years the theory of Stackelberg games has been applied to security domains,
defined as Stackelberg security games [Kiekintveld et al., 2009]. In many security domains
we often face such an information asymmetry, where a potential attacker (follower) might
have an access to extra information about the defender (leader) strategy. We call such an
attacker the Stackelberg attacker ; this model of an attacker can be often thought of as the
worst-case-scenario attacker. In Stackelberg security games it is often beneficial to find
a Strong Stackelberg equilibrium [Kiekintveld et al., 2009], which exists in all Stackelberg
games and is defined as a pair of strategies where
1. the leader plays a best-response, then
2. the follower plays a best-response, where
3. the follower breaks ties optimally for the leader.
The framework of Stackelberg games possesses several useful theoretical properties,
which have been made use of in designing safe policies for real-world security applications,
for example the uniqueness of Stackelberg equilibrium [Korzhyk et al., 2011], avoiding the
selection problem of Nash equilibria. Security game models have seen several successful
deployments tackling real-world security threats; for example the ARMOR system for
airport security [Pita et al., 2008], the IRIS tool for scheduling Federal Air Marshals [Tsai
et al., 2009] or the PROTECT system for scheduling Coast Guard [Shieh et al., 2012].
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2.2 Reinforcement Learning
The field of reinforcement learning (RL) studies how agents can learn from trial and error
by interacting with an environment. Reinforcement learning is inspired by learning in
humans and animals who, based on an external signal (e.g., pain, pleasure), learn in
complex environments on a trial-error basis [Lake et al., 2017]. In RL this external signal
is represented by a reward [Sutton and Barto, 1998]. The main goal of reinforcement
learning is to find actions which maximise a cumulative, potentially discounted, reward.
RL thus studies the process of attaining optimal decision making. A very similar problem
has been studied across many fields with different names; in engineering: optimal control,
in applied mathematics: operational research, in neuroscience: dopamine-based learning,
in psychology: animal and human reward-based behaviour or in economics: utility theory
together with game theory and the quest for finding optimal decision making.
The reinforcement learning paradigm is often classified as a subfield of machine learning
together with supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning we assume
having an access to labels of the input data, whereas in unsupervised learning we do not
have any such labels, thus the task is to discover hidden similarities among the input data.
RL can be thought of as being in between these two approaches, where the core difference
is the reward signal, which can be thought of as a relative target label, telling us how
good or bad the chosen action (input) is. Thus, the difference is that we do not have the
labels (target variables) explicitly but need to approximate them by interacting with an
environment.
In reward-based systems we face several challenges like delayed reward and credit
assignment. The problem of delayed reward is the situation where the effect of an action
is expressed only many time steps after the action was taken. A related problem is the
problem of credit assignment, where due to a delayed reward we might not be sure which
reward was caused by which action and thus we might be unable to assign a correct credit
(value) to that action. RL is trying to effectively deal with these issues, e.g., it can discount
future rewards by using a discount factor γ. The credit is assigned by propagating the
reward through a Markov decision process, for example by using bootstrapping, which we
will discuss in detail below.
Reinforcement learning algorithms can be divided into two groups; model-free and
model-based algorithms. RL is in principle a model-free approach, where we do not know or
do not learn the model dynamics, expressed by the state transition function and the reward
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function. A different perspective in RL is a model-based approach, where we either assume
we know some parts of the model of environment dynamics a priori or we can learn them
from interactions with an environment. A model-free approach makes very few assumptions
about the environment, mostly only about the reward structure and can be effective for
learning complex policies. A disadvantage of a model-free approach is that it requires a lot
of experience and is thus in principle slower than model-based approach. A model-based
approach gathers knowledge more easily due to partial self-supervision and makes it easier
to transfer the learnt knowledge over similar tasks. A disadvantage of a model-based
approach is that it potentially needs many assumptions provided by the operator and can
be sensitive to wrong assumptions, causing bad performance. In this thesis we consider
both of these RL approaches in several security and sustainability domains.
We now discuss a crucial problem of reinforcement learning and other related fields -
the exploration vs. exploitation dilemma, which is also studied in the multi-armed bandit
problem, which we briefly describe. In this section we then formally introduce the framework
of Markov decision processes, which is often used for reinforcement learning. The remainder
of this section focuses on core concepts of RL such as policy and value functions or temporal
difference learning, lastly we discuss a generalisation of an MDP into partially observable
domains called the partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP).
Exploration vs. Exploitation A crucial problem in reinforcement learning is the trade-
off between exploration and exploitation. We face a dilemma whether we should exploit
the best option observed so far or whether we should explore the state space further with
potentially discovering a better option. Imagine you are deciding to which restaurant to
go for dinner, you can either pick the best of those you have tried so far or you might try
a new restaurant, which might be potentially better than those you already tried, facing
the dilemma between exploitation of the best option so far and exploration of new yet
unobserved options. There are several proposed ways in reinforcement learning which aim
to tackle this dilemma effectively. One of the simplest is -greedy policy, which explores
with probability  and exploits the best option so far with probability 1− . There exist
approaches which balance the trade-off between exploration and exploitation implicitly like
Bayesian reinforcement learning [Ghavamzadeh et al., 2015]. This problem is also the main
focus of the multi-armed bandit problem, which we discuss next.
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Figure 2.2: Markov decision process: The agent interaction with an environment. Taken
from Sutton and Barto [1998].
Multi-armed bandit A closely related topic to RL is the multi-armed bandit (MAB)
problem, which can be seen as a special case of RL with only a single state. The multi-armed
bandit model studies a classic exploration-exploitation dilemma, where we assume K arms
(actions), each having an unknown distribution of rewards. The goal is to find the optimal
arm, which maximises the reward. There have been several learning algorithms proposed for
MAB, for example UCB, or its adversarial version EXP3 [Auer et al., 1995]. Multi-armed
bandit is mentioned here due to a close relation to RL and its importance for studying
exploration vs. exploitation dilemma. For further reading see Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi
[2012], who discuss other variants of MAB like contextual MAB or adversarial MAB, which
has also been studied in security applications [Klima et al., 2015].
2.2.1 Markov Decision Process
In this section we describe a finite Markov decision process (MDP), which is a key concept
for describing the interaction of an agent with an environment [Puterman, 1994]. In
Figure 2.2 we show a standard scheme of such interaction; the agent chooses an action at at
time step t, which then gets executed by the environment, the agent receives a reward rt+1
and the environment transitions to the next state st+1. We now provide a formal definition
of an MDP:
Definition 2.2.1. Markov decision process (MDP)
A finite Markov decision process is defined by a tuple (S,A,R, T ) where
• S is a finite set of system states
• A is a finite set of actions
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• R(s, a) ∈ R is the reward function for state s ∈ S and action a ∈ A
• T (s, a)→ s′ is the transition function, defining the probability of ending in state s′
after taking action a in state s.
A system state s encodes all the available information about the current system setting.
The action set represents available actions (potentially as a function of a state), the reward
function defines a real-valued reward for a state and an action and transition function returns
the probability of the system transitioning to a next state s′ for a given state s and action
a. An important property of a system modelled as an MDP is the Markov property, which
describes the situation where the current state is fully descriptive (independent) of the past
history of states and actions, thus we can write the probability of the system transitioning to
a state st+1 is p(st+1|st, at) = p(st+1|st, at, st−1, at−1, . . . , s1, a1). The Markov property is
often a necessary condition for convergence and stability guarantees of learning algorithms.
2.2.2 Policy & Value Function
The main goal of RL is to learn an optimal policy. A policy pi is defined as a mapping
from system states to probabilities of selecting actions, and thus prescribes a strategy to an
agent in each state, we write pi(a|s) for the probability of choosing an action a in a state
s. Pivotal in finding optimal policies is the approximation of the value function, which
describes how good a particular state is or how good it is to select a particular action
in a given state. Thus, we talk either about a state value function denoted as V (s) or a
state-action value function denoted as Q(s, a) for a given state s and an action a. The value
or the goodness of a state or a state-action pair is based on the expected return, which
is a function of current and future rewards, for example a sum. The future rewards are
often discounted in order to put more emphasis on the more recent rewards and in case
of continuous (non-episodic) task to guarantee a finite sum of the rewards. We denote a
discount factor as γ ∈ (0, 1). We can now present formally the state value function, which
is defined for a given policy pi as:





assuming a finite episode of length T . And the state-action value function is defined as:
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We can now define the optimal value function, using an optimal policy pi? as:
V ?(s) = max
pi
V pi(s) or Q?(s, a) = max
pi
Qpi(s, a). (2.3)
The process of approximating these functions is based on linking the values between a







T (s′|s, a)(R(s, a) + γV pi(s′)), (2.4)




T (s′|s, a)(R(s, a) + γQpi(s′, a′)). (2.5)
We can now use the Bellman equation to find the optimal value function by defining
the Bellman optimality equation for a state value function:




T (s′|s, a)(R(s, a) + γV ?(s′)), (2.6)









The policy according to which we select actions is called the behaviour policy, e.g.,
-greedy policy. The policy which we use for updating the value function is called the
target policy. This distinction is important for an on- and off-policy learning, which we will
discuss.
2.2.3 Temporal Difference Learning
One of the common types of reinforcement learning is temporal difference (TD) learning. TD
methods update the state (or state-action) values based on an estimate learnt in previous
rounds, which is called bootstrapping. Thus, unlike for example Monte Carlo methods the
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TD methods do not need to wait for an episode to end to update the values. Temporal
difference, also called the TD error, is the difference between a new estimate of the value,
called the target and the current value. A standard TD method state-action value update
is then defined for a policy pi as:
Qpi(s, a)← Qpi(s, a) + α
[ TD error︷ ︸︸ ︷





where α is the learning rate parameter, defining the level of update of the new information
to the old one.
Based on the definition of the target, TD methods can be classified as either on-policy
or off-policy methods. In on-policy methods the behaviour policy is the same as the
target policy whereas in off-policy methods they differ. We now present several well-known
off-policy and on-policy TD learning algorithms, which will be very important for this
thesis.
Q-learning A standard temporal difference off-policy learning method is called Q-learning,
originally proposed by Watkins [1989], defined as:




Q(s′, a)−Q(s, a)). (2.9)
This function directly approximates the optimal state-action value function which is inde-
pendent to the followed behaviour policy (e.g., -greedy).
SARSA A classic on-policy learning method is SARSA, named after the update sequence
tuple (s, a, r, s′, a′) and introduced by Rummery and Niranjan [1994], defined as:
Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α
(
r + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)). (2.10)
The target policy is the same as the behaviour policy. One difference between SARSA and
other presented methods is that it needs to wait one more time step in order to update the
value function with the succeeding state s′ and the succeeding action a′.
Expected SARSA A modification of the on-policy SARSA method was analysed
in Van Seijen et al. [2009] called the Expected SARSA, where the Q-value update function
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uses the expected value in the next state given the behaviour policy as:







thus V (s′) = ∑a′ pi(s′, a′)Q(s′, a′). Expected SARSA is an on-policy method. It can also
be seen as a generalisation of Q-learning, where for purely greedy policy pi these algorithms
are identical because in both V (s) = maxaQ(s, a).
Tabular methods vs. function approximation In smaller size problems the value
function can be represented by a table, e.g., vector or matrix, where the state values or
state-action values are stored, respectively. However for larger environments with a high
number of states and/or actions, or continuous state or action spaces, this representation
is not efficient and computationally very demanding. Thus, it is often preferable to
represent the state (-action) value function by function approximation techniques. Such
function approximation can be linear (e.g., tile coding) or non-linear (e.g., deep neural
network). In this thesis we focus only on tabular methods and leave the use of value
function approximation for future work. Nevertheless, in recent years there has been a huge
progress in designing RL methods with non-linear function approximation techniques, for
single-agent deep reinforcement learning see the survey of Arulkumaran et al. [2017] and
for multi-agent deep reinforcement learning see Hernandez-Leal et al. [2018].
2.2.4 Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
A Markov decision process assumes that the agent is able to always fully observe the
underlying system state, which might not be often realistic, and thus it is useful to generalise
from MDPs to partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) [Kaelbling et al.,
1998]. The reasons of not being able to observe the underlying state might be for example
noise in sensory input, dynamically changing environment or unobservable parts of the
studied system. Formally a POMDP is defined by a tuple (S,A,R, T,Ω, O), where S,A,R, T
are defined in the same way as in a classic MDP, but further we define Ω to be a set of
observations and O to be the observation probability function. During the interaction the
agent receives observations o ∈ Ω, which he uses to form beliefs b(s) about states. The
probability of each observation depends on the next state s′ and action a, given by the
function O as p(o|s′, a). In a POMDP the agent cannot observe the underlying state and
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needs to maintain a probability distribution over the states according to the observations
he made. In other words the belief b(s) about a state s is the probability of the system






T (s′|s, a)b(s), (2.12)
where p(o|b, a) = ∑s′ O(o|s′, a)∑s T (s′|s, a)b(s) is the normalising constant. This belief
update is performed after observing the succeeding state s′, taking an action a and receiving
an observation o ∈ Ω. The belief state is a sufficient statistic [Bertsekas, 1995] for choosing
optimal actions, because it is a sufficient summary of all relevant past information. Due to
this property a system with belief states is equivalent to a fully observable Markov decision
process with a continuous state space [Littman et al., 1995].
2.3 Multi-Agent Learning
In this section we formally present the multi-agent learning (MAL) paradigm, we build on
previously described fields of game theory and reinforcement learning, where multi-agent
learning can be seen as their intersection [Nowé et al., 2012]. Multi-agent learning can be
described as a process where multiple agents learn to behave so that they achieve their goals,
while they interact with other possibly learning agents, who might have similar or different
goals (e.g., cooperative or adversarial agents) [Tuyls and Stone, 2018]. In this thesis we
mainly focus on multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL), which is an extension of classic
single-agent reinforcement learning to multi-agent scenario. However, apart from MARL
there are other approaches to multi-agent learning coming from different fields such as multi-
armed bandit, repeated games, extensive-form games or evolutionary game theory [Tuyls
and Nowé, 2005], for a survey of these other approaches see for example Hernandez-Leal
et al. [2017]. In recent years there has been an immense interest in multi-agent learning with
many surveys published, see Panait and Luke [2005]; Busoniu et al. [2008]; Bloembergen
et al. [2015]; Hernandez-Leal et al. [2017]; Tuyls and Stone [2018]; Albrecht and Stone
[2018]. In this section we will discuss several approaches to multi-agent learning described
in these surveys, which are relevant for this thesis. Firstly, we formally define stochastic
games, which is a crucial concept for multi-agent reinforcement learning and which we use
in this thesis to model the multi-agent interaction.
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2.3.1 Stochastic Games
The framework of stochastic games (SG) [Shapley, 1953], also known as Markov games, is
a natural extension of Markov decision processes to multiple agents [Bowling and Veloso,
2000], or a generalisation of repeated games to multiple states as shown in Figure 2.1. A
finite stochastic game can be defined as:
Definition 2.3.1. Stochastic game (SG)
A finite stochastic game is defined by a tuple (n, S,A1 . . . An, R1 . . . Rn, T ) where
• n is the number of agents,
• S is a finite set of system states,
• A1 . . . An where Ai is a finite set of actions for agent i ∈ (1, . . . , n), with actions
ai ∈ Ai. We also define joint action a = (a1, . . . , an),
• R1 . . . Rn where Ri(s,a) ∈ R is the reward function for agent i, for state s ∈ S and
joint action a ∈ A1 ∪ · · · ∪An,
• T (s,a) → s′ is the transition function, defining the probability of reaching state s′
after taking joint action a in state s.
Similarly to Markov decision processes, stochastic games assume the Markov property;
the system state fully describes the current system setting and is independent of any
past history data preceding the current state. However, this property is often violated in
many domains when modelled as a stochastic game, because the agents can not always
fully observe the underlying state due to the inability to observe all the other agents
influencing the state. The Markov property is crucial for several convergence guarantees in
single-agent settings, we cannot thus often rely on those guarantees in multi-agent settings.
Especially in real world applications, the Markov property is often broken, which we need
to keep in mind when designing multi-agent systems for real-world use. The problem of
partial observability of the underlying state in multi-agent settings has been studied, for
example using the approach of profit sharing as a credit assignment technique based on
trial-and-error experience [Arai et al., 2000]. Another way to deal with this problem is
to use the framework of Partially observable stochastic games (POSG), which explicitly
models the uncertainty caused by partial observability of the other agents. POSG is a
generalisation of the partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) to multiple
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agents, similarly as a stochastic game is a generalisation of an MDP. In Chapter 6 we
investigate an interaction with partially observable adversarial agents, which we model by
using the POMDP framework, where we model the opponent behaviour as a part of the
transition function and focus mainly on dealing with the partial observability. However,
such an interaction could be also modelled with the POSG framework in case of assuming
more complex environments, which we leave for future work. For further reading on POSG,
see for example Hansen et al. [2004].
2.3.2 Approaches to Multi-Agent Learning
In many real world environments there are multiple agents interacting with each other
or influencing each other in some ways. Such interactions can be very complex and very
often not fully observable. For such cases single-agent reinforcement learning needs to be
extended to multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL). MARL is a substantially more
challenging problem than single-agent RL because of the dependencies of agents on each
other. What makes learning in a multi-agent environment especially difficult is the moving
target problem [Tuyls and Weiss, 2012], which describes the situation where agents try to
learn dynamically changing strategies of other agents, i.e., learning a continually changing
target. This problem is the main source of the non-stationarity of the multi-agent learning.
There have been several ways proposed to deal with these complexities, ranging from
ignoring the non-stationarity to aiming to estimate the non-stationary behaviour of other
agents. We will discuss the most important methods of MAL with respect to the scope of
this thesis, where the main focus is on temporal difference learning. Temporal difference
learning has been shown to perform well in a single-agent setting, and there have been
many efforts to extend Bellman style reinforcement learning techniques to multi-agent
settings [Tuyls and Weiss, 2012]. Such approaches have been very successful in zero-sum
repeated games, or team repeated games, but less successful in general-sum stochastic
games [Shoham et al., 2007], one reason is the ambiguity of defining the goals of the MAL
process.
Learning goals in multi-agent learning When designing a multi-agent learning system
one needs to set learning goals which we aim to achieve. The main goal of learning is often
achieving optimality of behaviour; in many MARL algorithms the main goal is thus to
achieve an equilibrium in self-play, which is for example the case for Minimax-Q [Littman,
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1994] or under certain conditions Nash-Q [Hu and Wellman, 2004]. Achieving equilibrium
in multi-agent settings can be very difficult and often quite restrictive, because there
are several problems with NE like non-uniqueness, incompleteness, sub-optimality and
rationality, which can be problematic [Shoham et al., 2003, 2007]. Furthermore, Shoham
et al. [2003] mention that the link between convergence of NE w.r.t. a game stage and its
meaning and performance in dynamic stochastic games is unclear. For example in extensive-
form games the concept of NE needs to be extended to a Markov perfect equilibrium.
Furthermore, in stochastic games NE might depend on a state and might be very difficult
to attain due to the moving target problem and the selection problem, where more NE
might exist. Other goals apart from attaining NE have been proposed like stability, for
example defined as convergence of an algorithm to a stationary policy [Bowling and Veloso,
2001], Pareto-optimality, social welfare and general fairness [Busoniu et al., 2008], or some
other measures like safety or robustness. In this thesis we especially emphasize the need for
robustness and safety of any multi-agent learning approach for improving the deployability
of such techniques into real-world applications.
Independent learners and joint-action learners When discussing multi-agent rein-
forcement learning we first need to mention two very simple approaches proposed by Claus
and Boutilier [1998], which consider learning among cooperative agents: independent learn-
ers (IL) and joint-action learners (JAL). The authors study these two approaches in terms
of classic Q-learning as known in single-agent reinforcement learning, however the general
idea of IL and JAL can be applied to other reinforcement learning methods. These two
quite general but simple approaches to multi-agent learning are often the stepping stones
to build more complex methods in order to achieve desired requirements on the solution.
Independent learners are assumed to observe only local actions and ignore all the other
agents; learning independently by using standard Q-learning. This is a very simple approach
to multi-agent learning, where in many applications observing other agents is not possible.
Independent learning agents reduce the multi-agent problem to a single-agent one by not
considering the other agents and simply perceiving them as stochasticity of the environment.
One disadvantage of such approach is that the Markov property is broken and thus we lose
most of the guarantees proven for the single-agent case. Nevertheless this naive approach to
multi-agent learning can be sometimes quite effective [Busoniu et al., 2008]. On the other
hand joint-action learners are assumed to be able to fully observe the joint action, i.e.,
all the agents’ actions. While learning in a joint-action manner is more stable and faster
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to converge than IL, it is often impossible to attain in real-world applications, where we
cannot assume full observability of other agents’ actions. One way to tackle this reality gap
is to model other agents’ strategies in order to estimate the joint action. JAL compared
to IL is more memory demanding because the value function uses the joint action as an
argument. Thus, the value function is defined on the space of joint actions and suffers from
combinatorial explosion in memory requirements depending on the number of agents and
the size of their action spaces.
JAL and IL are two extreme cases of multi-agent learning, either fully observing the other
agents or totally ignoring their presence, respectively. Hernandez-Leal et al. [2017] propose
a more refined classification of multi-agent learning, describing the level of reasoning about
other agents; (i) ignore, (ii) forget, (iii) respond to target opponents, (iv) learn opponent
models and (v) theory of mind. We now further discuss several joint-action learning methods
belonging to (i), (ii) and (iii), which are relevant for this thesis. For the classification of the
methods see Figure 5 in Hernandez-Leal et al. [2017].
Other types of joint-action learning Many multi-agent learning methods, in order
to approximate the value function, use the joint action, which can be difficult to obtain
due to partial observability of other agents’ actions. One way to deal with this problem
is to estimate the other agents’ behaviour and predict their actions. One of the simplest
ways to estimate other agents’ policies is fictitious play (FP) [Fudenberg and Levine, 1998].
FP assumes we can observe past actions of the other agents and form an estimate of their
strategies based on the empirical frequencies of their past actions. This approach is based
on the assumption that the other agents follow stationary policies (mixed or pure), which
ignores the potentially dynamic behaviour. FP is originally defined for single-stage repeated
games, however an extension to extensive-form games was proposed [Heinrich et al., 2015].
Another approach to MAL builds on the classic single-agent temporal difference learning
algorithm Q-learning. Littman [1994] proposed an extension called Minimax-Q to zero-sum
game scenarios, which can be seen as assuming the worst-case attacker, always minimising
the Q-value. Moving from zero-sum games to general-sum games, Hu and Wellman [2004]
presented Nash-Q, which uses Nash equilibria instead of the minimax operator. Nash-Q has
limited applicability caused by the selection problem of NE, where all players need to select
the same Nash equilibrium among potentially multiple NE for the algorithm to converge.
There have been other extensions of similar approach suggested; Friend-or-Foe [Littman,
2001], Win-or-Learn-Fast (WoLF) [Bowling and Veloso, 2001], Correlated-Q [Greenwald
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and Hall, 2003] or “Adapt When Everybody is Stationary, Otherwise Move to Equilibrium”
(AWESOME) [Conitzer and Sandholm, 2003].
In the domain of security games a different approach using the concept of the strong
Stackelberg equilibrium (SSG) was proposed, known from Stackelberg games and recently
widely used in Stackelberg security games [Kiekintveld et al., 2009]. Könönen [2004]
combines Q-learning and SSG, making use of the asymmetric learning model with a leader
and a follower as known in Stackelberg games. The solution concept of Stackelberg equilibria
overcomes the selection problem of Nash equilibria. However, in such a model both agents
need to accept their roles as the leader and the follower and keep a copy of the opponent’s
Q function, which is very restrictive and computationally demanding. Using a similar
assumption about the asymmetry between players the model of Bully and Godfather was
proposed by Littman and Stone [2001].
3
Methodology & Application Areas
In this chapter we introduce the methodology used in this thesis for applying multi-agent
learning and modelling techniques to various security and sustainability domains. By
choosing diverse application areas we hope to introduce general and efficient methods and
demonstrate the usability of the multi-agent learning approach. Moreover, we explain how
to overcome some of the obstacles in deploying the techniques to real-world applications. In
this work we focus on three application areas which differ in several aspects but all contain
multi-agent interactions and the necessity for security and sustainability. The three areas
are:
1. Sustainability of Earth’s orbit: The space debris removal problem → Chapter 4
2. Safety in critical systems with risky states: Learning robust behaviour → Chapter 5
3. Mitigating threats in spatial security domains: Dealing with partially observable
attackers → Chapter 6
There is a range of assumptions one needs to make about each application area in order
to propose a computationally viable but still realistic enough model. In this work we make
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use of the game-theoretic framework of normal-form games and stochastic games; where the
former is suitable for domains with single-stage interactions between agents and the latter
for the domains where the environment evolves with actions taken by agents (see Chapter 2).
In simple domains the solution can be often computed exactly by computing an equilibrium
strategy or by planning via solving the underlying MDP, however in more complex domains
this might not be possible due to computational complexity. Computing a Nash equilibrium
becomes quickly intractable [Daskalakis et al., 2009]. In such cases we turn to approximating
the solution instead, in our case by reinforcement learning. Learning a solution is often
achieved by adapting behaviour with respect to improving the estimate of a value function
by repeated interactions with the studied system (described in detail in Section 2.2). Apart
from the intractability, the game-theoretic approach also suffers from the selection problem,
where multiple Nash equilibria might exist. The learning approach faces another problem,
where convergence to a fixed point is often not guaranteed, furthermore the behaviour of
the learning process can be very complex and unpredictable [Omidshafiei et al., 2019]. We
investigate these issues of both approaches in the studied application domains. We now
further present the application domains and discuss the modelling assumptions we make,
we compare them and describe their limitations.
3.1 Security and Sustainability in Studied Domains
We now introduce the studied application areas, where all the domains are situated in the
security and sustainability context. We present the studied areas in turn as they appear in
the chapters later on.
3.1.1 Sustainability of Earth’s Orbit
In Chapter 4 we study the problem of space debris, which is the main threat to sustainability
of Earth’s orbit. Since the late 1950s there has been an increase in the number of public
and private agencies that have launched a multitude of objects into Earth’s orbits with
low or no incentive to remove them after their life span. As a consequence, there are now
many inactive objects orbiting Earth, which pose a considerable risk to active spacecraft.
The Earth’s orbits are becoming increasingly cluttered with so-called space debris, made
up by inactive or defunct satellites, rocket bodies, or other parts of spacecraft that have
been left behind. NORAD tracks and catalogues objects in orbit, currently listing around
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15,000 objects of 10cm2 and larger1. It is believed that the true number of objects is several
orders of magnitude larger, with estimates of over 100,000 pieces of untracked debris of
sizes 1-10cm2 [Carrico et al., 2008]. By far, the highest spatial density of such objects is in
the low Earth orbit (LEO) environment, defined as the region of space around Earth within
an altitude of 160 km to 2,000 km, in which a large number of active satellites operate.
This causes a substantial operational risk, representing defection or even obliteration of
spacecraft due to collisions with pieces of debris, which at orbital speeds of approximately
7.5 km/s can cause considerable damage. The density of objects in LEO will most likely
increase due to new launches, in-orbit explosions, and the number of object collisions being
higher than the capability of the LEO environment to clean itself using the natural orbital
decay mechanism. In recent years we have already witnessed two especially severe incidents:
(i) a 2007 Chinese anti-satellite missile test producing more than 1,200 catalogued pieces
of debris, and an estimated 35,000 pieces of size 1cm and larger, resulting in the most
severe orbital debris cloud in history [NASA Orbital Debris Program Office, 2007]; (ii)
the collision of the Iridium-33 and Kosmos-2251 satellites in 2009, which was the first
accidental hyper-velocity collision of two intact spacecraft [NASA Orbital Debris Program
Office, 2009]. This accident produced more than 823 catalogued debris objects, forming
two debris clouds in LEO. These incidents introduced a high risk of potential collisions
to many active objects in LEO. For example, the International Space Station (ISS) had
to perform a manoeuvre in 2011 to avoid a piece of debris from the 2009 Iridium-Kosmos
collision [NASA Orbital Debris Program Office, 2011]. One of the earliest analyses of the
projected evolution of space debris was done by Donald J. Kessler in 1978 [Kessler and
Cour-Palais, 1978; Kessler et al., 2010]. This study led to the definition of the “Kessler
Syndrome”, a particular scenario where the density of objects in LEO becomes high enough
to cause a cascade of collisions, each producing new debris and eventually saturating the
environment, rendering future space missions virtually impossible. Active space debris
removal might be the answer to this sustainability threat.
3.1.2 Safety in Critical Systems with Risky States
In Chapter 5 we analyse vulnerabilities of critical systems with risky states, where a
destabilisation of individual nodes can have a potentially immense impact on the whole
system. We especially study the situation where there might be some random or adversarial
1See https://celestrak.com/NORAD/elements/.
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perturbations in action execution in the form of a failure or external attack. Many critical
systems exhibit global system dynamics that are highly sensitive to the local performance
of individual components. This holds for example for (air) traffic and transport networks,
communication networks, security systems, and (smart) energy grids [Cristian et al., 1996;
Shooman, 2003; Knight, 2002; Liu et al., 2012]. In each case, the failure of or malicious attack
on a small set of nodes may lead to a severe destabilisation. Moreover, innovations in critical
systems may introduce additional vulnerabilities to such attacks: e.g., smart power grids
communication channels are needed for distributed intelligent energy management strategies,
while simultaneously forming a potential target that could compromise safety [Yan et al.,
2013]. Our work is motivated precisely by the need for safety in these critical systems,
which can be achieved by encoding robustness into the learning process of an effective
behaviour against rare but significant deviations, caused by one or more system components
failing or being compromised in an attack. An effective approach to preventing severe
destabilisation, providing overall security and robustness of the system, is a prerequisite for
wide-scale future use of systems with critical states such as smart power grids. Therefore,
we do not only require optimality from the sought solution but also robustness against such
threats leading to safe performance of our methods. The notion of robustness and safety in
reinforcement learning has been studied to some extent in the single-agent scenario [Singh
et al., 1994; Morimoto and Doya, 2005; Garcıa and Fernández, 2015]. While the inclusion
of these properties into multi-agent learning needs to be further investigated [Albrecht and
Stone, 2018].
3.1.3 Mitigating Threats in Spatial Security Domains
One of the most pressing sustainability issues caused by the technologically advanced society
is its negative impact on animal species, where many species go extinct every year [Thomas
et al., 2004]. One important cause of these problems is human activity of poaching, i.e,
killing animals to seek profit. This domain represents a classic multi-agent interaction
scenario, where we face adversarial agents (poachers). Chapter 6 analyses threats in spatial
security domains with two groups of interacting agents with opposite goals. The two groups
of players are; the defenders and the attackers. The former represents a group of cooperating
agents with the same goal of securing the system, allowing us to model them as a single
agent with a joint action space. Similarly the latter consists of a group of potentially
intelligent adversaries, with same or similar goal of attacking targets, also modelled as a
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single agent, as common in Stackelberg security games (see Section 2.1.4). There are many
real-world success stories of modelling some of the security domains as a security game,
examples include; the ARMOR system for airport security [Pita et al., 2008], the IRIS
tool for scheduling federal air marshals [Tsai et al., 2009], and the PROTECT system for
scheduling coast guards [Shieh et al., 2012]. All these works focused on computing an exact
game-theoretic solution, which might not be computationally feasible for larger and more
complex domains. There has been also research in security domains using the approach of
learning; for example the domain of green security games modelling the problem of illegal
animal poaching or illegal fishing [Fang et al., 2015] or the border patrol problem [Klima
et al., 2014, 2015]. However, none of these works focused on the complex spatial and
temporal nature of the problem, which might be necessary to be modelled as a stochastic
game. In this thesis we are particularly interested in spatial security domains, where the
spatial component introduces another level of temporal complexity, where the system can
transition among many different states. Here, we assume the agents dynamically move on a
graph over varied time periods defined by episode lengths, for which we use the framework
of stochastic games. In such complex systems, computing the solution exactly is not feasible
due to the difficulty of the problem and thus we approach it by reinforcement learning. Our
work is mainly driven by the target application of the illegal rhino poaching problem which
is important to study from a sustainability perspective. The main threat here is potential
extinction of the whole species. Our goal is to introduce effective security measures to
mitigate the rhino killings. We describe our approach on this specific domain, nevertheless,
our work is applicable to a wide range of domains containing the spatial component and
two groups of agents with opposite goals, guarding or attacking some critical targets.
3.2 Methodology and Problems Classification
We now describe the methodology and modelling assumptions for the analysis of the three
application domains, together with discussing the main threats we face in each of the
domains. An overview of this thesis is shown in Table 3.1, where we lay out the similarities
and differences of the studied domains. In the remainder of the chapter we describe these
metrics in detail and provide further context.
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chapter Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6
domain space debris removal critical domains spatial security domainswith risky states
problem space debris removal smart power grids rhino poachinginstance
threat tragedy of the commons rare severe attack/failure adversarial attackers
main modelling complex designing robust modelling complex
challenge environment learning process agents
model type simulator, surrogate grid world grid world
learning model-free model-free, model-based model-based
stage/state single-, multi- multi- multi-
agent single-, multi- single-, multi- multi-
framework NFG, MDP, SG MDP, SG MDP, SG
solution exact(NE), learned(TD) learned(TD) learned(TD)
type of methodology, model, TD operator κ, approach, BayesRQcontribution PoA analysis Q(κ), Exp. SARSA(κ)
publications
Klima et al. [2016a] Klima et al. [2018a] Klima et al. [2016c]Klima et al. [2016b] Klima et al. [2018b] Klima et al. [2018d]Klima et al. [2018c] Klima et al. [2019]
Table 3.1: Thesis main chapters overview: Comparison of modelling choices and assumptions.
3.2.1 Threat Types
In all the studied domains we face various threats and thus there is a need for introducing
security measures to mitigate them. They pose risks to the environment or directly to the
agents, potentially harming them in some way. If untreated this might cause ineffective
behaviour or even damage to the agents or environment. Effective modelling of these threats
is thus a prerequisite to optimal behaviour and overall sustainability of the environment.
The main threat in the space debris environment comes from the high volume of space
debris posing collision risks to active spacecrafts. The threats to the space agencies are then
induced by the potential tragedy of the commons scenario, where inactivity of the agents
can lead to deterioration of the common environment. The space agencies face a dilemma
between not acting while waiting for other agents to act or acting by investing into space
debris removal. Another type of threat is present in the critical systems with risky states,
where we potentially face a rare but significant failure or attack, which can destabilise the
whole network and be harmful to all agents. This rare but significant event can be seen as
an external control over the system and can have a form of an intentional and adversarial
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attack or a random failure. Moreover, the threats in such critical systems are magnified
by the sensitivity of individual nodes on the performance of the whole network. We show
how such threats in critical systems such as smart energy grid can be faced effectively by
learning robust policies. From assuming a rare attack or random failure we move to dealing
with a persistent attack in spatial security domains, where we face threats from adversarial
attackers, who are strategically attacking critical targets. One example of spatial security
domains is the illegal rhino poaching problem, which we model as a security game. The
threat in such a problem is represented by poachers killing rhinos, potentially leading to an
extinction of the species causing a major environmental impact. The attacks can happen in
different locations, representing the spatial component of the problem and bringing further
complexity to the model.
3.2.2 Modelling Choices
Based on Chapter 2, which formally introduced the theoretical background of this thesis, we
now describe and motivate the use of different modelling concepts to analyse the application
domains from security and sustainability perspective.
Single- and Multi-Agent Model Our domains naturally contain multiple interacting
agents, therefore the multi-agent learning paradigm is the main framework to consider.
However it might be sometimes useful to model these domains as a single-agent scenario
as a form of abstraction, which can bring initial insights into the problem. We can either
ignore the other agents and use a form of independent learning (see Section 2.3.2). Or in the
case of several agents having the same or similar goal, it is often possible to model them as
a single-agent with joint action space. We consider these approaches in each of our studied
domains. In some settings it is interesting to compare the single-agent solution with the
multi-agent one, which gives us deeper understanding of the behavioural dynamics. In the
space debris removal problem we analyse this in terms of price of anarchy (Section 2.1.2),
evaluating the cost of a decentralised (multi-agent) solution compared to a (single-agent)
centralised one. In the case of the critical domains we first consider a single-agent scenario
for which we propose a safe and robust behaviour. Then, building on that we introduce
multi-agent versions assuming full communication among the agents. The spatial security
domains contain two groups of agents, here we model each group of agents with the same
goal as a single agent, therefore obtaining a model of a two-agent interaction.
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Single- and Multi-Stage Model The studied application domains are naturally multi-
stage models, where agents decide on actions over many time steps. However, often
the problems can be abstracted and modelled as a single-stage process, with a one-shot
interaction among agents. Such model simplifications can bring deeper understanding into
the complex interaction dynamics and can represent a higher level of strategic decision
making. In the space debris removal problem we first model the interaction among agents as
a one-shot single-stage game using the framework of normal-form games, we then consider
a dynamic scenario with multiple stages (states) and dynamic strategies modelled within
the framework of stochastic games. The multi-stage model is more expressive with more
flexibility in agents’ behaviour but much more computationally demanding due to potentially
large state and strategy spaces. We compare both modelling approaches and point out
advantages and disadvantages of each, together with their meaning in the application
domain. When studying the safety in critical domains we also consider a multi-stage
interaction, modelled as a stochastic game, where the environment can transition between
different states. Similarly, in the spatial security domains we use the model of a stochastic
game to capture the interactions between the two groups of players with different goals.
The framework of stochastic games is more suitable for the studied domains compared to
the model of repeated games because the stages dynamically change with respect to the
agents’ behaviour.
Solution Types By following different assumptions when modelling the studied appli-
cation domains, we might obtain various solution types, differing in level of effectivness,
robustness or how they are attained. The standard solution in game theory has the form of
an equilibrium, where the players are not incentivised to alter their strategies due to not
being able to unilaterally improve their payoff (see Section 2.1). In a multi-stage setting
the notion of equilibrium becomes somewhat more complex due to the dependence of such
equilibrium on each stage, e.g., Markov perfect equilibrium. In multi-stage games like
stochastic games, it is often only possible to approximate the solution by learning it, which
is often not only less computationally demanding but also more robust against wrong initial
assumptions or perturbations in action execution. In the space debris removal problem we
consider both approaches, in the single-stage game we compute an equilibrium solution and
in the multi-stage game we learn a solution by interaction with the environment, we then
extensively compare these two approaches and their respective solution types. From the
domain perspective it is important to compare different solutions emerging from following
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different modelling assumptions. For example having different goals as expressed by the two
different paradigmatic settings: (i) online RL towards individual utility versus (ii) online
RL towards social welfare as described by Tuyls and Stone [2018]. We discuss these two
different goals in the space debris removal problem and their impact on the future evolution
of the environment. When investigating security in critical domains with risky states we
focus on the learning approach and provide convergence guarantees of the proposed learning
methods. Finally, in the spatial security domains we face high level of uncertainty caused by
partial observability of the attacker, which makes computing exact game-theoretic solutions
impossible, thus we also focus on the learning approach.
Model-based vs. Model-free Learning We consider two different types of learning:
model-free and model-based approach. Reinforcement learning is originally a model-free
approach but there has been a lot of work in extending this notion to a model-based
type of learning [Polydoros and Nalpantidis, 2017; Kaiser et al., 2019]. In the model-free
approach we learn the strategy by interacting with the environment without knowing
or learning the dynamics of the environment, represented by the reward and transition
functions. On the other hand in the model-based approach we assume we know partly or
fully the dynamics of the environment, which can be either learnt from interactions or we
might have some a priori information about it. We start in Chapter 4 by considering a
simple model-free reinforcement learning algorithm where we only learn value functions
of states and actions. Next in Chapter 5 we consider learning, which is model-free with
respect to the environment dynamics but model-based with respect to control transitions
in the system, defining potential attacks or failures. Finally in Chapter 6 we consider a
fully model-based approach, where we approximate the transition function by learning
the opponent behaviour, assuming partial observations of state transitions and a priori
information about the environment.
3.2.3 Input Data
In many real-world applications and especially those concerning safety obtaining real input
data is complicated and often impossible due to sensitivity of such data and the risk of
leaking those into the wrong hands. Therefore realistic modelling of these domains is limited
in that sense and often it is needed to artificially generate such input data. To fully explore
the applicability of multi-agent modelling and learning in various domains, we study both
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cases in this thesis; domains with real-world input data and domains where we artificially
generate the input data. In Chapter 4 for the space debris removal model we make use
of two publicly available datasets: SATCAT and TLE which contain spatial information
of objects larger than 10 cm currently in the Earth’s orbits. In the two other chapters
(Chapter 5 and 6), which concern sensitive physical targets on Earth, we generate the input
data artificially with enough parametrisation to allow for wide range of input.
4
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4.1 Space Debris Removal Problem
In this chapter we study the application of the multi-agent modelling and learning paradigm
to a complex environment of the space debris removal problem. This chapter presents
a new approach to modelling complex environments from a game-theoretic and multi-
agent learning perspective. Moreover, we investigate how different models of multi-agent
interaction can be effectively designed and evaluated in such a complex domain.
We already introduced and motivated the domain of space debris removal in Section 3.1,
we now discuss several ways proposed to deal with the problem. In 2002 debris mitigation
guidelines including passive measures were introduced such as the end-of-life management
of satellites via de-orbiting or graveyard orbits, which are now implemented in newly
launched satellites to counter the space debris risk [Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination
Committee, 2002; Klinkrad et al., 2004]. While effective [Anselmo et al., 2001], it is now
widely believed that mitigation alone is not enough to prevent a further build-up of the
debris population in low earth orbit (LEO) [Liou and Johnson, 2008; Lewis et al., 2012; Liou
et al., 2013]. Active space debris removal, though very costly, may offer a solution [Klinkrad
and Johnson, 2009; Izzo et al., 2015]. Recently an experimental active space debris removal
mission has been performed under the project RemoveDebris with a successful in-space
test of several debris removal technologies, deployed from ISS [Forshaw et al., 2017]. An
active debris removal mission, if successful, has a positive effect (or risk reduction) for all
satellites in the same orbital band. This may lead to a strategic dilemma: each stakeholder
has an incentive to delay its actions and wait for others to respond. This gives rise to a
social dilemma in which the benefits of individual investment are shared by all while the
costs are not. This encourages free-riders, who reap the benefits without paying the costs.
However, if all involved parties reason this way, the resulting inaction may prove to be far
worse for all involved. This is known in the game theory literature as the tragedy of the
commons [Hardin, 1968]. This dilemma is often studied as a one-shot interaction in which
players (the actors) choose their strategy simultaneously and without communication. Most
real scenarios however do not follow this abstract set-up, but are rather played out over
multiple rounds of interactions, in which previous outcomes may influence future strategy
choices.
We start by developing a high-fidelity simulator of the space debris environment in
order to project and evaluate the future evolution of the environment depending on different
possible actions. These actions represent different debris removal efforts. We briefly present
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the simulator in Section 4.2 but leave the main description for Appendix A, where we
describe a collision model, a break-up model, an orbital propagator, and future launch
scenarios. The simulator while aiming to be realistic is also very computationally demanding.
Therefore, using data collected from the full scale simulator, we build and validate an
approximate surrogate model that can subsequently be used to efficiently test the effects
of various debris removal strategies without requiring the computational power needed
to run the full scale simulator. Using the surrogate model, described in Section 4.3.1, we
propose different models of agent interaction; we consider static (one-shot) and dynamic
(multi-stage) interaction models. Moreover we investigate single- and multi-agent models.
In Section 4.3 we therefore design a normal-form game, a Markov decision process and a
stochastic game based on the proposed surrogate model. We study how the aggregation of
the agents’ actions influences the future development of the space debris environment. The
objective of this reasoning is to model this strategic dilemma, understand its consequences
and compare various centralised and decentralised solution methods. This requires us to
provide a way to estimate the effect of certain actions in different time steps on the space
environment and assets held by the actors. In Section 4.4 we evaluate and compare solutions
obtained from following different assumptions about the agent interaction. We use several
evaluation metrics such as price of anarchy, which represents the cost of selfish behaviour
compared to cooperative behaviour in terms of social welfare. Furthermore, we analyse
fairness of different solution types. Finally in Section 4.5, we discuss the obtained results
and the implications for potential decision makers.
This chapter is self-contained, however for completeness, in Appendix B we attach
our preliminary work, based on a simplified version of the space debris simulator with a
simple launch model as described in Appendix A.3. Where we model the space debris
problem as a one-shot game, describing the dynamics of the strategic dilemma from a
game-theoretic point of view, showing the evolution of equilibria depending on parameters
of the model such as the cost of active debris removal. This preliminary study was an
important stepping stone to the complex analysis presented in this chapter, which is based
on data from improved space debris simulator with a complex launch model, which is fully
described in Appendix A.4.
Related Work This study can be placed in the context of several different areas of
related work. From a simulation modelling perspective various attempts have been made to
accurately predict the evolution of space debris and the resulting risk of collisions for active
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spacecraft. Moreover, from a game-theoretic perspective, researchers have utilised similar
methods to study related problems of environmental pollution, and the shared exploitation
of scarce resources, e.g., greenhouse global warming [Tahvonen, 1994].
Several studies have been published in recent years that consider in detail the effect of
active removal strategies to mitigate the space debris problem [Liou and Johnson, 2009;
Liou et al., 2010; Liou, 2011]. For example, Liou and Johnson [2009] present a sensitivity
analysis on several fixed object removal strategies. They propose removing 5, 10, or 20
objects per year, and compare these mitigation strategies with baselines “business as usual”
or “no new launches” and show the effectiveness of object removals. The objects to be
removed are chosen according to their mass and collision probability. Our work is inspired
by Liou and Johnson’s approach but, in contrast, (i) we consider a multi-agent scenario in
which different space agencies independently choose their removal strategy and furthermore
(ii) consider a more adaptive scenario in which an optimal strategy for removal can be
learned based on estimated collision risks and removal costs.
Analysis of complex strategic interactions using game theoretic tools is often hindered
by the large action-spaces available to the agents in such scenarios. For example, in the
space debris removal dilemma, each possible piece of debris to remove is potentially an
action. Additionally, it is often impossible to define payoffs to all (combinations of) actions
in advance. This has led recently to the advent of empirical game theory [Walsh et al.,
2002; Wellman, 2006]. The main idea is to limit the strategy space of each agent by
introducing high level generic profiles, or meta-strategies, that capture the main aspects of
the interaction. Then, the payoff table for this reduced strategy space can be estimated
empirically, either by analysing data from a real system, or by simulating a model of the
system. Standard methods and techniques from (evolutionary) game theory can then be
applied to the estimated payoff table, e.g., to find approximate equilibria [Jordan et al., 2008].
Such empirical game theoretic analysis has proven valuable in getting insights into various
complex real-world domains, such as automated trading [Wellman et al., 2006], auction
mechanism design [Phelps et al., 2004], the game of Poker [Ponsen et al., 2009] or Go [Tuyls
et al., 2018], collision avoidance in multi-robot systems [Hennes et al., 2013], adaptive
cyber-defence strategies [Wellman and Prakash, 2014], and large-scale bargaining [Hennes
et al., 2015]. In this work we follow a similar approach but focus on the domain of space
debris removal.
The space debris removal dilemma is in many ways similar to other environmental clean-
up efforts that have been studied using game-theoretic tools in the past [Bousquet et al.,
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1999]. For example, Tahvonen [1994] models carbon dioxide abatement as a differential
game, taking into account both abatement costs and environmental damage. More complex
models have been studied as well, including for example the ability to negotiate emission
contracts [Harstad, 2012]. Another related model is the Great Fish War of Levhari and
Mirman [1980]. Although not the same as environmental clean-up, this scenario deals with
shared use of a scarce common resource, which potentially leads to the same dilemma in
game-theoretic terms, known as the tragedy of the commons [Hardin, 1968]. While the
problem of space debris can be seen as a tragedy of the commons in this sense, its potential
solution by joint effort of different space actors can be modelled as a public goods game,
in which players jointly need to reach a threshold contribution level in order to produce a
public good (clean space, in our setting). A special case of the public goods game, in which
contribution of a single player is sufficient, is given by the volunteer’s dilemma [Diekmann,
1985]. Here, theory dictates that an increase in the number of players decreases the chance
of any one player contributing due to the temptation of free-riding, known in psychology
literature as the diffusion of responsibility [Darley and Latané, 1968]. The space debris
removal dilemma presented here is more complex than both game-theoretic models, as we
allow for different contribution levels as well as different stakes between the players. Many
of the aforementioned studies has focused solely on a (simplified) mathematical model of
the underlying system. In contrast, we use a complex simulator to obtain an approximate
model which can then be used to study the outcome of various fixed strategies, as well as
learn new dynamic strategies that may outperform the fixed ones. In addition, while most
previous work treats the dilemma only as a one-shot (or repeated) game, we here propose
both, a one-shot game and a more realistic scenario in which different strategy choices can
be made at different points in time, which we model within the framework of stochastic
games. Furthermore, we discuss the application of reinforcement learning methods to learn
efficient strategies in such games.
Recently, there has been work using the learning approach in tragedy of the commons
problems, analysing the dynamics of cooperative solutions [Leibo et al., 2017; Perolat
et al., 2017]. These works assumed partially observable domains with potentially unknown
underlying model whereas in this work we assume fully observable surrogate model known
to all the players. Another related work studying cooperation in public goods games uses a
version of reinforcement learning called directional learning to (mis)learn and achieve more
cooperative outcomes deviating from Nash equilibria [Nax and Perc, 2015]. This method
is studied in an evolutionary setting based on one-shot interactions, whereas we study a
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more complex stochastic game in which dynamics depend on sequences of actions taken
by the players. We also mention the related (interdisciplinary) body of work focusing on
the evolution of cooperation in populations of self-interested agents, often modelled using
methods from evolutionary biology or statistical physics [Perc et al., 2017]. While those
approaches help to better understand why cooperation happens in (human) society on a
macro scale, here we focus on the adaptive learning process on the micro-level of individual
players. Although parallels can be drawn (see, e.g., Bloembergen et al. [2015]), this type of
analysis falls outside the scope of our current study.
Finally, we study the inefficiency of decentralised solutions in the active debris removal
problem. The main tool for such analysis is the price of anarchy (PoA), first introduced
by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [1999], however the study of inefficiency of Nash equilibria
is older [Dubey, 1986]. For a general introduction to inefficiency in non-cooperative games
we refer the reader to work of Roughgarden and Tardos [2007]. PoA analysis has been
used in many domains, to name a few we state selfish traffic routing in a congested
network [Roughgarden, 2005] or auctions [Roughgarden et al., 2017]. In our work we focus
on a more restricted scenario with PoA evaluation, similar works measure PoA [Knight
et al., 2017] or analyse division fairness [Aleksandrov et al., 2015].
4.2 Simulating Space Debris Environment
In this section, we briefly introduce a full scale simulator, which we developed to predict
the impact of active removal of space debris objects on the future space environment and
in particular on the assets of each agent. In order to successfully model the complex
interactions and dynamics in the space debris removal problem, we develop a high-fidelity
simulator of the space debris environment, which enables us to model and analyse the future
evolution of the space debris problem considering potential active debris removal. Apart
from the recent in-space testing of active debris removal [Forshaw et al., 2017], no active
removal strategies of actual debris have been attempted yet, thus there is only very limited
existing data on their cost and effect. Any impact of such action can be thus only simulated.
Furthermore, the space environment, similarly to the climate on Earth, only changes over
relatively large time scales of many decades. To measure any effect of current actions, it
is necessary to simulate at least one century into the future. This of course introduces
large uncertainties to the outcome as it requires modelling of human behaviour, i.e., future
launch activity, over the next century. Therefore, we consider different launching scenarios.
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Predicting the future of space debris is in general a very difficult task and necessarily
uncertain, thus we focus on the analysis framework for a wide range of potential future
trajectories of space debris development, providing enough generality.
We propose a simulator with two different models of future spacecraft launching. (1)
a simple launch model by repeating a past launch sequence, which aims to replicate the
simulators in related work (e.g. Liou and Johnson [2009]). And (2) a complex launch model
with several different spacecraft classes with non-linear evolution in time, following the
mitigation guidelines [Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee, 2007] such as
the end-of-life management of satellites via de-orbiting. We fully describe these two launch
models in Appendix A.3 and A.4, respectively. The simple launch model was used for our
preliminary work in Appendix B. The complex launch model is used for the main analysis
in this chapter.
The simulator is built on top of the Python scientific library PyKEP [Izzo, 2012].
PyKEP provides basic tools for astrodynamics research, including utilities to interface with
online databases such as the SATCAT1 and TLE (two-line element set)2 databases, which
provide orbital information on all active (not decayed) objects in the low Earth orbit (LEO)
regime we are studying, including the orbital elements that uniquely identify an object’s
orbit, and which are used for orbit propagation. These databases provide the input to our
simulator. PyKEP also provides an implementation of the SGP4 satellite orbit propagator
(via libsgp43), which we use extensively in this work. We fully describe the space debris
simulator in Appendix A together with all the modules and the two different launch models.
4.3 Models of Agent Interaction
In this section we present several models of agent interaction for the space debris removal
problem. Firstly we introduce a surrogate model based on the simulator with the complex
launch model, described in Appendix A.4, which allows to model wide range of future
evolution of the space debris environment. We present the analysis with the proposed
conservative launch scenario, however our model is general and can be used with any launch
scenario as proposed in Appendix A.4. Using the surrogate model we define a normal-form
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present several solution concepts; comparing single-agent, multi-agent, static (one-shot)
and dynamic strategies and thoroughly analyse their effectiveness and outcomes on decision
making by using concepts of fairness and price of anarchy (PoA) (formally presented in
Section 2.1.2).
4.3.1 Surrogate Model of the Space Debris Simulator
The full scale simulator introduced in Section 4.2 and fully described in Appendix A
accurately models the space environment evolution given the complex launch model, but it
is unfortunately computationally demanding. In order to facilitate efficient experimentation
with different debris removal strategies we design an approximate surrogate model that
effectively captures the dynamics of the system but is computationally fast. In this section
we describe the intuition and implementation of this surrogate model. We also validate
the approximation by comparing its projected dynamics with those given by the full scale
simulator in Appendix C.
Implementation
Firstly we introduce the threshold for removal of risky objects, which represents active
debris removal. This is a different approach to previously considered removal efforts, which
we investigated in our preliminary work (see Appendix B), where we now better quantify
the impact of removal actions. The measure is the expected number of new debris should
a collision occur. This new strategy concept can better prioritise the removal of objects
causing massive collisions. The first step to building the surrogate model is to run Monte
Carlo simulations for different settings of the threshold for removal of risky objects. We
prevent all collisions that produce an expected number of debris larger than the given
threshold for removal from happening by removing the risky objects causing these collisions.
Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the total number of objects in orbit for different thresholds
for removal and the cumulative number of lost active assets (spacecraft) for the same
scenarios. The outcome for every threshold setting in every time step can be evaluated by
the gradient of the curve in that time step, which is based on the (expected) number of
collisions (defining the number of objects injected into the environment, see Figure 4.1b)
and the (expected) number of lost active assets in every time step of the Monte Carlo
simulations. We can use these two metrics to define the set of actions and the reward
function.
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Figure 4.1: Projected evolution of the (a) total number of objects and (b) cumulative lost
assets, assuming the complex launch model, in the next 100 years for different removal
strategies, e.g. above 8000 - removing all the objects causing in expectation a collision
producing more than 8000 debris pieces.
We can view every point on every curve (system evolution for given threshold) as a
potential system state. We restrict states to discrete time steps (decision points for policy
change, e.g., 2 years) and assume that the system can transfer between the states by taking
removal actions (joint action in the case of multiple actors) defined by given threshold for
removal. Due to computational intractability we cannot run simulations for all combinations
of (joint) actions and state transitions and hence we propose an approximate surrogate
model for evaluating the effect of the removal action on the environment.
This model is based on transitions between the different curves (shown in Figure 4.1)
depending on the actions taken. Note that the gradient of each curve is dependent on the
total number of objects in the system and the year (which determines the number of active
assets). Therefore, we propose shifting between curves either (i) horizontally – keeping
the same level of total number of objects or (ii) vertically – keeping the same year and
therefore the same number of active assets (remember that the number of active assets and
their size distribution is only dependent on the launch scenario). This shifting between
the curves represents transitions between different states of the system. Note that the
steeper the curve gets (larger gradient), the higher the risk for collisions will be. If players
increase their effort, this means shifting to a lower curve, they move either down or right.
A decrease in effort means moving up or left. Intuitively, increasing (decreasing) the effort
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should decrease (increase) the gradient. Shifting down when increasing effort (or left when
decreasing) gives us a lower bound on the gradient of the curve, as we get an optimistic
estimate of the further development of the system by underestimating the total number
of objects (or the number of active assets when moving left) in the system. Following the
same logic we get an upper bound on the gradient when moving right when increasing
effort (or up when decreasing), which can be thought of as a pessimistic estimate where we
overestimate the number of active assets (or the number of total objects).
We run 100 Monte Carlo simulations for each scenario to base our surrogate model on.
The MC simulations give us for each time step and each threshold for removal the expected
number of collisions (and their size in terms of the expected debris resulting from that
collision). Basically, the players’ actions consist of removing (or deciding not to remove)
the difference in expected number of collisions between two curves, and thus moving from
the one to the other curve. As discussed, the way in which the system moves between
curves can be defined to be either optimistic or pessimistic, to give a lower or upper bound
on the expected number of collisions. In the end, this results in a piece-wise combination
of the different curves based on the removal actions taken. In Figure 4.1 never removing
simply means sticking to the uppermost curve; always removing everything that would
produce more than 1,000 debris pieces means sticking to the lowest curve; and any other
combination leads to a mixture in between those two extremes.
We validated our surrogate model to well approximate the simulator in Appendix C.
4.3.2 Deterministic Game Model of Space Debris Removal
We base the game model on our surrogate model as described above. We assume the model
to be deterministic and think of it as a special case of a stochastic game with deterministic
transitions. In this chapter we use the term stochastic game due to the common usage in
the literature, but deterministic game would be more accurate. The game models situations
in which multiple players interact. Each player selects an available action given the current
state, and the game transitions to a next state based on the combination of actions taken.
This makes stochastic games an intuitive framework within which to study strategic decision
making between multiple parties, or multiple learning agents. We start by modelling the
environment as a deterministic Markov decision process (MDP) (defined in Section 2.2.1),
then move to a normal-form game formulation (defined in Section 2.1), and finally we define
a stochastic game model (Section 2.3.1). The MDP model assumes a single player scenario.
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Building on that, assuming multiple players, we arrive at the stochastic game model.
Markov decision process based on surrogate model
In our model, the underlying environment dynamics are independent of the different players,
and governed fully by the sum of actions taken (the chosen threshold for removal). As
such, the stochastic game reduces to the special case of a Markov decision process (MDP).
In order to transform the validated surrogate model into an MDP, we need to define the
state space, the players, their action spaces, the (immediate) reward function, and the state
transition function. Each of these will be described in detail below. The general intuition
behind the MDP model is the following. At each time step (e.g., per year) players decide
how much effort to invest next. This decision can be based on e.g., past actions, the current
state of the environment, and budget limitations. The joint effort of all players determines
the state evolution of the environment, i.e., the growth rate of the debris population for
the coming time step (see model description above). An important question from a design
perspective is whether effort will be treated as a discrete or continuous variable. The
underlying model (as described above) is inherently discrete, based on a set of thresholds.
The reward function can (naturally) be based on the expected number of lost assets between
two time steps (states), plus the removal effort. If effort is expressed as an expected number
of removals, this means we can get a monetary value by multiplying effort with the cost of
removal.
State space In principle the state space is infinite (continuous) along the dimensions of
time and current number of objects in the environment (see Figure 4.1). We discretise the
state space along both dimensions: 1) by fixing the time steps to for example once every
two years, and 2) by fixing the number of allowable states at each time step, uniformly
between the top and bottom curves in Figure 4.1. This will fix the total number of states
of the MDP.
Action space As our surrogate model is based on a notion of threshold, i.e., not deciding
how many objects to remove exactly but based only on the impact of the potential collision,
it seems natural to base the action space on these thresholds as well. Thus, the action space
is defined by the discrete thresholds, where for each such a threshold in any given time
step we have the expected number of removed objects E(nrem) and the expected number
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of lost assets E(nlost) during the next time step. This data comes from the Monte Carlo
simulations. The definition of the action space partially defines how the cost associated
with each action will be defined. In this case, the cost in terms of future losses is directly
given by the effort (threshold) curves in Figure 4.1; however the cost of removals will vary
(“everything above a threshold” can be any number of removals, and this will vary over
time).
Reward function The (joint) reward function is naturally given by the cost of lost assets
plus the cost of removal efforts. Minimising these costs means maximising reward. A reward
in the underlying MDP can be also thought of as the environment welfare, which we use
in our experimental analysis. We define the reward function R(s, a) for a state s and an
action a as a sum of the cost of losing assets and the cost of object removal efforts in the
next time interval:
R(s, a) = E(nlost) + λE(nrem) (4.1)
where λ = CRCL is a ratio between cost of removal CR and cost of losing an asset CL. In this
section we do the analysis for different levels of λ, because, similarly as in our preliminary
work (Appendix B), we are only interested in the relation between cost of removal and
cost of losing an asset and not in their actual values, which can be difficult to determine.
E(nlost) is the expected number of lost assets in the next time interval and E(nrem) is the
expected number of removed objects in the next time interval defined by the action a in
environment state s (given by the threshold curves in the surrogate model).
Transition function The transition function of our MDP is defined by the underlying
surrogate model. Given the action a and the current environment state s, the transition
function T (s, a) deterministically returns the successor state s′. The function follows the
curve shifting method explained above in Section 4.3.1.
Stochastic game based on surrogate model
We are now ready to define a game-theoretic model based on stochastic games. We will
define the components of stochastic games based on the underlying MDP as described
above.
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Players We do not consider actual space agencies as we did in our preliminary work,
shown in Appendix B, but instead generalise the definition of a player. Players are defined
solely by their size, expressed in terms of their number (share) of active assets. This number
in turn determines their risk given the current state of the environment. Since we do not
discriminate between objects of different players in our model, we assume that the risk
scales linearly with the number of assets owned by the players. Each player i has a share
ξi of assets representing the size of the player. The value of ξi is in the range (0, 1) and
represents the proportion of player assets to all assets in the environment, thus ∑n ξi = 1.
State space The state space is identical to that of the MDP model. Note that due
to multiple players the Markov property is broken. Nevertheless we still apply learning
methods to derive players strategies. We assume the players can fully observe the underlying
state, i.e., the time period and the total number of objects in the system.
Action space Defining the joint effect of several individual actions in the multi-player
game is not straightforward. We define a joint action a as a sum of removal efforts of
the players, which is a sum of the expected number of removals for each player’s chosen
threshold. Then we map this sum to a joint threshold. For this joint threshold we obtain a
total expected number of removed objects and total expected number of lost assets from the
underlying MDP. We then proportionally divide the expected number of removed objects
to each player according to their expressed effort. This method will enable us to define
individual rewards.
Reward function We define the reward function based on the MDP reward function
definition but now considering the joint action. Thus, the reward function R(s,a) for state
s and joint action a is defined as a sum of the cost of losing assets and the cost of object
removal efforts in the next time interval, which is equal to sum of all players’ rewards:










E(nilost) is the expected number of lost assets in the next time interval for player i and
E(nirem) is the expected number of removed objects in the next time interval for player i.
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Individual reward for player i is defined as R(s, ai) = ξiE(nlost) + λE(nirem), where ξi is the
share of important assets of player i.
Transition function The transition function is defined according to the underlying
deterministic MDP based on the surrogate model. Given the joint action a and the current
environment state s, the transition function T (s,a) deterministically returns the successor
state s′. The function follows the curve shifting method explained above in Section 4.3.1.
4.3.3 Dynamic Decision Making in the Space Debris Problem
We look at two types of decision making, differing in complexity. Firstly, we focus on the
one-shot scenario with static strategies, similar to the method we used in our preliminary
work in Appendix B, where the players fix their strategies at the beginning of the simulation
and stick with those until the end. Secondly, we analyse dynamic strategies, where the
players can dynamically decide on their action in every time step based on other players’
past actions and the development of the environment. Furthermore we analyse and compare
a single-agent and multi-agent model. Thus, we can divide the analysis into four types of
decision making: (i) single-agent static, (ii) multi-agent static, (iii) single-agent dynamic
and (iv) multi-agent dynamic. We discuss these variants in turns.
Single agent
Firstly, we assume only one agent (player) in the system. An entity of n cooperating players
can be thought of as a single agent, where every action of the agent is a joint action of the
players defined as a = f(a1, . . . , an), where f is a function aggregating several actions into
one joint action. Having only one agent in the system we can directly solve the underlying
MDP to find an optimal strategy for the agent. The optimal strategy is given in the form
of a sequence of optimal actions across the time horizon T as pi? = (a?1, . . . , a?T ). Since the
state transition function T is assumed to be deterministic in our surrogate model, applying
strategy pi∗ to the MDP will give us a fixed sequence of states and fixed sum of (discounted)
rewards.
We differentiate two levels of complexity for the optimal strategy. Firstly, we consider a
static strategy, where one fixed action is repeated for the complete duration of the time
horizon, as in our preliminary work, shown in Appendix B. Secondly, we consider a dynamic
strategy, which can consist of different actions taken at different time points. In this case
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the agent can dynamically change action during the course of the MDP until reaching
the final (goal) state. The optimal strategy for the static case can be found by simply
maximising the sum of rewards over the strategy space, which has the size of the discrete
action space |A|. Moving from the static to the dynamic case, the problem of finding the
optimal strategy becomes more complex. Now, the strategy space consists of all possible
sequences over all discrete actions, which is of size |A|T for time horizon T . To find the
optimal strategy we have to solve the underlying MDP, which can be done by dynamic
programming for a small strategy space, or by reinforcement learning for a large strategy
space.
Multiple agents
From a single agent scenario we move to a multi-agent scenario. We consider n agents
(players), and analyse the interaction among the players over the underlying MDP by using
the game model. We assume the players do not cooperate and are self-interested – in the
case of cooperation we can model the problem as a single agent scenario as described above.
Again, we are interested in finding optimal strategies for the players; however optimality
in a multi-agent scenario can be defined in various ways. One way to define optimality is
by finding equilibria solutions, another way is by maximising the global welfare. In this
section we consider and compare both approaches.
As in the previous section we differentiate between two levels of complexity in the
decision making process. Firstly, we look at static strategies, defined as sequences of a
repeated fixed actions. In the multi-agent scenario this can be described by a normal-form
game and solved by finding Nash equilibria of such game. We are interested mainly in
pure equilibria, because mixed strategies are typically difficult to obey and maintain in
real-world settings. Especially in the space debris removal, where the removal actions are
very costly and the players plan these over several years, it is unlikely to decide on them
at random, i.e., choosing mixed strategies, as we also discussed in the preliminary work,
shown in Appendix B.3.
Secondly, we analyse the case of dynamic strategies, where the players can take different
actions in every time step. The solution is a sequence of actions for each of the players.
The definition of optimal strategies in multi-agent dynamic systems might be ambiguous as
discussed in Section 2.3.2. Furthermore, the strategy space for n players is large even for a
small action space and short time horizon, and grows exponentially in number of actions.
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As a result, solving the resulting stochastic game explicitly by for example planning might
be impossible or intractable. Thus, the only feasible way to find optimal or near-optimal
solutions is to approximate them using e.g., reinforcement learning.
Learning an optimal strategy
In the space debris removal decision making process we face the problem of delayed reward,
where the effect of immediate actions (object removal or passivity) will fully come into effect
only after many years, making reward-based decision-making difficult. Temporal difference
methods tackle the delayed reward problem by bootstrapping, i.e., building iteratively more
accurate models by incorporating expected future returns into the learnt reward function
(see Section 2.2.3 for further explanation of temporal difference learning).
Evaluation metrics
In this section we want to analyse and compare different decision making models. The
decision making is based on the underlying MDP built on the surrogate model. Therefore,
the main evaluation metrics are based on the concept of reward. The decision making process
is prescribed by a given strategy, which can be evaluated in terms of (discounted) rewards
both from an individual perspective as well as from a global (environment) perspective.
Thus, in the analysis we use the concept of social welfare ω, which is described as the sum
of all players’ rewards and can be thought of as a global environment outcome.
We use the metric of social welfare to compare the above stated approaches using the
concept of price of anarchy (PoA) (see Section 2.1.2), which measures efficiency between two
sets of strategies, Π1 and Π2, where the latter is assumed to be worse than the former. PoA
compares welfares (sum of rewards) obtained from the different strategies and evaluates
the cost of choosing one over the other. PoA can be defined as:
PoA = maxpi∈Π1 ω(pi)minpi∈Π2 ω(pi)
(4.3)
In our experiments the welfare ω is always negative, thus we redefine the PoA so that the
obtained values are consistent with standard PoA values, i.e., PoA ≥ 1, thus defined as:
PoA = minpi∈Π2 ω(pi)maxpi∈Π1 ω(pi)
(4.4)
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For strategies from strategy spaces Π1 and Π2, ω is the environmental welfare, which can
be also seen as the underlying MDP reward for joint strategy of the players. We extend the
classic notion of price of anarchy concept to compare solutions from different models such
as varying number of agents forming the strategies or different flexibility assumptions of
such strategies. Therefore, the strategy spaces Π1 and Π2 are defined based on the given
models. We use this metric to compare outcomes from different model designs. In our
experimental analysis we use two variants of price of anarchy to measure efficiency, (i) PoA
between single-agent and multi-agent as a price for selfish behaviour of the agents and (ii)
PoA between static and dynamic strategy as a price for not being able to flexibly react to
changes in the environment. We notate the first as PoAm (single-agent vs. multi-agent) and
the second as PoAd (static vs dynamic). Therefore PoAm describes the cost for a selfish
decentralised (multi-agent) strategy compared to a cooperative centralised (single-agent)
strategy. PoAd then describes the cost of a static inflexible strategy compared to a dynamic
flexible strategy, which can potentially better react to changes in the environment.
We define the concept of fairness in the space debris removal game based on player’s
i share ξi as described in Section 4.3.2. Fairness is based on the assumption that a level
of the removal effort should be proportional to the size of the player. We define fairness
as φi = ω∗ξiri , where ri is a reward for player i. If φi = 1 we say that player i behaves
fairly, if φi > 1 we say that player i behaves positively unfair, meaning he gets a higher
reward than he deserves (removing less than what would be fair for his share of assets)
and if φi < 1 we say he behaves negatively unfair, meaning he gets a lower reward than he
deserves (removing more than what would be fair for his share of assets). We also define
total fairness as a sum of differences from a fair case for each player i as φ = ∑i |1− φi|.
The total fairness describes the quality of a solution. If φ = 0 we have a fair solution,
the greater the value of φ is the less fair solution we have. In Table 4.1 we state a list of
notations to help the reader to better orientate in the following sections. In the next section
we experimentally compare different scenarios using these evaluation metrics. We perform
a thorough analysis for different levels of the ratio λ and shares of assets ξi.
4.4 Evaluation of Different Models of Agent Interaction
We base all our experiments on the surrogate model, which is built on the data from
Monte Carlo runs of the space debris simulator. Thus, we have the expected number of
lost assets E(nlost) and expected number of removed objects E(nrem) for every time step
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PoAm price of anarchy comparing single-agent and multi-agent scenario
PoAd price of anarchy comparing static and dynamic scenario
λ ratio between cost of removal CR and cost of losing an asset CL
ξi share of important assets of player i, i.e., size of player i
ω welfare, i.e., sum of all players’ rewards
φi fairness for player i
φ total fairness
Table 4.1: List of notations used in the stochastic game model of the space debris removal.
and every threshold for removal (see Figure 4.1). The threshold for removal is defining the
discrete action space over a set {1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 8000, 9000, 10000, NR},
where NR is “no debris removal” as defined in Section 4.3.2. The previously described
surrogate model can be used to efficiently compare various (predefined) debris removal
strategies, investigate the effect of various parameter choices, and to learn an optimal
strategy. Our surrogate model is based on curve shifting as described in Section 4.3.1,
in order to approximate well we restrict the players from abruptly changing the removal
thresholds, meaning they can only shift one up, one down or stay at the same threshold
level in every time step. The initial choice of action (threshold) is arbitrary. In this section
we describe several experiments that highlight each of these possibilities in turn. In all
our experiments we assume a 100 year time horizon and decision time step 10 years, so we
have 10 decision making points. The time horizon is based on the ISO standard on space
debris mitigation [International Organization for Standardization, 2011] agreed to by all
space agencies. It sets the time frame for graveyard orbit stability simulations to 100 years.
Given the generally quite long lead time for space missions, averaging about 7.5 years for
governmental satellite operations [Davis and Filip, 2015], the 10 year decision time step
seems a reasonable time for space actors to decide on strategy. Note that decreasing the
decision time step to for example 2 years, would accordingly increase the state space with
50 removal decision points in the 100 year time horizon. We also point out that in our
model the violation of Markov property is limited for any choice of decision time steps,
since we assume that all the agents have access to the simulator and the surrogate model.
They can therefore derive the underlying state from the observed year, total number of
objects and the surrogate model, prescribing the gradients of expected number of lost assets
and expected number of collisions for different removal actions.
As described in a previous section we analyse several scenarios. Our goal is to compare
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solution quality of static vs. dynamic scenario and single-agent vs. multi-agent scenario
and combinations of these. We first need to describe how we can evaluate these scenarios.
We will see that some can be computed and some need to be learned due to the high
complexity. We first demonstrate and describe the different scenarios on fixed settings of
λ = 0.1, which is the ratio between cost of removal CR and cost of losing an asset CL and,
in the multi-agent case, the share of important assets ξA = 0.6 of player A4. Then, we
perform a thorough analysis of the scenarios for different settings of parameters λ and ξ
and describe the influence of these parameters on the quality of the solution.
Following is the list of the scenarios and corresponding methods on how to find an
optimal strategy:
• Single-agent, static → iterate over solutions and find the one with maximal reward,
• Single-agent, dynamic → solve MDP directly by dynamic programming,
• Multi-agent, static → find optimum by computing Nash equilibrium,
• Multi-agent, dynamic→ learn optimum by using reinforcement learning, e.g., temporal
difference algorithm.
Static strategies
We start with a static strategy, which consists of one fixed action for the entire time horizon,
i.e., 100 years. A static strategy can be written down in the form of a dynamic strategy in
the MDP, where at every time step the player chooses the same action.
Single-agent static Firstly, we look on a system with a single agent. Getting an optimal
strategy for a single-agent static scenario is straightforward due to the discrete and small
action space. We have |A| possible strategies for which we compute the rewards and choose
the one with the highest reward. In Table 4.2 we show the optimal strategies for different






4In case of having only two players, we obtain the share of important assets of the other player as
ξB = 1− ξA.
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λ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
strategy 3,000 5,000 5,000 9,000 9,000
total reward r -23.3867 -27.9443 -30.0443 -31.9917 -32.74
Table 4.2: Optimal single-agent static strategies for different parameter λ, where the
strategy is fixed for the entire time horizon. For increasing λ (i.e. object removal gets more
costly) the optimal strategy is to remove fewer objects (i.e. greater threshold for removal).
Multi-agent static We now move to a multi-agent scenario with static strategies. This
scenario can be written down as a normal-form game, the pure strategies are defined by the
threshold for removals. For a normal-form game the solution concept is Nash equilibrium.
In our analysis we assume two-players A and B. The players differ only in size defined by the
share of important assets. We assume that agent i has a share ξi of total important assets
from all important assets in the environment. The reward (payoff) for player A is defined




E(nlost) + λE(nBrem). Note
that ξA = 1 − ξB. The pure strategies are the thresholds for removal which give us the
values of E(nlost) and E(nrem). We are now able to construct the payoff matrix for given
parameters λ and ξA.
We demonstrate forming the payoff matrix for λ = 0.1 and ξA = 0.6. We show
the payoff matrix for player A choosing pure strategy “threshold for removal = 2,000”
as expected number of removed objects E(nArem) and player B choosing pure strategy
“threshold for removal = 6,000” as E(nBrem). We obtain the values of E(n2000rem ) and E(n6000rem )
from the simulation data and compute the value of E(nlost) by finding a threshold curve
for given joint action which is a sum of removal efforts as described in Section 4.3.2.
Then, we compute the payoff matrix entries rA and rB for the chosen pure strategies
as rA = 0.6E(nlost) + 0.1E(nArem) and rB = 0.4E(nlost) + 0.1E(nBrem). We state the full
payoff matrix in Table 4.3, we can see how easy/difficult is to reach the respective pure
Nash equilibria which we state in bold. In Table 4.4 we can see the corresponding Nash
equilibria (NE), the strategy is written in format [< player >:< action >,< probability >].
We show all the pure equilibria (1, 2, 3) and one mixed equilibrium (4), note there exist
more mixed equilibria, however we show only one. In general we are interested only in pure
strategies, because in space debris removal problem it is unfeasible to play mixed strategies.
For each Nash equilibrium we show the player A reward rA, the player B reward rB, the
welfare ω (the sum of rewards) and the fairness φ.
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3000 4000 5000 6000 8000 9000 10000 NR
3000 -16.36 -16.36 -16.36 -16.36 -16.36 -16.36 -16.36 -16.36
-12.85 -10.24 -9.12 -8.58 -8.01 -7.77 -7.62 -7.02
4000 -13.76 -13.76 -16.19 -16.19 -16.19 -16.19 -16.19 -16.19
-12.85 -10.24 -10.74 -10.20 -9.64 -9.39 -9.24 -8.64
5000 -12.64 -15.07 -15.07 -15.07 -16.35 -16.35 -16.35 -16.35
-12.85 -11.86 -10.74 -10.20 -10.49 -10.25 -10.09 -9.50
6000 -12.09 -14.52 -14.52 -15.80 -15.80 -15.80 -15.80 -17.34
-12.85 -11.86 -10.74 -11.05 -10.49 -10.25 -10.09 -10.52
8000 -11.53 -13.96 -15.24 -15.24 -16.77 -16.77 -16.77 -18.61
-12.85 -11.86 -11.60 -11.05 -11.51 -11.27 -11.12 -11.75
9000 -11.28 -13.71 -14.99 -14.99 -16.53 -18.37 -18.37 -18.15
-12.85 -11.86 -11.60 -11.05 -11.51 -12.50 -12.34 -11.60
10000 -11.13 -13.56 -14.84 -14.84 -16.38 -18.22 -18.22 -18.63
-12.85 -11.86 -11.60 -11.05 -11.51 -12.50 -12.34 -12.03
NR -10.54 -12.97 -14.25 -15.78 -17.62 -17.40 -18.04 -20.14
-12.85 -11.86 -11.60 -12.08 -12.74 -12.35 -12.62 -13.42
Table 4.3: Payoff matrix for parameter λ = 0.1 and share parameter ξA = 0.6 (i.e. row
player owns 60% of all assets). In normal font are the row player’s payoffs, in italic are the
column player’s payoffs. In bold are pure Nash equilibria.
NE 1 2 3 4
strat A: 4k,1 A: NR,1 A: 6k,1 A: 4k,0.36; NR,0.64B: NR,1 B: 5k,1 B: 10k,1 B: 4k,0.61; 9k,0.39
rA -16.19 -14.25 -15.80 -14.13
rB -8.64 -11.60 -10.09 -10.89
ω -24.83 -25.84 -25.90 -25.02
φA 0.920 1.088 0.984 1.062
φB 1.150 0.891 1.027 0.919
φ 0.230 0.197 0.043 0.143
Table 4.4: Optimal multi-agent static strategies, where the solution concept is Nash
equilibria. We show player A’s and B’s rewards, welfare and fairness for parameter λ = 0.1
and share parameter ξA = 0.6 (i.e. player A owns 60% of all assets). There are three pure
Nash equilibria and several mixed ones (we show only one mixed NE in the last column).
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Table 4.5: Optimal single-agent dynamic strategies for different parameter λ. For increasing
λ (i.e., object removal gets more costly) the optimal strategy is to remove fewer objects
(i.e., greater thresholds for removal) and the welfare decreases.
Dynamic strategies
We can now move to dynamic strategies as described in Section 4.3.3. The players can
decide on an action every time step. Thus, the strategy is defined as a sequence of actions
over the time steps. Allowing the agents to dynamically shape their strategy is more
realistic than fixing the strategy through the course of the time horizon. However, dynamic
strategies are severely more complex, making the whole interaction with the system and
potentially with other players much more complicated. As stated before we assume time
horizon 100 years with decision time steps 10 years, thus having 10 decision points, where
the agent(s) have to choose an action. We describe and experiment with the single-agent
and multi-agent cases in turn.
Single-agent dynamic In the single-agent case the optimal strategy is obtained by
solving the underlying MDP. This is a useful property of the proposed surrogate model,
where we can effectively plan the optimal strategy. For small state spaces we can iterate
over the whole space and find the optimal strategy, for larger state spaces we can use
dynamic programming and for even larger state spaces we can use reinforcement learning
methods. We show in Table 4.5 the optimal strategies for different levels of parameter λ.
The strategies are shown as a sequence of actions, e.g., the optimal strategy for λ = 0.1
is choosing the action “threshold for removal 3,000” in every time step. For increasing λ
(i.e., object removal gets more costly) the optimal strategy is to remove fewer objects (i.e.,
greater thresholds for removal), resulting in a decrease in welfare. We compare Table 4.5
with Table 4.2 and can see that the dynamic strategies are better than (or at least as good
as) the static strategies in terms of total reward (welfare), this result is intuitive because
the player has more flexibility in the dynamic case.
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λ strategy total reward (welfare) ∆
0.1 3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -23.39 0 %
0.2 4k,4k,5k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -27.64 0.5 %
0.3 6k,8k,6k,5k,5k,5k,6k,5k,5k,5k -29.69 0 %
0.4 10k,NR,NR,NR,10k,10k,9k,9k,10k,9k -31.52 0.2 %
0.5 10k,NR,NR,NR,10k,10k,9k,9k,10k,9k -32.05 0 %
Table 4.6: Learned single-agent dynamic strategies for different λ. Differences to the optimal
strategies from Table 4.5 are shown in bold and differences in rewards are stated in the last
column. We can successfully validate the learning process due to high similarity (very low
differences) to the optimal strategies.
In the multi-agent scenario, or in the case of larger state space it might be unfeasible or
computationally demanding to explicitly solve the MDP and compute the optimal strategy.
Thus, we also discuss learning the optimal strategy. We use a standard reinforcement
learning method Q-learning as described in Section 2.2.3. In Table 4.6 we show the single-
agent dynamic strategies which we learned using Q-learning and compare them with the
optimal ones from Table 4.5 to validate the learning method. In bold we can see the
differences to the optimal strategies and in the last column we state the difference in total
reward between the learned and the optimal strategies. We can see that especially at the
beginning the learned strategies might differ; this is caused by rather similar threshold
curves behaviour at the beginning of the time horizon (see Figure 4.1). We can conclude that
the learning method is successful and we will use it for further analysis in the multi-agent
scenario.
Multi-agent dynamic In the space debris removal problem we can consider several
space actors interacting with each other and deciding on a removal strategy. Therefore,
from a single-agent, we move to a multi-agent dynamic scenario. We now face a very
difficult problem of finding the optimal strategies due to the moving target problem [Tuyls
and Weiss, 2012] and potentially very large state space. Thus, we focus on learning the
optimal strategies. We first show learning a strategy against a fixed opponent (opponent
playing a static strategy) and then learning a strategy against a learning strategy. In our
analysis we assume two players, which we denote player A (primarily the learning agent)
and player B (opponent). The players differ only by their share of important assets ξ, which
represents the space actor size. We make here a model design assumption of identical space
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program of different space actors differing only in size, i.e., homogeneous spacecraft types,
spacecraft sizes, used orbits, etc.
Multi-agent dynamic: Against fixed opponent We assume the opponent (player
B) has a fixed strategy, which is one of the possible thresholds; this is a static strategy
as described above. We show in the Table 4.7 learned strategies against different fixed
strategies. In the first column we state the opponent (player B) fixed strategy, e.g., 3k
means the player B will choose in every time step the threshold 3,000. We compare two
types of learned strategies for the player A: (i) altruistic strategy, which maximise the
environment welfare and (ii) selfish strategy, which maximises the player A’s reward. In the
Table 4.7 we also state the players’ rewards ri, welfare ω, price of anarchy PoA between
altruistic and selfish behaviour of player A and fairness φ. We can see that the price of
anarchy is similar for most of the fixed strategies. This means that once the opponent
fixes his strategy the environment welfare can be improved by approximately 5% − 6%
whether we play selfishly or altruistically. Finally, we show the fairness φ as described in
Section 4.3.3. We can observe that the selfish behaviour is fairer compared to the altruistic
one, which is expected. We can also see that some of the fixed strategies give very bad
environment welfare, e.g., “fixed 1k” gives more than double the loss.
Multi-agent dynamic: Learning against learning strategy We discussed before
that the multi-agent scenario is too complex to compute an optimal strategy. Therefore,
we now investigate the dynamics of two players learning each other’s strategy. We assume
both players learning the strategy by using the standard Q-learning algorithm. We assume
discount factor γ = 1, i.e., no discount, the learning rate α = 0.01, and the exploration
parameter  = 0.1. We discretise the state space as described in Section 4.3.2 to debris
levels with step size 1,000 and a time step of 10 years. We learned all the strategies over 1
million episodes. Both players can fully observe the state, and the Q-values are independent
on the other player action, thus this learning can be seen as independent Q-learning, which
is a common method in multi-agent reinforcement learning [Bloembergen et al., 2015].
In Table 4.8 we show several learned strategies for a single setting of the parameters
λ = 0.1 and ξA = 0.6. We show four different outcomes of the same setting. We can see the
strategies for player A and B, their rewards ri, the welfare ω and the individual and overall
fairness φ. We can see that we can attain highly effective solutions using Q-learning for
both players. One can note that these strategies have lower welfare ω than the worst pure
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fixed B type strategy rA rB ω PoA φ
1k altr 10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -3.70 -43.27 -46.97 - 7.19
1k self 10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -3.70 -43.27 -46.97 1 7.19
3k altr 10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -10.54 -12.85 -23.39 - 0.60
3k self 10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -10.54 - 12.85 -23.39 1 0.60
5k altr 3k,3k,4k,4k,3k,4k,3k,3k,3k,3k -14.64 -8.75 -23.39 - 0.111
5k self 10k,NR,10k,9k,8k,8k,8k,6k,6k,6k -14.07 -10.58 -24.65 1.054 0.115
6k altr 3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -15.14 -8.25 -23.39 - 0.207
6k self 5k,5k,5k,6k,5k,6k,6k,5k,6k,6k -14.65 -10.11 -24.76 1.059 0.034
8k altr 3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -15.52 -7.87 -23.39 - 0.285
8k self 5k,5k,6k,6k,5k,5k,5k,4k,5k,4k -15.07 -9.61 -24.68 1.055 0.045
10k altr 3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -15.83 -7.56 -23.39 - 0.351
10k self 5k,5k,6k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -15.44 -9.24 -24.68 1.055 0.109
NR altr 3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -16.36 -7.02 -23.39 - 0.475
NR self 5k,5k,5k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -15.93 -8.75 -24.68 1.055 0.199
Table 4.7: Optimal multi-agent dynamic strategies against fixed opponent for parameter
λ = 0.1 and share parameter ξA = 0.6. We show optimal altruistic (altr) and selfish (self)
strategies. In the first column we show the opponent (player B) fixed strategy. We state
the rewards, welfare, fairness and price of anarchy between different solutions. We can see
that fixed strategies can lead to very sub-optimal solutions.
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player strategy ri ω φi φ
A 6k,6k,5k,6k,5k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -15.51 -24.75 0.957 0.113B 9k,8k,6k,8k,8k,9k,10k,NR,NR,NR -9.25 1.070
A 6k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k -16.00 -24.76 0.929 0.202B 9k,10k,9k,10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -8.76 1.131
A 6k,8k,6k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -15.84 -24.83 0.941 0.164B 10k,9k,9k,10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,10k -8.99 1.105
A 6k,8k,8k,6k,5k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -15.62 -24.91 0.957 0.116B 9k,10k,9k,9k,8k,9k,10k,NR,NR,NR -9.29 1.073
Table 4.8: Learned multi-agent dynamic strategies using Q-learning against Q-learning
opponent with parameter λ = 0.1 and share parameter ξA = 0.6. We show four different
outcomes of the same setting. We can attain highly effective solutions using Q-learning for
both players.
Nash equilibrium welfare in static scenario (Table 4.4). We can compare these strategies in
terms of fairness φ or welfare ω, where these two metrics are not necessarily dependent on
each other. A better welfare does not mean fairer division of removal efforts.
So far we have shown the learning process for a fixed size of the players represented
by the parameter of assets share ξ. We now investigate how different levels of ξ influence
the solution and its quality. We show such an analysis in Table 4.9. We experiment with 9
different divisions of shares of important assets between the two players, in the first column
we show the shares ξ for each of the players. We can see that the less a player owns the less
he wants to remove and vice versa, which is expected. One can see that for the cases when
a player owns only a small proportion of the assets he prefers not to remove anything, e.g.,
ξi = 0.1. A very important outcome from this table is the evolution of the environment
welfare, one can observe that for disproportional players we get higher welfare than for
proportional players (compare welfare of ξA = 0.1 to welfare of ξA = ξB = 0.5, -23.39 and
-25.07 respectively). Another important outcome is how the size of the players influence
the fairness. Looking at the Table 4.9 we can note that the more similarly sized the players
are the fairer strategy they can learn. In the case of very disproportional players, they
learn very unfair strategy, e.g., ξi = 0.1 or ξi = 0.2. For equally sized players, the learned
strategy is the most fair. Thus, high disproportion in the players’ size attains high welfare
but trades off for fairness, where the small sized player removes barely anything.
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ξi player strategy ri ω φi φ
0.1 A 10k,10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -1.76 -23.39 1.329 0.3560.9 B 3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -21.63 0.973
0.2 A 10k,10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -3.57 -23.41 1.311 0.3680.8 B 3k,3k,3k,4k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -19.85 0.943
0.3 A 10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -6.42 -24.47 1.143 0.1940.7 B 5k,5k,4k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k -18.05 0.949
0.4 A NR,NR,10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -8.78 -24.68 1.124 0.1930.6 B 5k,6k,5k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -15.90 0.931
0.5 A 6k,8k,8k,6k,6k,5k,6k,6k,8k,6k -12.46 -25.07 1.006 0.0120.5 B 8k,8k,8k,6k,5k,6k,6k,5k,6k,5k -12.61 0.994
0.6 A 6k,8k,8k,6k,5k,4k,4k,4k,5k,4k -15.62 -24.91 0.957 0.1160.4 B 9k,10k,9k,9k,8k,9k,10k,NR,NR,NR -9.29 1.073
0.7 A 5k,4k,4k,5k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k,4k -18.12 -24.55 0.948 0.1970.3 B NR,10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -6.43 1.145
0.8 A 3k,2k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -20.08 -23.58 0.939 0.4050.2 B NR,10k,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -3.51 1.344
0.9 A 3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k,3k -21.63 -23.39 0.973 0.3560.1 B NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR,NR -1.76 1.329
Table 4.9: Learned multi-agent dynamic strategies using Q-learning against Q-learning
opponent with parameter λ = 0.1 and different levels of assets share ξi. Starting from
highly disproportional players in the top row to equally sized players in the middle row.
High disproportion in the players’ size attains high welfare but trades off for fairness, where
the small sized player removes barely anything.
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code agents type obtained ωmax ωmin φmin φmax
SO1 1 static optimal -23.39 -23.39 - -
DO1 1 dynamic optimal -23.39 -23.39 - -
DL1 1 dynamic learned -23.39 -23.39 - -
SO2 2 static optimal (NE) -24.83 -25.90 0.043 0.230
FO2 2 dyn/fixed optimal -23.39 -46.97 0.034 7.19
DL2 2 dynamic learned -24.75 -24.91 0.113 0.202
Table 4.10: Comparison of different scenarios in terms of welfare ω and fairness φ for λ = 0.1
and share parameter ξA = 0.6. We show combinations of single-agent, multi-agent, static
and dynamic approaches which were obtained either by learning or by exact computation.
In case there were multiple solutions for given scenario we present maximal and minimal
values.
Analysis and comparison of different strategy concepts
We have presented several scenarios using the surrogate model and have described methods
how to find efficient strategies for them. We now compare the different solutions of those
scenarios in terms of quality and efficiency. In Table 4.10 we show the different scenarios
and their values of welfare ω and fairness φ. We state single-agent, multi-agent, static
and dynamic scenarios and the methods to find respective effective strategies. For every
scenario we state a code, which we use in further analysis. Note that the optimal strategies
were obtained by exhaustive search (brute force) and the learned strategies by Q-learning.
All the shown combinations of scenarios were discussed in turn in the previous sections. We
compare here only the scenarios for parameters setting of λ = 0.1, ξA = 0.6 and time step 10
years in a 100 year horizon. For some of the scenarios we obtained several solutions, thus we
state maximal and minimal values of welfare and fairness. We can see that playing against
a fixed opponent can cause a high unfairness, which is expected due to the non-optimal
fixation of removal effort.
We now focus on comparing these different scenarios and on how efficient they are. For
such comparison we use the concept of price of anarchy PoA as described in Section 4.3.3.
We assume two types of PoA, the first type PoAm compares the single-agent scenario with
the multi-agent one, i.e., the cost for having self interested (competing) players instead of
centralised (single-agent) strategy and PoAd which compares the static scenario with the
dynamic one. PoAd can be thought of as the advantage we get by playing dynamically,
i.e., being able to change the strategy in every time step. In Table 4.11 we compare all
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code SO1 DO1 DL1 SO2 FO2 DL2
SO1 1 1 1 1.107 2.008 1.058
DO1 1 1 1 1.107 2.008 1.058
DL1 1 1 1 1.107 2.008 1.058
SO2 1.107 1.107 1.107 1 1.814 1.047
FO2 2.008 2.008 2.008 1.814 1 1.898
DL2 1.058 1.058 1.058 1.047 1.898 1
Table 4.11: Comparison of different scenarios in terms of price of anarchy PoA for λ = 0.1
and share parameter ξA = 0.6. The codes of the scenarios are stated in Table 4.10. In
bold we show PoAd (static vs. dynamic) and in italic we show PoAm (single-agent vs.
multi-agent). Note that for example PoA = 1.107 means 10.7% inefficiency.
the scenarios (code names from Table 4.10) in terms of price of anarchy for fixed λ = 0.1
and ξA = 0.6. Of interest are the values in bold and in italic, which show price of anarchy
PoAd between the static and dynamic scenario and price of anarchy PoAm between the
single- and multi-agent scenario, respectively. One can note that the cost of using a static
strategy over a dynamic one (SO2 vs. DL2) is 4.7% for the multi-agent case and 0% for the
single-agent case (SO1 vs. DO1). The cost of multi-agent scenario to single-agent scenario
is 5.8% for the dynamic case (DO1 vs. DO2) and 10.7% for the static case (SO1 vs. SO2),
which is caused by the selfish behaviour of the players. Also note the high values of PoA of
the multi-agent fixed scenarios (FO2), meaning that a fixed strategy can cause a highly
inefficient outcome in the terms of the environmental welfare.
We have shown the methodology of comparison of different scenarios for fixed parameters
of λ and ξ. In the next section we investigate the quality of the scenarios for varying levels
of those parameters.
Varying levels of ξ and λ
We investigate the different scenarios and corresponding optimal solutions for different
settings of the two main studied parameters: (i) ratio λ between the cost of removal CR
and the cost of losing an important asset CL and (ii) share of important assets ξ. We do
the analysis for λ ∈ [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5] and ξ ∈ [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]. As stated before the
players differ only in the size expressed by the parameter ξ, thus the results for ξA = 0.4 and
ξB = 0.6 in the two player case are the same as ξA = 0.6 and ξB = 0.4. Obviously, this holds
for any setting of ξ. We run the experiments for the 4 main scenarios; single-agent static,
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λ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
static -23.39 -27.94 -30.04 -31.99 -32.74
dynamic -23.39 -27.49 -29.69 -31.47 -32.05
PoAd 1 1.016 1.012 1.017 1.022
Table 4.12: Comparing static and dynamic single-agent scenarios in terms of welfare ω and
price of anarchy PoAd for varying parameter λ. Note that for increasing λ (i.e., cost of
removal becomes more expensive) the welfare decreases and the difference between a static
and a dynamic scenario increases.
single-agent dynamic, multi-agent static and multi-agent dynamic. The methods to obtain
optimal strategies for these scenarios are discussed in the previous sections. The comparison
metric is the price of anarchy PoA. We distinguish between comparing single-agent with
multi-agent scenarios using PoAm and static with dynamic scenario using PoAd.
Firstly, we compare single-agent scenarios, in Table 4.12 we show the welfare ω and
PoAd for static and dynamic scenarios for different levels of λ. We can observe that by
using the dynamic strategy we can improve the environment welfare by up to 2.2% (in
the case of λ = 0.5). Thus, for increasing λ (i.e., cost of removal becomes more expensive)
the welfare decreases and the difference between a static and a dynamic scenario increases.
Moving to the multi-agent case in Table 4.13 we first show the optimal solutions to static
scenario obtained by computing the Nash equilibria. We mentioned before that we are
only interested in the pure Nash equilibria, thus in the case of multiple pure equilibria
for given parameters ξA and λ we show only the minimal and maximal values of those
in the Table 4.13. One can see that some of the values are repetitive, this is caused by
limited flexibility of the static solutions and potentially by the available actions. For
instance, the high values of parameter λ mean that it is very expensive to remove objects
compared to losing assets, meaning that the players prefer to remove as few as possible,
e.g., no-removal strategy, hence some of the constant welfares in the table. One can see
that the values of welfare ω decrease with increasing values of λ and with more equally
sized players expressed by the share parameter ξ. Although, this conclusion is achieved
only experimentally, it does strongly suggest such a trend. The similarly sized players cause
inefficiency of the environment welfare due to being selfish. As discussed before, obtaining
the optimal strategies for the single-agent scenario is not computationally as demanding as
for the multi-agent scenario, where we might not be able to compute the optimal strategy
but need to learn it. In Table 4.13 we state the resulting welfares ω for multi-agent dynamic
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ξA









0.1 -23.39 -27.94 -30.04 -31.99 -32.74
0.2 -23.39 -27.94 -30.04 -31.99 -33.56
0.3 -23.39/-25.90 -27.94 -31.24 -31.99 -33.56
0.4 -24.83/-25.90 -27.94 -31.24 -33.56 -33.56










0.1 -23.39 -27.65 -29.72 -31.53 -32.07
0.2 -23.41 -27.71 -29.74 -31.54 -32.06
0.3 -24.91 -27.86 -30.99 -31.53 -32.86
0.4 -24.77 -27.86 -30.99 -31.65 -32.34
0.5 -25.47 -28.22 -31.17 -32.02 -32.86
Table 4.13: Comparison of static and dynamic multi-agent scenarios in terms of welfare ω
for different levels of λ and share parameter ξ. The static scenario is obtained by computing
Nash equilibria and the dynamic scenario is learned using Q-learning. In case of multiple
solutions we state maximal and minimal values (multiple NE). Note that with increasing
parameter λ (object removal becomes more expensive) and increasing ξ (the players become
more equally sized) the welfare decreases. One can see the improvement in welfare of
dynamic strategies compared to the static ones.
scenario and varying levels of the studied parameters. We can again see the same trend;
with increasing λ and ξ the welfare worsens.
We now have the welfare ω values for all the scenarios and all the settings of the studied
parameters. We are interested in comparing them in terms of price of anarchy PoA, which
expresses the inefficiency between different scenarios. We start with PoAm comparing
single-agent static (Table 4.12) with multi-agent static (Table 4.13) scenarios in Table 4.14.
We can see that the inefficiency induced by having multiple players is ranging from 0%
to 10.7%. One can observe that the inefficiency grows with more equally sized players,
which is to be expected. From static scenarios we move to comparing dynamic scenarios, in
Table 4.14 we show the analysis of PoAm, comparing single-agent dynamic with multi-agent
dynamic scenario. We obtain inefficiencies ranging from 0% to 8.9%. One can again see
that PoAm grows with more equally sized players, where we get the highest values for
the same sized players, i.e., ξi = 0.5. This is the cost to pay for competing selfish agents
compared to having a centralised solution, i.e., a single entity deciding on removal effort.
Finally, we look at PoAd between multi-agent static (NE) and multi-agent dynamic
(Q-learned) in Table 4.15. As expected the dynamic solutions are better than the static ones,
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ξA
λ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.025
0.3 1.107 1.000 1.040 1.000 1.025
0.4 1.107 1.000 1.040 1.049 1.025
0.5 1.107 1.092 1.040 1.049 1.025
Table 4.14: Comparison of single-agent and multi-agent static scenarios in terms of price of
anarchy PoAm for varying levels of share parameter ξ and parameter λ. We can observe
the increasing inefficiency of solutions for increasing ξ (the players become more equally
sized).
except for the setting λ = 0.1 and ξA = 0.2, which is caused by learning only a sub-optimal
strategy. We can expect that with a higher number of episodes we would obtain better
dynamic strategies than in the static case even for this setting of the parameters. We can
observe that the solutions of static vs. dynamic scenarios differ from 0% to 8.1%. Thus,
the inefficiency in the multi-agent scenario induced by being limited to a static strategy
compared to a dynamic strategy can be up to 8.1%.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have presented a new approach to multi-agent modelling and learning of
a complex environment of the space debris removal problem. We have introduced several
models of agent interaction, where space agencies decide on removal strategies, determining
the future evolution of the space debris environment.
Firstly, we implemented a realistic high-fidelity simulation model of earth orbit environ-
ment based on the PyKEP scientific library. We developed a collision model, a breakup
model and two different launch models; (i) a simple launch model, which is consistent with
related work and assume a simple repeating of past launch sequences and (ii) a complex
launch model, which considers different spacecraft classes, follows the proposed mitigation
guidelines [Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee, 2007] and enables to model
various future scenarios of technological development. We fully describe this simulator
in Appendix A. Our experiments with the simulator confirmed the commonly predicted
exponential growth of space debris in near earth orbits. This is an important motivation to
come up with mitigation strategies such as active object removal.
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ξA




single-agent dynamic vs. multi-agent dynamic
0.1 1.000 1.006 1.001 1.002 1.001
0.2 1.001 1.008 1.002 1.002 1.000
0.3 1.065 1.013 1.044 1.002 1.025
0.4 1.059 1.013 1.044 1.006 1.009




multi-agent static vs. multi-agent dynamic
0.1 1.000 1.010 1.011 1.015 1.021
0.2 0.999 1.008 1.010 1.014 1.047
0.3 1.040 1.003 1.008 1.015 1.021
0.4 1.046 1.003 1.008 1.060 1.038
0.5 1.017 1.081 1.002 1.048 1.021
Table 4.15: Comparison of single-agent dynamic vs. multi-agent dynamic and multi-agent
static vs. multi-agent dynamic scenarios in terms of price of anarchy (PoAm and PoAd) for
varying levels of share parameter ξ and parameter λ. Note that in the comparison of the
single-agent dynamic vs. multi-agent dynamic scenarios for increasing parameter ξ (more
equally sized players) the inefficiency increases.
Using statistics from extensive Monte Carlo roll-outs from the developed full simulator
with complex launch model we proposed a computationally efficient surrogate model that
accurately captures the dynamics of the space debris environment for various debris removal
strategies. Unlike other surrogate models in the literature [Lewis et al., 2009], we derived
our surrogate model by curve-fitting the full simulation results including various launch
scenarios and accurately simulated orbital motion. This ensures that our surrogate model
faithfully represents our full simulation, without the potential bias introduced by a specific
choice of surrogate model parameters, such as a fixed insertion rate of debris. We have
shown various ways in which this surrogate model can be used to study the effect of
different strategies. Apart from considering a static one-shot interaction in the form of
a normal-form game, we also investigated dynamic strategies, and studied the resulting
high dimensional complex strategic interaction. This is a novel contribution in the area
of debris removal, where previous studies on the cost of removal considered either the
effect of cooperatively removing individual objects or using simple, fixed strategies for each
actor [Liou and Johnson, 2009; Liou et al., 2010, 2013]. In addition, we have formulated a
stochastic game based on the surrogate model, which we used to study multi-party decision
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making. As an example, we have shown how machine learning techniques (here, Q-learning)
can be used to learn an optimal debris removal strategy that outperforms fixed strategies.
We have compared and evaluated both a single-agent and a multi-agent approach to the
problem of space debris removal. By computing the price of anarchy we analysed the cost of
decentralised (individually rational) decision making as compared to a centrally optimised
strategy. Our results showed that such cost can be up to 10.7% in the static case and up to
8.9% in the dynamic case depending on the parameters of ratio λ between cost of removal
and cost of losing an important asset and share ξ of important assets defining the size of the
players. We can see that the cost of decentralised solution is quite significant, considering
the enormous level of resources needed for the space debris removal. Thus, the space actors
should aim to minimise the number of competing agents in the environment by for example
forming coalitions.
Furthermore, we investigated the difference between static strategies and dynamic
strategies. Static strategies have the advantage of simplicity of the decision making, but
are less effective than their dynamic counterparts. We compared both in terms of price
of anarchy. In the single-agent case, the cost of using a static strategy is up to 2.2%, and
for the multi-agent case the cost is up to 8.1% depending on the setting of parameter
λ. Comparing single-agent vs. multi-agent scenarios and static vs. dynamic scenarios
we showed that the parameter ξ – the share of important assets, representing the size of
the players – has a big impact on quality of the solution. The more similarly sized the
players are the less efficient solutions we obtain, i.e., equally sized players produce the
worst solutions. On the other hand, highly disproportional players arrive at more efficient
solutions and the values of price of anarchy PoA for single-agent vs. multi-agent and static
vs. dynamic scenarios are equal or very close to 1, meaning there is no or low inefficiency.
We were also interested in fairness of the players’ strategies depending on their size. The
idea of fairness was driven by the assumption that the level of the removal effort should be
proportional to the size of the player. In our analysis we defined the concept of fairness and
described how the size of the players (given by their number of assets) influences the final
outcome in terms of global welfare and fairness. We found out that the more equally sized
the players are the fairer strategy can be learned at the cost of reduced global welfare. On
the other hand, the more disproportional the players are the better global welfare they can
attain, at the cost of a more unfair distribution of effort. This realisation is in line with the
increasing price of anarchy for more selfishly acting players.
This result in particular might serve to inform policy and decision making processes.
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A coordinated, global approach towards space debris removal, effectively reducing to one
single actor, may be more effective in maximising the effect on the space environment than
the current, distributed approach of various actors acting independently. Such a global
entity for space debris removal could be set up through international agreements with
proportional contributions by different actors, thus maintaining fairness while achieving a
maximum of impact.
With respect to the problem statement of this thesis presented in Section 1.2, we have
proposed a new methodology to model complex environments. While such methodology
is often highly domain specific, general guidelines can be derived. Modelling of complex
environments such as the space debris removal problem requires a wide scale of assumptions
and modelling choices to make. We have proposed one potentially effective approach to
multi-agent modelling and learning, starting from simple models (one-shot interaction),
building on it to more complex models (dynamic multi-stage interaction). We investigated
important metrics to evaluate like social welfare or fairness for different types of solutions.
5
Robust Learning in Critical Systems
with Risky States
This chapter is based on the following publications:
• Klima, R., Bloembergen, D., Kaisers, M., and Tuyls, K. (2018a). Learning robust
policies when losing control. Adaptive and Learning Agents workshop at AAMAS
• Klima, R., Bloembergen, D., Kaisers, M., and Tuyls, K. (2018b). Towards learning
to best respond when losing control. European Workshop on Reinforcement Learning
(EWRL), pages 1–11
• Klima, R., Bloembergen, D., Kaisers, M., and Tuyls, K. (2019). Robust temporal
difference learning for critical domains. In International Conference on Autonomous
Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS), pages 350–358
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5.1 Need for Robustness in Systems with Risky States
In this chapter we discuss how a robust learning process can be designed in a complex
multi-agent environment. We focus on critical domains with risky states. We consider
a distributed control problem, for which each controller executes an individual policy
on separate hardware. Any of such controllers may be attacked, potentially affecting or
changing the local policy. These attacks or failures can be rare but can have a profound
impact on the whole system if the system is not prepared for them. The main question
is then, how to obtain effective and robust policies in such systems. The reasons for a
controller executing a different policy than desired include: an attack by an adversary (e.g.,
hacker), a natural disaster (e.g., earthquake) or a mechanical defect (e.g., node malfunction).
We present a new approach for learning policies in such systems that are safe and robust
against a chosen scenario of potential attacks or failures. We accomplish this by introducing
a new Q-function operator, which we call the κ operator, that encodes robustness into the
bootstrapping update of traditional temporal difference (TD) learning methods presented
in Section 2.2.3. In particular, we design the operator to encode the possibility of significant
rare events (SREs) without requiring the learning agent to observe such events in training.
Although the κ operator is model-based with respect to these SREs, it can be combined with
any TD method and can thus still be model-free with respect to the environment dynamics.
We prove convergence of our methods to the optimal robust Q-function with respect to
the model using the theory of Generalised Markov Decision Processes [Szepesvari and
Littman, 1997]. In addition we prove convergence to the optimal Q-function of the original
MDP given that the probability of SREs vanishes. Our empirical evaluations demonstrate
superior performance of κ-based TD methods both in the early learning phase as well as in
the final converged stage. In addition we show robustness of the proposed method to small
model errors, as well as its applicability to multi-agent joint-action learning.
Therefore, we present a novel model-free approach to learn safe and robust policies in
systems that are prone to be attacked, or in which some parts of the system may fail. The
proposed family of algorithms opens new ways to effective behaviour in such systems, and
can help mitigate some of the security threats using a priori information about the potential
nature of the attack or failure. The presented learning process can thus adapt to a dynamic
opponent and can use the information it gathers during interaction with the environment.
In complex systems such learning can be combined with powerful function approximation
techniques such as deep neural networks; we leave this extension for future work. This
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chapter is structured as follows: The next part situates our approach with respect to the
related work, followed by Section 5.2 which introduces the new TD operator κ, for which we
subsequently prove convergence in single- and multi-agent case in Section 5.3. Section 5.4
provides empirical results further demonstrating the quality of our methods. This chapter
uses several concepts from reinforcement learning and multi-agent learning; for introduction
of those concepts see Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively.
Related Work The aim to find robust policies is relevant to multiple research areas,
including security games, robust control/learning, safe reinforcement learning and multi-
agent reinforcement learning.
The domain of security games has expanded in recent years with many real-world
applications in critical domains, examples include the ARMOR system for airport secu-
rity [Pita et al., 2008] or the PROTECT system for scheduling Coast Guard [Shieh et al.,
2012], where the main approach has been computing exact solutions and deriving strong
theoretical guarantees, mostly using equilibria concepts such as Nash and Stackelberg equi-
libria [Korzhyk et al., 2011], with an extension to the Stackelberg multi-agent setting [Lou
et al., 2017]. This has been very important to theoretically underpin the field, however it
often seems difficult to deploy exact theoretical solution methods in real world settings due
to strict model assumptions or severe simplifications [Tambe and An, 2012]. On the one
hand, our work adopts the information asymmetry assumption often used in Stackelberg
security games [Korzhyk et al., 2011], providing the model of attack types for the leader,
and allowing leader-strategy-informed best response strategies by attackers. On the other,
we base our approach on reinforcement learning from interactions with the environment,
thus we do not need to know the system model. There has been substantially less work
on reinforcement learning for security games than on game-theoretic approaches, with few
exceptions, for example Ruan et al. [2005] who use reinforcement learning in the context of
patrolling problems. Security games often assume frequent adversarial attack, whereas our
work focuses on occasional loss of control over the system, which can represent e.g., failures
or adversarial attacks.
Similarly to security games, control theory starts with a model of the system to be
controlled (the plant), and for the purpose of robust control assumes a set of possible
plants as an explicit model of uncertainty, seeking to design a policy that stabilises all
these plants [Zhou and Doyle, 1998]. A slightly weaker assumption is made in related work
that assumes control over the number of observations for significant rare events (SREs),
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performing updates by sampling [Ciosek and Whiteson, 2017]. It introduces a policy
gradient variant to improve learning in presence of SREs, using a proposal distribution that
controls data from which it learns and importance sampling to adjust updates. While our
assumption of multiple controllers could be linked to distinct plant models, we here seek
to maximize in expectation by assuming probabilities of alternate controllers taking over,
reducing the model back to one system. In contrast, our work assumes that the model of
the system is not known a priori, and a policy needs to be learned by interacting with it,
as in robust learning.
While early work on robust reinforcement learning focused on learning within
parameterised acceptable policies [Singh et al., 1994], later work transferred the objective of
maximising tolerable disturbances from control theory to reinforcement learning [Morimoto
and Doya, 2005]. Our work is similar to the therein defined Actor-disturber-critic, but
we replace its model of minimax simultaneous actions with stochastic transitions between
multiple controllers (one being in control at any time) with arbitrary objectives for each
controller. We thus cover not only minimising adversaries but also random failures or any
other policy encoding other adversaries’ agendas.
In relation to the taxonomy of safe reinforcement learning of Garcıa and Fernández
[2015] our method falls in between Worst-Case Criterion under Parameter Uncertainty and
Risk-Sensitive Reinforcement Learning Based on the Weighted Sum of Return and Risk,
depending on the chosen alternate controller objectives. Our Q(κ) method is comparable to
the β-pessimistic Q-learning method of Gaskett [2003], however, we propose a more general
κ operator of which Q(κ) is only an example. Finally, our approach has commonalities
with the multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithm Minimax-Q [Littman, 1994]
for zero-sum games, which assumes minimisation over the opponent action space. However,
in contrast, we define an attack to minimise over our own action space, and thus learn (but
not enact) simultaneously our optimal policy and the (rare) attacks it is susceptible to.
We further cover not only minimising adversaries but also random failures or any other
policy encoding other adversaries’ agendas (see Section 5.2.1). While on-policy learning
algorithms have been shown to perform better than classical Q-learning in a perturbed
environment [Singh et al., 2000], and can thus in some sense be considered safer (against
mistakes or exploration), our method combines with both on- and off-policy learning, and
provides robustness against a chosen target.
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5.2 The Robust Temporal Difference Operator κ
In this section we use the framework of temporal difference learning, described in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, Markov decision processes, described in Section 2.2.1 and stochastic games,
described in Section 2.3.1.
We now present our robust TD operator κ. Before we formally define the operator, we
give an intuitive example. Suppose a Q-learning agent needs to learn a safe policy against
a potential malicious adversary who could, with some probability κ, take over control in
the next state.1 The value of the next state st+1, thus, depends on who is in control2: if
the agent is in control, he can choose an optimal action that maximises expected return; or
if the adversary is in control he might, in the worst case, aim to minimise the expected
return. This can be captured by the following modified TD error









where we assume that the agent has knowledge of (or can estimate) the probability κ.
In the following we first present a formal, general model of the operator κ, by modifying
the target in the classical Bellman style value function. We then present practical implemen-
tations of TD(κ) methods that use this operator for both single- and multi-agent settings,
based on the classical on- and off-policy TD learning algorithms (Expected) SARSA and
Q-learning.
5.2.1 Formal Model
We consider a set of m possible control policies C = {σ1, . . . , σm}. A control policy
prescribes which action is executed in a given time step and a given state, for example,
action which minimises the Q-value function (adversarial control policy). At each time
step, one of these policies is in control (and thus decides on the next action) with some
probability p(σi|s) that may depend on the state s. The set C and probability function
p(·) are assumed to be (approximately) known by the agent. In our new TD methods,
1We use the symbol κ to denote the proposed TD operator and the symbol κ for the parameter of
probability of attack, both are different versions of the letter “kappa”.
2Note that while a token of control could be included in the state (doubling its size), our approach rather
directly applies model-based bootstrap updates. This makes it explicit that the robustness target is a chosen
parameter of the operator, and makes it possible to learn robust strategies before observing SREs, or when
learning does not occur during SREs due to compromisation.
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the value of the next state s′ then becomes a function of both, the state and the function
p(·), which we capture in our proposed operator κ, as V κ(s′). Note that the set C includes
the focal policy pi that we seek to optimise in face of (possibly adversarial) alternative
controllers. Such external control policies can represent for example a malicious attacker,
aiming to minimise the expected return, or any arbitrary dynamics, such as random failures,
represented by, e.g., a uniformly random policy. Based on a prior assumption about the
nature of σ we want to optimise the focal policy pi without necessarily observing actual
attacks or failures. This means learning our robust policy pi right from the start.
We define σ in terms of our own Q-value function, for example an attacker that is
minimising our expected return. Thus we need to learn only one Q-value function Qpi. This
is similar to the standard assumption in Stackelberg games that the attacker is able to fully
observe our past actions and thus can enact the informed best response. We define the
Q-value function update for our policy pi based on standard Bellman equation and given
the operator κ as
Qpi(s, a)← Qpi(s, a) + α
[





Note that where in the standard Bellman equation we would have V pi(s) = ∑a pi(s, a)Qpi(s, a),







σ(s, a)Qpi(s, a), (5.2)
computed as a weighted sum over all possible control policies σ ∈ C. Note that we can
learn Qpi without actually experiencing any attack or malfunction, based only on prior
assumptions about the possible control policies as captured by the operator κ. We refer
to this target modification as the operator κ because it closely resembles the Bellman
optimality operator T ?, which is defined as T ?V (s) = maxa
[
R(s, a) +∑s′ T (s′|s, a)γV (s′)].
Thus, we can then formally define the κ optimality operator T ?κ by substituting the value
function V (·) with V κ(·).
In Section 5.2.3 we present several κ-versions of classical TD methods. For simplicity
we assume a scenario in which we have only a single adversarial external policy σ that aims
to minimise our value, and thus C = {pi, σ}. Note however that our model is general, and
would work for any C and p(·). We now present a more general model assuming several
Q-value functions, allowing for more complex control.
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5.2.2 Advanced Model
We follow up on the model presented. We describe a more advanced model with two
entities potentially having control but now the not-in-control policy cannot be defined in
terms of our Q-value function Qpi and instead is based on a different Q-value function
Qσ. We approach this by learning separate Q-functions for both our target policy pi and
the not-in-control (e.g., attacker) policy σ, and using a mix of both Q-functions based on
the control transition model (e.g., probability of attack) to evaluate the next state. The







σ(s, a)Qσ(s, a), (5.3)
where the target is a weighted sum3 of several value functions learned using all different
possible policies σ. Technically, we want to find our robust policy pi by learning the
Q-function Qpi while assuming that in the next state s′ any control domain σi ∈ C can
be active with some probability p(σi|s′), where ∑σ p(σi|s′) = 1. Thus, at the same time
of learning Qpi we want to learn Q-functions for all policies σ we consider. The value
function of the not-in-control policy σ can be learned from the same experience stream
< s, a, r, s′ > generated by policy pi by using importance sampling4 denoted by cs = σ(a|s)pi(a|s) as
Qσ(s, a)← Qσ(s, a) + αcs [r(s, a) + γV κ(s′)−Qσ(s, a)]. This gives us our own estimation
of the Q-functions for all policies σ. In the remainder of this chapter we focus on the case
with a single Q-value function as described in Section 5.2.1 and leave further analysis with
the advanced model for future work.
5.2.3 Examples of TD(κ) Methods
We first present single-agent κ-based learning methods by building on the standard TD
methods Q-learning and Expected SARSA. Then we present two-agent joint-action learning
approaches. Although a generalisation to n agents is relatively straightforward, we choose
to focus solely on the single- and two-agent case in this chapter for clarity of exposition.
In each case, we consider the setting in which either the focal agent, with policy pi, is in
control, or the external adversary with policy σ aiming to minimise return. We further
3In general this can be any operator, not just sum (i.e., linear combination), which would allow for more
complex scenarios.
4Or other methods similar to importance sampling like in Retrace(λ) algorithm [Munos et al., 2016].
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simplify the model by making the control policy probability function p(·) state-independent,
reducing it to a probability vector.
Single-Agent Methods
Before we present the algorithms, it is important to note that we need to distinguish the
target and behaviour policies. The κ-operator is defined on the target (see Eq. (5.4)), while
the behaviour policy is used only for selecting actions. We assume an -greedy behaviour
policy throughout.
In off-policy Q(κ), the target policy is the greedy policy pi(s) = arg maxaQ(s, a) that
maximises expected return. The adversarial policy on the other hand aims to minimise the
return, i.e., σ(s) = arg minaQ(s, a). Assuming a probability of attack of κ as before, we
have p(pi) = (1− κ) and p(σ) = κ. Thus, Eq. (5.2) becomes
V κ(s) = (1− κ) max
a
Q(s, a) + κmin
a
Q(s, a).
For on-policy Expected SARSA(κ) the target is the (expectation over the) focal
policy pi, while the adversarial policy σ remains the same as before. Thus, we have














We move from a single-agent setting to a scenario in which multiple agents interact. For
sake of exposition we only present a two-agent case (not counting the potential external
control), which we further examine in the remainder of this chapter.
We assume two agents with different action spaces, A1 and A2, but an identical reward
function and thus a shared joint action Q-value function Q : S ×A1 ×A2 → R. Moreover,
we assume full communication during the learning phase, allowing the agents to take each
other’s policies into account when selecting the next action.5 Our algorithms are therefore
based on the joint-action learning (JAL) paradigm [Claus and Boutilier, 1998]. The Q-value
5A common practice in cooperative multi-agent learning settings, see e.g., [Foerster et al., 2018; Sunehag
et al., 2018].
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function update is thus defined as
Qpi(s, 〈a1, a2〉)← Qpi(s, 〈a1, a2〉) + α
[
r + γV κ(s′)−Qpi(s, 〈a1, a2〉)
]
. (5.4)
We further assume that only one agent can be attacked at each time step.6 Formulti-agent
Q(κ) we can write Eq. (5.2) for each individual agent as













with a1 ∈ A1 and a2 ∈ A2, representing the scenario in which no attack happens with prob-
ability (1− κ), and each agent is attacked individually with probability κ/2.7 Analogously,
we can define Eq. (5.2) for multi-agent Expected SARSA(κ) as















where we now compute an expectation over the actual policy of the agents that are not
attacked, while the attacker is still minimising.
Another direction of multi-agent learning would be assuming no communication between
the agents. Such assumption would further complicate the learning process due to inability
of the agents to agree on a joint action. Each agent would need to learn an individual
Q-value function and only best-respond to an estimated policy of the other agent(s). One
could assume a simple policy estimation such as fictitious play as described in Section 2.3.
This is an interesting extension of the proposed robust temporal difference learning operator
to more general settings, nevertheless we leave this direction for future work.
6Although relaxing this assumption is straightforward, we opt to keep it for clarity.
7Note the order of the minmax, which follows the Stackelberg assumption of an all-knowing attacker
who moves last.
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5.3 Theoretical Analysis of Convergence of Operator κ
In this section we analyse theoretical properties of the proposed κ-methods. We start by
relating the different algorithms to each other in the limit of their respective parameters.
Then we proceed to show convergence of both Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ) to two different
fixed points: (i) to the optimal value function Q? of the original MDP in the limit where
κ → 0; and (ii) to the optimal robust value function Q?κ of the MDP that is generalised
w.r.t. κ for constant parameter κ. Note that optimality in this sense is purely induced
by the relevant operator. In (i) this is the standard Bellman optimality which maximises
the expected discounted return of the MDP. However, in (ii) we derive optimality in the
context of Generalised MDPs [Szepesvari and Littman, 1997], where optimal simply means
the fixed point of a given operator, which can take many forms.
Before proceeding with the convergence proofs, Figure 5.1 summarises some relationships
between the algorithms in terms of their targets, in the limit of their respective parameters:
As is known, Expected SARSA, SARSA, and Q-learning become identical in the limit
of a greedy policy [Sutton and Barto, 1998; Van Seijen et al., 2009]. Furthermore, the
update targets of our κ-methods approach the update targets of the standard TD methods
on which they are based as κ → 0. Finally, Expected SARSA(κ) and Q(κ) share the
same relationship as their original versions, and thus Expected SARSA(κ) approaches
Q(κ) as  → 0. Note that the algorithms’ equivalence in the limit does not hold in the
transient phase of the learning process, and hence in practice they may converge on different
paths and to different policies that share the same value function. For a comprehensive
understanding of the algorithms introduced in Section 5.2.3, the following sections provide
proofs for both convergence of κ methods for κ → 0, as well as their convergence when κ
stays constant.8
5.3.1 Convergence to the Optimal Q?
There exist several proofs of convergence for the temporal difference algorithms Q-learning
[Jaakkola et al., 1994; Tsitsiklis, 1994], SARSA [Singh et al., 2000], and Expected SARSA
[Van Seijen et al., 2009]. Each of these proofs hinges on linking the studied algorithm to a
stochastic process, and then using convergence results from stochastic approximation theory
8While we focus on the adversarial targets considered in Section 5.2.3, a previous proof of convergence
under persistent exploration [Szepesvari and Littman, 1997] can be interpreted as a model of random failures
with fixed kappa.
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→ 0 → 0
Figure 5.1: The relationship between the learning targets of different algorithms in the
limits of their parameters. On-policy methods are in green, off-policy methods in orange.
[Dvoretzky, 1956; Robbins and Monro, 1951]. These proofs are based on the following
lemma, presented as Theorem 1 in Jaakkola et al. [1994] and as Lemma 1 in Singh et al.
[2000]. These differ in the third condition, which describes the contraction mapping of the
operator. The contraction property used for the Q-learning proof [Jaakkola et al., 1994] has
the form ||E{Ft(·)|Pt}|| ≤ γ||∆t||, where γ ∈ [0, 1). We show the lemma as it was used for
the SARSA proof provided by Singh et al. [2000], who show that the contraction property
does not need to be strict; strict contraction is required to hold only asymptotically.9






∆t(x) + αt(x)Ft(x), x ∈ X, t = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Let Pt be a sequence of increasing σ-fields such that α0 and ∆0 are P0-measurable and
αt,∆t and Ft−1 are Pt-measurable, t = 1, 2, . . . . Then, ∆t converges to zero with probability
one (w.p.1) under the following assumptions:
1. the set X is finite,
2. 0 ≤ αt(xt) ≤ 1, ∑t αt(xt) =∞, ∑t α2t (xt) <∞ w.p.1,
3. ||E{Ft(·)|Pt}|| ≤ γ||∆t||+ ct, where γ ∈ [0, 1) and ct converges to zero w.p.1,
4. V ar{Ft(xt)|Pt} ≤ K(1 + ||∆t||)2, where K is some constant,
where || · || denotes a maximum norm.
9For proof based on Proposition 4.5 of Bertsekas [1995] see Appendix A of Singh et al. [2000].
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The proof continues by relating Lemma 5.3.1 to the temporal difference algorithm,
following the same reasoning as Van Seijen et al. [2009] in their convergence proof for
Expected SARSA. We define X = S × A, Pt = {Q0, s0, a0, r0, α0, s1, a1, . . . , st, at}, xt =
(st, at), which represents the past at step t and αt(xt) = αt(st, at) is a learning rate for
state st and action at. To show the convergence of Q to the optimal fixed point Q? we set
∆t(xt) = Qt(st, at) − Q?(st, at), therefore when ∆t converges to zero, then the Q values
converge to Q?. The maximum norm || · || can be expressed as maximising over states and
actions as ||∆t|| = maxs maxa |Qt(s, a)−Q?(s, a)|.
We follow the reasoning of Theorem 1 from Van Seijen et al. [2009], where we repeat
the conditions (1), (2) and (4) and modify the condition (3) for the κ methods as:
Theorem 5.3.2. Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ) as defined in Section 5.2.3 using the
respective value function V κ, defined by
Qt+1(st, at) = (1− αt(st, at))Qt(st, at) + αt(st, at)[rt + γV κt (st+1)]
converge to the optimal Q function Q?(s, a) if:
1. the state space S and action space A are finite,
2. αt(st, at) ∈ (0, 1), ∑t αt(st, at) =∞ and ∑t α2t (st, at) <∞ w.p.1,
(3) κ converges to zero w.p.1,
(3a) for Expected SARSA(κ) the policy is greedy in the limit with infinite exploration
(GLIE assumption),
4. the reward function is bounded.
Proof. Convergence of Q(κ): To prove convergence of Q(κ) we have to show that the
conditions from Lemma 5.3.1 hold. Conditions (1), (2) and (4) of Theorem 5.3.2 correspond
to conditions (1), (2) and (4) of Lemma 5.3.1 [Van Seijen et al., 2009]. We now need to show
that the contraction property holds as well, using condition (3) of Theorem 5.3.2. Adapting
the proof of Van Seijen et al. [2009], we set Ft(x) = Ft(s, a) = rt(s, a) + γV κt (s′)−Q?(s, a)
to show that Ft(s, a) is a contraction mapping, i.e., condition (3) in Lemma 5.3.1. For Q(κ)
we write:
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We want to show that ||E{Ft}|| ≤ γ||∆t|| + ct to prove the convergence of Q(κ) to the
optimal value Q?.






































where the first inequality follows from standard algebra and the fact that splitting the
maximum norm yields at least as large a number, the second inequality follows from the
definition of Q?10 and the maximal difference in values over all states being at least as
large as a difference between values given in state st+1, and the third inequality follows
from the definition of ||∆t|| above. We can see that if we set ct = γκmaxs |minaQt(s, a)−
maxaQt(s, a)|, then for κ → 0 we get ct converging to zero w.p.1, thus proving convergence
of Q(κ). 
Proof. Convergence of Expected SARSA(κ): Similarly as in the proof of Q(κ) we need to
show that the contraction property holds as well, this time using conditions (3) and (3a) of
Theorem 5.3.2. We first define:









10Recall that we set out in this section to show convergence to the same optimal Q-value as classical
Q-learning Q?(st, a) = rt + γmaxa′ Q?(st+1, a′), even if we do so by our new operator.
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and then show the following:





































where the inequalities use the same operations as above in the proof of Q(κ). If we set
ct = γmaxs |(1− κ)∑a pit(a|s)Qt(s, a) + κminaQt(s, a)−maxaQt(s, a)| and assume that
the policy is greedy in the limit with infinite exploration (GLIE assumption) and parameter
κ → 0 w.p.1 (conditions (3) and (3a)), it follows that ct converges to zero w.p.1, thereby
proving that Expected SARSA(κ) converges to optimal fixed point Q?. 
5.3.2 Convergence to the Robust Q?κ
In this section we show convergence to the robust value function Q?κ which is optimal w.r.t.
the operator κ. The main difference with the proof of Theorem 5.3.2 is that here we do not
require κ → 0 but instead assume it remains constant over time. We base our reasoning on
the theory of Generalised MDPs [Szepesvari and Littman, 1997]. A Generalised MDP is







T (s′|s, a)(R(s, a) + γV (s′)),
where the operator ⊗ defines how an optimal agent chooses his actions (in the classic
Bellman equation this denotes maximisation) and operator ⊕ defines how the value of the
current state is updated by the value of the next state (in the classic Bellman equation
this denotes a probability weighted average over the transition function). These operators
can be chosen to model various different scenarios. The generalised Bellman equation can
now be written as V ? = ⊗⊕(R+ γV ?). The main result of Szepesvari and Littman [1997]
is that if ⊗ and ⊕ are non-expansions, then there is a unique optimal solution to which
the generalised Bellman equation converges, given certain assumptions. For 0 ≤ γ < 1
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and non-expansion properties of ⊗ and ⊕ we get a contraction mapping of the Bellman
operator T defined as T V = ⊗⊕(R+ γV ). Then, the operator T has a unique fixed point
by the Banach fixed-point theorem [Smart, 1974].
Building on the stochastic approximation theory results (as we also used in the Sec-
tion 5.3.1), Szepesvari and Littman [1997] show the following:
Lemma 5.3.3. Generalised Q-learning with operator ⊗ using Bellman operator











if s = st, a = at
Q′(s, a) otherwise
converges to the optimal Q function w.p.1, if
1. s′t is randomly selected according to the probability distribution defined by T (st, at, ·),
2. αt(st, at) ∈ (0, 1), ∑t αt(st, at) =∞ and ∑t α2t (st, at) <∞ w.p.1,
3. ⊗ is a non-expansion,
4. the reward function is bounded.
We base our convergence proofs for Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ) on the insights of
Szepesvari and Littman [1997] given in Lemma 5.3.3.
Theorem 5.3.4. Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ) as defined in Section 5.2.3 converge to
the robust Q function Q?κ for any fixed κ.
Proof. Convergence of Q(κ) to Q?κ: To prove convergence of Q(κ) we follow the proof of
Generalised Q-learning in Lemma 5.3.3. The only condition we need to guarantee is the
non-expansion property of the operator in the value function update, which for Q(κ) is a
weighted average of the operators min and max. We write the operator ⊗ for Q(κ) as ⊗κ
and define it as
(⊗κQ)(s, a) = (1− κ) maxaQ(s, a) + κminaQ(s, a).
In Appendix B of Szepesvari and Littman [1997], Theorem 9 states that any linear combi-
nation of non-expansion operators is also a non-expansion operator. Moreover Theorem 8
states that the summary operators max and min are also non-expansions. Therefore, ⊗κ
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is a non-expansion as well, thus proving the convergence of Q(κ) to the robust fixed point
Q?κ induced by the operator κ. 
Proof. Convergence of Expected SARSA(κ) to Q?κ: We base our convergence proof of
Expected SARSA(κ) again on the work of Szepesvari and Littman [1997], this time on
their insights regarding persistent exploration (Section 4.5 in their paper). They show
that Generalised Q-learning with -greedy action selection converges, for a fixed , in the
Generalised MDP. Following similar reasoning, we define the operator ⊗ for Expected
SARSA(κ) with fixed  as
(
κ⊗














Again, from repeated application of Theorems 8 and 9 in Appendix B of Szepesvari and
Littman [1997] it follows that ⊗κ is a non-expansion as well. Therefore, by Lemma 5.3.3,
Expected SARSA(κ) converges to Q?κ for fixed exploration . 
It remains an open question whether Expected SARSA(κ) also converges for decreasing
, e.g., under the GLIE assumption, even though we conjecture that it might.
5.3.3 Convergence in the Multi-Agent Case
We now prove convergence of the cooperative multi-agent variant of the κ methods presented
in Section 5.2.3. This proof builds on the theory of Generalised MDPs, similar to the proofs
presented in Section 5.3.2. Therefore this proof also assumes a fixed probability of attack
κ. In addition, we make use of the assumption that agents can communicate freely in the
learning phase, and thus receive identical information and can build a common joint-action
Q-table.
Theorem 5.3.5. Multi-agent Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ) as defined in Section 5.2.3
converge to the robust Q function Q?κ for any fixed κ.
Proof. The ⊗κ operator for our multi-agent versions of Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ)




(s, a)Q(s, a) where pi is the -greedy policy. By Theorem 8 of
Szepesvari and Littman [1997], max and min are non-expansions. By Theorem 9 of
Szepesvari and Littman [1997], linear combinations of non-expansion operators are also
non-expansion operators. Finally, by Theorem 10 of Szepesvari and Littman [1997], products
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Figure 5.2: Cliff Walking: The agent needs to get from the start [S] to the goal [G], avoiding
the cliff (grey tiles).
of non-expansion operators are also non-expansion operators. Therefore, also max max,
max min, and min max are non-expansion operators, as are linear combinations of those
compounds. Similarly, ∑a pi(s, a)Q(s, a) for fixed  can be written as a linear combination
of summary operators, which by Theorems 8 and 9 of Szepesvari and Littman [1997] is a
non-expansion. Therefore, the ⊗κ operator used in both multi-agent Q(κ) and Expected
SARSA(κ) is a non-expansion. Thus, by Lemma 5.3.3, Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ)
converge to Q?κ for fixed κ, and in the case of Expected SARSA(κ), for fixed . 
5.4 Experiments with Robust Learning
In this section we evaluate temporal difference methods with the proposed operator κ:
off-policy type of learning Q(κ) and on-policy type of learning Expected SARSA(κ). We
experiment with a classic cliff walking scenario for the single-agent case and a multi-agent
puddle world scenario. Both these domains contain some critical states, a cliff and a puddle
respectively, which render very high negative reward for the agent(s) in case of stepping
into them. These critical states represent the significant rare events (SREs). We compare
our methods to classic temporal difference methods like SARSA, Q-learning and Expected
SARSA. In all the experiments we consider an undiscounted (γ=1) episodic scenario.
Cliff Walking: single-agent The Cliff Walking experiment as shown in Figure 5.2 is a
classical scenario proposed in Sutton and Barto [1998] and used in many other papers ever
since (e.g., Van Seijen et al. [2009]). The agent needs to get from the start state [S] to the
goal state [G], while avoiding stepping into the cliff, otherwise rendering a reward of -100
and sending him back to the start. For every move which does not lead into the cliff the
agent receives a reward of -1.
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Q-learning, |path| = 6







Q( ) for = 0.01, |path| = 6







Q( ) for = 0.1, |path| = 8
Figure 5.3: The Puddle World: Q(κ) learns a safer path with increasing κ. Puddles are
dark blue, the arrows show the optimal actions on the learned path, and the heatmap shows
the number of visits to each state ( , blue is none).
Puddle World: multi-agent The Puddle World environment is a grid world with
puddles which need to be avoided by the joint-action learning agents. The two agents
jointly control the movement of a single robot in the Puddle World, each controlling either
direction 〈up, down〉 or 〈left, right〉. Agent 1 can take the actions {stay, move down, move
up} and agent 2 can choose {stay, move left, move right, move right by 2}, thus their action
spaces are different, further complicating the learning process compared to the single-agent
scenario. The joint action is the combination of the two selected actions. We assume a
reward of -1 for every move and -100 for stepping into a puddle (returning to the start
node). The agents have to move together from the start node at the top left corner to
the goal at the bottom right corner. Figure 5.3 shows the policy learned by our proposed
algorithm Q(κ) for the two joint-learning agents. Note how a safer path (longer, avoiding
the puddles) is learned with increasing parameter κ (i.e., higher probability of SREs). For
κ = 0 our algorithm degenerates to Q-learning (left panel).
5.4.1 Performance
We replicate the experiment of Van Seijen et al. [2009] on the Cliff Walking domain, in
which we compare our κ methods with Q-learning, SARSA and Expected SARSA, and
perform a similar experiment on the Puddle World domain. In line with Van Seijen et al.
[2009] we show (i) early performance, which is the average return over the first 100 training
episodes, and (ii) converged performance, which is the average return over 100, 000 episodes.
Figure 5.4 shows the results for three different settings of both scenarios: (i) a determin-
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Puddle world: deterministic environment
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learning rate 
Puddle world: 10 % stochastic environment
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learning rate 
Puddle world: 10 % attack while trained
Figure 5.4: Cliff Walking (single-agent) in first row and Puddle World (multi-agent) in
second row. Deterministic environment (first column), 10 % stochastic environment (second
column) and 10 % attack while training (third column). -greedy policy with fixed  = 0.1.
Early performance - dashed lines (100 episodes), converged performance - solid lines (100, 000
episodes).
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istic environment, where each action chosen by the policy is executed with certainty; (ii) an
environment with 10% stochasticity, in which a random action is taken 10% of the time;
and (iii) an environment with 10% probability of attack, in which an adversarial action
is taken 10% of the time. As before, we define an attack as an action that minimises the
Q-value in the given state. The stochastic environment can be seen as modelling random
failures.
The early performance experiments are averaged over 300 trials and the converged
performance experiments are averaged over 10 trials. We also show the 95% confidence
intervals on all results. We fix the exploration rate to  = 0.1; for the κ methods we set
κ = 0.1 (later in this section we also experiment with different settings of κ). Note that
the y-axis, showing the average return, is the same in each row for easy comparison. The
x-axis shows different learning rates α. We can see how the average return decreases with
more complex scenarios, from deterministic, over to stochastic, to one with attacks. The κ
methods are superior to the other baselines in the early performance experiments, especially
in the attack case, which is the scenario the κ methods are designed for. In the converged
performance experiments the κ methods beat Q-learning and SARSA and perform at least
as well as Expected SARSA.
5.4.2 Different Levels of Attack
In this section we investigate how the methods behave under different levels of attack,
defined by the probability of attack per state. We consider an attack on trained (converged)
methods, thus we first train each method for 100, 000 episodes (in deterministic environment)
and then we test it on 50, 000 trials with given probability of attack per state. We average
the results over 10 trials and provide 95% confidence intervals. Note, that this is a
different methodology of testing the methods against an adversarial attack compared to the
experiments in Figure 5.4, where we considered attacks during training. This experiment
shows the strength of the κ methods for different levels of attacks. We assume the probability
of attack to be known here and thus we set the parameter κ to be equal to that probability,
which is the meaning of the parameter κ as described before. In other words, parameter κ
prescribes how much safely we want to act. We consider very rare attacks (0.001 probability
of attack in each state) to more frequent attacks (0.2 probability of attack in each state)
as shown in Figure 5.5. For better visualisation we use logarithmic axes. We train all
the methods with fixed exploration rate  = 0.1 and learning rate α = 0.1, note that the
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Figure 5.5: Varying probability of attack: Cliff Walking (left), Puddle World (right), trained
on 100k episodes, tested on 50k episodes, α = 0.1,  = 0.1.
methods (except SARSA) converge to the same result for different learning rates as shown in
left panel of Figure 5.4. SARSA is very unstable for different learning rates (demonstrated
by wide confidence intervals), learns different paths for different α and does not converge
fast enough or not at all, which can be partly explained by its higher variance [Van Seijen
et al., 2009]. We test the different levels of probability of attack on the Cliff Walking
experiment in the left panel of Figure 5.5, where we can see that the κ methods compare
favourably to the other baselines, however in some parts they give similar performance as
Expected SARSA or SARSA. The Cliff Walking experiment has a limited expressiveness
for testing the methods due to a limited number of possible safe paths with low costs
(see Figure 5.2), which is the reason for the κ methods to show only similar performance
compared to the baselines, not reaching their full potential. However, the Puddle World is
more expressive, because there are several possible paths differing in level of safety and
cost. The bigger solution space of the Puddle World is also induced by the two cooperating
agents, each having their own action space. Therefore, on the right panel of Figure 5.5 we
show the Puddle World experiment for different levels of probability of attack. Here, we
can clearly see the κ methods outperform the baselines, especially Q(κ) is superior over the
whole range of considered probabilities of attack. Note that Q(κ) learns a safer path even
for very rare attacks (0.001), which is also shown in Figure 5.3, where Q(κ) learns a path
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Figure 5.6: Robustness analysis: Cliff Walking (left), Puddle World (right), trained on 100k
episodes, tested on 50k episodes, α = 0.1,  = 0.1, κ = 0.1.
with the same cost (distance) compared to Q-learning, but further from the puddles.
5.4.3 Robustness Analysis
We now test the robustness of the proposed algorithms to an incorrect attack model,
meaning that the value of κ in Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ) no longer matches the actual
probability of attack (in our previous experiments κ matched the actual probability of
attack precisely). Figure 5.6 shows the performance of our algorithms for a range of actual
attack probabilities (x-axis) while learning using a fixed parameter κ = 0.1.
To better highlight the robustness of our methods we choose a range of relatively high
actual probabilities of attack around the fixed value of κ = 0.1 (note that we no longer use
a logarithmic scale). One can see that even when κ is not equal to the actual probability of
attack the proposed κ algorithms still outperform the baselines in most cases. In the Cliff
Walking experiment (Figure 5.6 left) the κ methods perform similar to SARSA; however
SARSA is quite unstable, as discussed before and as one can see by the width of the
confidence interval. The Puddle World experiment (Figure 5.6 right) demonstrates the
superior performance of the κ methods, which beat all the baselines even for the fixed
parameter κ. These results show that even when we do not know the probability of attack
accurately we can learn a more robust strategy using the κ methods.
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5.5 Discussion
We presented a new operator κ for temporal difference learning, which improves robustness
of the learning process against potential attacks or perturbations in control. We proved
convergence of Q(κ) and Expected SARSA(κ) to: (i) the optimal value function Q? of the
original MDP in the limit where κ → 0; and (ii) the optimal robust value function Q?κ
of the MDP that is generalised w.r.t. the operator κ for constant parameter κ. In the
latter case we also proved convergence of a cooperative joint-action learning version of our
methods.
Our complementary empirical results demonstrate that the proposed κ-methods indeed
provide robustness against a chosen scenario of potential attacks and failures in both single-
and multi-agent settings. Although our method assumes that a model of such attacks
and failures is known to the agent, we further demonstrate that our methods are robust
against small model errors. Moreover, we show that even in absence of attacks or failures,
our method learns a policy that is robust in general against environment stochasticity, in
particular in the early stages of learning.
Our proposed operator κ can be closely linked or even combined with some recent
state-of-the-art reinforcement learning methods. Considering a multi-step update, the
operator could be combined with Retrace(λ) [Munos et al., 2016], which would potentially
speed up convergence. Another promising extension of our model would be to combine
it with Q(σ) [De Asis et al., 2018] to allow for mixed multi-step updates. Note that
the parameter σ in this algorithm can also be time- or state-dependent similarly to the
potential extensions of the control in our model. This would allow to learn robust policies
against more complex controls such as multi-step attacks, with a potentially non-uniform
probability distribution of the control policies. Whereas our formal model assumes a uniform
probability distribution of the control policies over the states and time steps. Another
application along this line would be to model the control transition similar to the options
framework [Sutton et al., 1999; Bacon et al., 2017], in which case the alternate control
policies could be seen as “malicious” options over which the agent has no control, with
potentially complex initiation sets and termination conditions. Furthermore, the target of
adversarial policies could be learned from experience, where ideas from opponent modelling
could be used (e.g., DPIQN [Hong et al., 2018]). Such extensions would further increase
the flexibility of our proposed operator, making it applicable to a wide range of real-world
scenarios.
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This new family of temporal difference learning methods paves a new path to robust
learning in systems with critical states leading to increased safety. We especially focus on
systems where a compromisation of individual nodes in a network can lead to severe impact
on the whole system. This contribution further narrows the reality gap between theory
and practise and potentially helps to mitigate some of the security threats such as external
attacks or random failures in critical systems such as energy smart grids.
6
Learning When Facing Adversarial Agents
in Spatial Security Domains
This chapter is based on the following publications:
• Klima, R., Tuyls, K., and Oliehoek, F. (2016c). Markov security games: Learning
in spatial security problems. NIPS Workshop on Learning, Inference and Control of
Multi-Agent Systems, pages 1–8
• Klima, R., Tuyls, K., and Oliehoek, F. (2018d). Model-based reinforcement learning
under periodical observability. AAAI Spring Symposium on Learning, Inference, and
Control of Multi-Agent Systems
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6.1 Uncertainty in Spatial Security Domains
In this chapter we tackle the challenge of modelling adversarial agents in order to learn
effective strategies. We focus on security and sustainability in spatial security problems,
briefly introduced in Section 3.1, which are problems defined between two (groups of) agents
with opposing goals and who move on a map. We call these two (groups of) agents the
defender and the attacker, where the main goal of the defender is to apprehend the attacker
and the main goal of the attacker is to attack some critical targets in the map. There are
several examples of such spatial security problems like terrorism in big cities [Jain et al.,
2011], illegal rhino poaching or over-fishing [Fang et al., 2015]. The last two examples are
prime instances of sustainability problems, where the lack of effective strategies to prevent
the adversaries from attacking can lead to an extinction of the whole species. In this chapter
we study the example domain of illegal rhino poaching to demonstrate our approach to
spatial security games. In the illegal rhino poaching problem [Montesh, 2013] there are
two groups of agents: rangers (the defender), who aim to secure and sustain the wildlife
reservation and prevent rhinos from being poached; and poachers (the attacker), who try
to poach the animals and make profit from selling those on a black market. Our proposed
method is applicable to other spatial security game scenarios, where the general problem
belongs to a domain of pursuit-evasion games, with the defender pursuing the attacker.
The high level goal of any effective behaviour in security domains is to effectively allocate
limited resources of the defender to mitigate the threats. In this chapter we focus on deriving
an effective strategy for the defender to move on the map to apprehend the attacker. What
makes this task especially difficult is partial observability of the attacker, bringing severe
uncertainty into the defender decision making. Effective modelling of such uncertainties
is one of the main challenges in order to deploy AI techniques in real-world applications
of security games. The reasoning agent often has access to extra information about the
environment which if used properly can help significantly in effective strategy-making. In
security games this knowledge can come from several types of surveillance available to the
agent. In this thesis we investigate a model-based approach, where we continually learn and
improve our model of the opponent behaviour. The main uncertainty lies in not being able
to always observe the opponent’s location. To tackle this challenge we develop a statistical
probability model to enable us to reason about the opponent’s location. We base opponent
location modelling on the observed frequencies of transitions between states, defined as
the location of both the defender and the attacker, and a prior information about the
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environment e.g., target location.
The main research body in security games focuses on computing exact solutions and
describing their theoretical properties, mostly targeting the equilibria concepts, e.g., Nash
equilibria or Stackelberg equilibria [Korzhyk et al., 2011]. This line of research has been
an important theoretical building stone for tackling the problem, however, these methods
are sometimes difficult to apply to real world settings due to often unrealistic assumptions
and simplifications. A different approach from computing an exact solution is to learn the
strategy from interacting with the environment and using techniques from reinforcement
learning. This approach helps to overcome some of the unrealistic assumptions made by the
theoretical approaches. Hence, we model this domain of security games as a reward-based
system, where the agents obtain rewards and thus can learn strategies on a trial-error
basis. We show how the problem can be approached by methods from temporal difference
reinforcement learning, based on a framework of stochastic games defined on top of a
Markov decision process (MDP) as formally described in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.2.1,
respectively. In security domains we often face a strategic and intelligent attacker who is
able to partially or fully observe the defender strategy, which introduces an information
asymmetry to the players’ knowledge about each other. This asymmetry is called the
Stackelberg assumption or the Stackelberg attacker. This is a different assumption to the
classic normal-form game where the optimal solution is a Nash equilibrium, in Stackelberg
games the optimal solution is a Stackelberg equilibrium [Korzhyk et al., 2011]. We approach
the problem of obtaining effective strategies by learning from interaction instead. One
of the main uncertainties about the attacker is his location in the map, which might not
be observable or only partially observable by the defender. We focus on a special case
of partial (limited) observability, where we sometimes get to fully observe the attacker
location. We consider periodical observability, which is inspired by the board game Scotland
Yard where the player gets to observe the opponent location periodically, e.g., every 3 time
steps. We also consider random full observation of the attacker location given by some
probability in each time step. We claim that this type of observability is quite common in
security domains where the defender gets to observe an opponent location by obtaining
some extra information. For instance in the green security game scenarios like the rhino
poaching problem, the rangers can be informed by the villagers living nearby about the
current location of the poachers, or this information can also come from surveillance by
drones [Montesh, 2013]. Our main goal is to make use of the extra information about the
attacker location in reinforcement learning style methods, obtaining an adaptive strategy,
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maximising the probability of apprehending the attacker. Our proposed algorithm is based
on the Replicated Q-learning [Littman et al., 1995] algorithm, which combines the standard
Q-learning with belief states in partially observable domains. We extend this algorithm with
learning the model of the opponent’s behaviour by using Bayesian inference over observed
state transitions and a prior information about the environment.
RelatedWork Our work can be described in terms of the taxonomy proposed by Hernandez-
Leal et al. [2017], where the authors proposed classification of multi-agent learning algorithms
in terms of environment observability, opponent adaptation capabilities and how the agent
deals with non-stationarity. We assume observability of the defender’s local reward and
partial observability of opponent’s actions. The opponent is assumed to change his strategy
only within some bounds, restricting his behaviour from abrupt and drastic changes. This
is explained by the notion of bounded rationality, which is often assumed in security
games [Pita et al., 2010]. Such an assumption allows us to learn a fairly stable model of
the opponent behaviour based on the (partially) observed past behaviour, which we can
then use to form an effective defender strategy.
In the studied problem we face two difficulties: (i) how to learn a policy in an unknown
environment, which we tackle by a reinforcement learning style method; and (ii) how to deal
with partial observability of the environment, which we tackle by learning a model of the
environment dynamics. In order to build the model of the environment dynamics represented
by the transition function, we make use of Bayesian inference to link a priori information
with the current information from observations. Therefore, related work studies Bayesian
reinforcement learning. The domain of Bayesian reinforcement learning can be divided
into probabilistic modelling of the transition function, value function, reward function or
policy. For example, Dearden et al. [1998] proposed Bayesian Q-learning, which models the
reward as a Normal distribution to update the value function in Q-learning and proposed a
Bayesian approach to implicitly trade-off between exploration and exploitation in action
selection. In this chapter we focus on probabilistic modelling of the transition function,
where we also propose a combination of Bayesian approach and Q-learning, however in a
substantially different way. Our method uses a Bayesian approach to model the transition
function to derive belief states, by modelling and learning the partially observable attacker
behaviour. Secondly to model the limited observability of the underlying MDP, we use some
notions from the framework of partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP)
(see Section 2.2.4), which is a generalisation of the original MDP. We consider beliefs about
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the states as probabilities of the system to be in a particular underlying state. In practice, it
is often computationally intractable to solve bigger POMDPs exactly due to infinite number
of states and approximations need to be introduced [Silver and Veness, 2010]. Furthermore,
systems modelled as POMDPs often assume knowledge of the model of the environment,
i.e., the transition, the reward and the observation function. In such a case, given the
model, we can solve the POMDP, also called planning. However, knowing the model of the
environment exactly is often an unrealistic assumption in many practical applications. One
approach to relax this assumption is the model of Bayes-adaptive POMDP (BA-POMDP)
proposed by Ross et al. [2007], which uses the Bayesian rule to derive the transition and
observation functions from count vectors of transitions and observations. Katt et al. [2017]
extend that and propose a more efficient learning approach BA-POMCP, using Monte Carlo
planning. These models (POMDP and BA-POMDP) often assume that the underlying
state of the original MDP cannot be ever fully observed. In our work we consider a special
case where we can occasionally fully observe the underlying state and use this to compute
the beliefs of succeeding states. Thus, we assume an occasional access to the original
MDP. The observations consist of occasional full observation of the underlying state and
the knowledge about the current information set defining admissible states the system is
currently in. Hence, we do not need to explicitly learn or estimate the observation function
O(o|s′, a), which is often necessary in BA-POMDP or POMDP models.
Fang et al. [2015] define the model of green security games to approach security games
concerning sustainability such as the problem of illegal rhino poaching or over-fishing,
which is based on the framework of Stackelberg security games [Kiekintveld et al., 2009].
Additionally related work using the framework of security games and focusing on the
learning approach has studied the border patrol problem [Klima et al., 2014, 2015]. Some
of these security games however, do not consider space or time, i.e., the time it takes
the defender to travel to the target node, as part of the model. Spatial security games
are also often modelled as extensive-form games [Korzhyk et al., 2011], where there has
been lot of work proposing computing optimal strategies online or oﬄine, especially for
zero-sum games [Bosansky et al., 2016; Jain et al., 2011]. In contrast, we make use of a
more expressive framework of stochastic games to model the environment, however use the
notion of information set from extensive-form game theory. An et al. [2012] compute the
optimal defender strategy to a learning attacker who can only partially observe the defender
and updates his beliefs using a Dirichlet distribution, whereas in our work we assume the
Stackelberg attacker who can fully observe the defender past moves and best respond to
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it. Ganzfried and Sandholm [2011] present opponent modelling based on a Dirichlet prior
distribution, where they combine a precomputed equilibrium strategy with observations of
the attacker’s past moves. In contrast we focus on combining learning of the strategy with
observations of the attacker’s past moves.
6.2 Partially Observable Model of Spatial Security Games
We study the problem of effective decision making in spatial security games, which are played
on a graph with two non-cooperative (groups of) players with opposing (not necessarily
strictly, assuming general-sum game) goals. We define these two (groups of) players as the
defender and the attacker following the Stackelberg security game framework as described
in Section 2.1.4. The model is inspired by the green security game framework where we
are motivated by the problem of illegal rhino poaching, where the two groups of players
are rangers (the defender) who try to apprehend illegal rhino poachers (the attacker) and
thus protect rhinos from being poached. The rhinos represent the targets as a commonly
used notion in security games for critical assets which need to be secured. The environment
can be, for example, a wildlife reservation, which can be modelled as a graph (grid); see
Figure 6.1 for an example of such a model.
Figure 6.1: Example of modelling a wildlife reservation (Kruger park in South Africa) as a
grid world. [www.safari.com/kruger-national-park/maps/kruger-park-far-south-section].
We model this problem as a stochastic game, using the notion of belief states as known
in partially observable Markov decision processes. A state s is defined as a combination
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of locations of the defender and the attacker in the grid; the action space Ad and Aa for
the defender and the attacker, respectively, are identical for both of the players, allowing
moving from one place in the grid to another neighbouring place. The defender reward
function Rd(s,a) is defined as a positive signal for the defender when apprehending the
attacker (i.e., both players being in the same tile in the grid) and the attacker reward
function Ra(s,a) is a positive signal for successfully attacking the target (i.e., being in the
same tile as the target). If both happen simultaneously then the apprehension has a priority
and the attack is not successful. In our setting the underlying state is not always observable
so we need to maintain a belief over each state b(s) as a probability of the system being in
that state.
6.2.1 Observability in Spatial Security Games
In the studied spatial security game we assume that the defender can always observe his
own location in the map, but is uncertain about the attacker location. Our assumption
is that the defender gets to fully observe the attacker location in some time steps, either
periodically (i.e., every fixed number of steps) or with some probability in each time step.
For example in the illegal poaching scenario this can be information about the attacker
location from people living in the area or from surveillance by drones [Montesh, 2013].
The inability to always observe the attacker location means that the defender can always
observe only his own location but not always fully observe the underlying state. However
in general we assume that any state can be sometimes observed.
Therefore, the defender needs to maintain beliefs b(s) over states which assign probabil-
ities of being in each of the states s. This belief can also be expressed as the probability of
an attacker being in a certain location given the location of the defender. We form these
beliefs in each time step on a restricted state space of currently admissible states. We call
this restricted set the information set (IS) for a given state and action. Generally speaking,
knowing the state and action we can derive the next possible states given the structure
of the grid (map). In case we cannot fully observe the state we can still use the current
information set (states with non-zero beliefs) to form the succeeding information set (IS′) of
admissible states. In Figure 6.2 we show an example of a small grid world and corresponding
extensive-form game tree with information sets. The defender is unsure about the current
state, it is either s1,5 or s1,7, because the defender can always observe his own location (i.e.,
tile 1) but is unsure about the attacker location (either tile 5 or tile 7). The figure captures
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a decision point, where the defender decides to go down (D). The defender reasons about
the possible attacker actions and thus about the resulting attacker location in order to form
the succeeding information set, which he derives to be IS′ = {s2,2; s2,4; s2,6; s2,8}. States
outside the information set have a zero belief, i.e., zero probability of the system being
in that state. Note that in our analysis we use the model of a stochastic game instead of
the model of an extensive-form game, due to higher expressibility and the possibility to




























Figure 6.2: Example of states in information sets for the case where neither the current
state nor the succeeding state is fully observed. We need to reason over two information
sets; the current one IS and the succeeding one IS′. The defender is in location 1 and
chooses the action down (D), the attacker is either in location 5 or 7.
Attacker behaviour model
In security domains we often face an adversarial opponent who is potentially intelligent
and can observe to some extent the defender behaviour and plan his strategy accordingly,
i.e., the Stackelberg assumption (see Section 2.1.4). Our assumption is that the attacker
can observe all the past moves of the defender, which is a rather strong assumption but
demonstrates the worst-case scenario in security games. We thus consider the attacker to
follow a simple learning policy, best responding to the empirical frequencies of defender’s
past moves, which is a version of fictitious play (FP), described in Section 2.3.2. In our
model, the attacker finds the shortest paths from the start node to the targets which are
weighted by the defender visits in each node in the graph, i.e., the attacker prefers the tiles
less visited by the defender. Hence, in every episode the attacker chooses the safest path to
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the least risky target, minimising the probability of getting apprehended.
6.2.2 Statistical Approach to Uncertainty
We assume the defender to be uncertain about the location and the strategy of the opponent.
Our main goal is to act efficiently under such uncertainty. In security games the defender
often has access to some extra information about the attacker’s whereabouts, which we
use to deal with this uncertainty. We approach this by using model-based reinforcement
learning, where we approximate the transition function by using Bayesian inference. We
base the posterior probability on observations of state transitions and a prior information
about the environment, which in our case is the location of targets. This approach is
different to the BA-POMDP model [Ross et al., 2007], where the model (of the transition
and observation function) is represented by mixtures of Dirichlet distributions of transitions
and observations count vectors, whereas our model (of only the transition function) is
represented by Bayesian inference over multinomial distribution of transition counts and
Dirichlet priors. We now formally define the posterior probability distribution which makes
up the model of the transition function. In Table 6.1 we provide a list of used notations,
which we then formally define.
θ vector of parameters of multinomial distribution
φ vector of transition counts (s, a, s′)
ρ vector of hyperparameters of Dirichlet prior, i.e., pseudo-observations
IS information set of current states, i.e., states with non-zero beliefs
Table 6.1: List of notations used in BayesRQ.
We define a discrete random variable X as a function of states, then P (X = s) is the
probability of being in state s, noted as belief b(s). This discrete random variable is defined
over a given information set IS. The discrete probability distribution of X is parametrised
by a vector θ, where ∑i∈IS θi = 1 and P (X = si|θi) = θi. The next step now is to compute
the probability distribution of the random variable X given an information set IS, which in
other words means obtaining beliefs b(s) over the states in the information set IS. Thus, θi
is the probability of being in state si. A key assumption in our model is that the defender
can fully observe some of the state transitions represented by the transition tuple (s, a, s′),
as a transition from a state s after taking an action a to a succeeding state s′. From these
observed transitions the defender forms a vector of transition counts φ. The vector φ
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is defined for each state-action pair as φsa = (φsa1 , . . . , φsak ), where φsai is the number of
observed transitions from the state s after taking the action a to the next state s′i ∈ IS′,
and k is the size of the succeeding information set |IS′|.1
Maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) We can now introduce the likelihood prob-
ability P (φ|θ) as the probability of a transition vector φ given the parameter θ. The
probability distribution over a finite number of states in a given information set IS is
discrete and thus we assume a multinomial distribution with number of categories equal
to the number of states i.e., the size of the given information set. We parametrise the
multinomial distribution by parameter θ, we then write the probability mass function as:





where n = ∑i∈IS φi and θφii is θi raised to the power of φi. Note that n!∏
i∈IS φi!
is the total
number of possible observations of transition sequences given the transition vector φ. To
find the value of parameter θ which makes the observed transitions the most probable we
use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Given the observed transitions φ we define
MLE as:
θMLE = arg max
θ





For a multinomial distribution this equation has a simple solution, where the most likely
probability distribution is θMLE = (φ1n , . . . ,
φk
n ).
Maximum a posteriori (MAP) In spatial security games the defender might often have
access to a priori information about the environment, which can help him in dealing with
uncertainty. For example in the illegal rhino poaching problem such a priori knowledge can
be the location of the rhinos (targets), which very likely influences the attacker behaviour.
Therefore, it might be very useful to include such a priori information into forming the beliefs
about states, which we do by using Bayesian inference. We encode the prior information as
a priori probability which follows Dirichlet distribution Dir(ρ), defined for hyperparameters
ρ. Dir(ρ) is a probability distribution over parameters θ of a multinomial distribution
and is also its conjugate prior. The vector of hyperparameters ρ can be seen as pseudo-
1For better readability we use φi to denote φsas′
i
for a given state s, an action a and a succeeding state s′.
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observations to complement the actual observed transitions i.e., the transition counts φ.








In the previous paragraph we described the likelihood, modelled as a multinomial distribu-
tion, using the observed transitions (data) φ (see Equation 6.1). We can thus define the
posterior using Bayes rule as:
P (θ|φ) = Dir(θ|φ) ∝Multi(φ|θ)Dir(ρ) (6.4)
We can then write P (θ|φ) = Dir(θ|φ+ ρ), because Dirichlet distribution is a conjugate to
multinomial distribution.
Our main goal is to derive beliefs about states, for which we do not use the full posterior
distribution due to intractability and high computation costs, but instead, we focus on a
point estimate of the posterior. The state belief is then defined as the maximal posterior
probability, known as the maximum a posteriori (MAP).2 MAP is computed based on the
data (observations of the state transitions) and the prior information (pseudo-observations);
where with the increasing number of the real observations of the transitions, the effect of a
priori distribution on a posteriori distribution diminishes. MAP is defined for a Dirichlet
posterior as:
θMAP = arg max
θ
P (θ|φ)→ θMAPi =
φi + ρi − 1
n+∑j∈IS(ρj − 1) . (6.5)
Depending on whether we have an access to a prior information we use MLE or MAP
to derive the model of the transition function and then to obtain the beliefs about states.
We assume that the transitions are deterministic but unknown, e.g., in the spatial security
domain if the agents decide to move to a particular location, they move there with probability
1. Such a move is fully observed on the defender side but uncertain on the attacker side
since the defender does not know the attacker’s behaviour. Therefore, Bayesian inference is
used to learn the attacker’s behaviour and as a result the transition function. We denote the
belief state boa(s), which is the probability of being in the state s given the observation o and
2Note that when deriving point estimates of posterior distribution we do not need marginal distribution
of the data (the normalising constant) P (φ).
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action a. The observation o consists of the previous information set and the state transition
counts φ. Hence, we do not need to explicitly learn the observation function O(o|s′, a). We
can now obtain the belief boa(s′) of the succeeding state s′ given an observation o and an
action a. The observation defines the belief b(s) about the current state s, transition counts













where ns,a,· is the sum of the transition counts over all the succeeding states from a state
s after taking an action a. This represents reasoning between two information sets, the
current IS and the succeeding IS′, see for example Figure 6.2.
Designing hyperparameters of prior distribution We now discuss the setting of the
hyperparameters ρ. In general this can be any a priori information we might have about the
environment (domain knowledge), which might influence the attacker behaviour. In spatial
security games we assume that the attacker behaviour is steered by the location of the
targets which is known information to both players at the beginning of the game. Therefore,
we define the prior for each node (location) as ρnode = 1SP (node,target)+1 ∗ prior_confidence,
where SP (node, target) is the shortest path to the nearest target from the given node,
and prior_confidence is a parameter describing how much weight we assign to the prior
and thus determines the confidence of such prior information in comparison to the actual
observations. The value of prior_confidence can be thought of as the number of pseudo-
observations we make before the game starts. Note that the prior is defined for a location
of the attacker ignoring the location of the defender. This simplification comes from the
assumption that the attacker cannot fully observe the defender location in a given game
episode (but knows the past moves) and is mainly steered by the location of the targets.
Saving transition counts in partial observability In every time step the defender
updates the state-action transition counts φsas′ for the respective transition tuple (s, a, s′).
In the case when he cannot fully observe the current or/and the succeeding state he updates
the transition counts φsas′ proportionally to the beliefs as φsas′ += b(s)b(s′). Therefore, the
stronger the belief about the particular states is the more he updates the corresponding
value in the vector φ. Note that for fully observed states s and s′ the update is equal to 1.
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6.3 Q-learning with Bayesian Inference: BayesRQ
The main goal in spatial security games is to find an effective policy to deal with the
partially observable attacker. We obtain the defender policy by using temporal difference
reinforcement learning method. As we explain in Section 2.3 there are several ways to apply
TD learning in multi-agent environments with partially observable agents. We can either
totally ignore the other agents and model them as part of the environment or explicitly
model them in the state-action value function. To keep the Markov property we define
the environment state as the location of the defender and the attacker. However, in the
experiments we also compare the proposed method with the case where the attacker is
completely ignored and define the state as only the location of the defender, which obviously
breaks the Markov property.
Our approach is based on a version of independent learning, where we cannot observe
the actions of the attacker and thus cannot learn in joint-action manner. We assume
deterministic transitions, i.e., the players always move to the desired location. We model
the attacker as a part of the transition function, which we learn during the interaction. In
the previous section we have proposed a way to learn a model of the attacker behaviour by
using Bayesian inference over (partially) observed state-action transitions and potentially
a priori information. We base our approach on the idea of Replicated Q-learning (RQ)
proposed by Littman et al. [1995], which modifies the standard temporal difference learning
method Q-learning for belief states. In Replicated Q-learning the state-action value function
update has the form
Q(s, a) = (1− b(s)α)Q(s, a) + b(s)α(r + γV (s′)), (6.7)
where each state-action pair is updated proportionally to the belief about that state. In the
case of having a sufficient number of observations or being able to observe the underlying
state, the RQ method reduces to standard Q-learning, which under certain conditions
converges to the optimal Q-function [Tsitsiklis, 1994; Jaakkola et al., 1994]. We combine
the RQ algorithm with Bayesian inference for deriving the beliefs about states, presenting
a novel method, which we call BayesRQ. BayesRQ is an algorithm suitable for the partially
observable spatial security games, where the defender can sometimes fully observe the
attacker. We make use of the assumed occasional observability in spatial security games,
which enables us to sometimes observe the underlying system state, i.e., the location of both
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Algorithm 1 BayesRQ
1: Input: priors ρ, parameters α, γ
2: Init: s0, Q(s, a) = 0, φsas′ = 0 ∀s, s′ ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A, b(s) uniform over IS
3: Def: state s is defined as position of both defender and attacker
4: for t in episode do
5: -greedy → : random action and (1− ): a = arg maxa
∑
i∈IS b(si)Q(si, a)
6: ∀s: Q(s, a) = (1− b(s)α)Q(s, a) + b(s)α(r + γV (s′))
7: where V (s′) = ∑j∈IS′ b(s′j) maxaQ(s′j , a)
8: boa(s′) = ∑i∈IS b(si) φsas′ +ρs′−1n+∑
j∈IS′ (ρj−1)
9: ∀s, s′: φsas′ += b(s)b(s′)
players. Since the location of the defender is always known, observing the underlying state
is possible only when observing the attacker location. We present BayesRQ in Algorithm 1.
The action-selection on line 4 is an -greedy strategy; with probability  we choose a random
action and with probability 1−  we choose an action which maximises over all possible
actions given the current information set IS of states with non-zero beliefs. Thus, an
action a from a state s, is more likely to be chosen with increasing probability of being
in that state s and increasing corresponding Q-value for that state and action. On line 5
we update Q-values for all the states and chosen action using the beliefs about the states
(non-zero beliefs only over the states in the current information set). The learning rate α
is multiplied by the belief we have about the state; the lower the probability of being in
a particular state the less we update the Q-value for that state and a chosen action and
vice-versa (greater update for greater belief). The value function of the next state on line
6 is a sum over maximal Q-values of the succeeding states weighted by the probability
(belief) of transitioning to those states; all the possible succeeding states are defined by
the succeeding information set IS′. The belief update on line 7 uses the maximum of the
posterior probability distribution (MAP) as explained in Equation 6.6. Finally, on line 8
we update the transition count vector φ for all states in the current information set, i.e.,
∀s ∈ IS and all succeeding states in the succeeding information set, i.e., ∀s′ ∈ IS′ and
for the chosen defender action a. Note that when we can fully observe the attacker, i.e.,
the information sets are singletons, the proposed algorithm BayesRQ becomes standard
Q-learning.
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6.4 Experiments with the BayesRQ Algorithm
In this section we experimentally evaluate the proposed algorithm BayesRQ. We compare
several cases of observability of the attacker, from the extreme case where the attacker
is never observed, to observing him every 2, 3 or 4 steps, to observing him in every step.
We also experiment with random observability by defining a probability of observing the
attacker per step. For the case when the attacker can never be observed, the algorithm
BayesRQ cannot be used due to too large information sets and thus slow performance.
Instead, we use the standard Q-learning, where we define the state as only the location
of the defender, i.e., ignoring the attacker. Obviously such approach breaks the Markov
property and thus we cannot relate the BayesRQ algorithm to any of the well-known
convergence proofs [Tsitsiklis, 1994; Jaakkola et al., 1994], however in some settings such
approach, which is a variant of independent learning (see Section 2.3), can still perform
very well.
We consider a grid world which can for example represent a wildlife reservation with
some targets (e.g., rhinos) which the attacker wants to attack. In Figure 6.3 we show a grid
world, where the defender starts at the left top corner and the attacker starts at the right
bottom corner. The black tiles with white stripes represent some obstacles and the tiles with
white crosses represent the targets. The attacker’s goal is to get to the targets (successful
attack) and the defender’s goal is to apprehend the attacker, i.e., to be in the same tile as
the attacker. The actions of the players are up, down, left, right. The heatmap shows the
defender visits in each tile, the warmer the colour the more frequently the defender went
to that tile. The black dots show the attacker visits in each tile, the bigger the dot the
more frequently the attacker went to that tile. Each game ends when either the defender
apprehends the attacker or the attacker successfully attacks the target. In Figure 6.3 we
show the map for four different cases of observability of the attacker. From full observability
(left top), where BayesRQ becomes the standard Q-learning, to BayesRQ with observing
the attacker every 3 time steps (right top), every 4 time steps (left bottom). Finally in right
bottom panel of Figure 6.3 we assume no observability of the attacker, using Q-learning
while ignoring the attacker location, i.e., defining the state as only the defender location.
We can see that the attacker needs to alter between those two targets and cannot only focus
on one target no matter what observability capabilities the defender has in order not to get
exploited. One can notice that for low observability of the attacker, the attacker gets more
often to the more distant target at location [4, 0] before being apprehended at location
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Figure 6.3: Grid World: The defender starts in left top corner and aims to apprehend the
attacker, the attacker starts at right bottom corner and aims to attack the targets (white
crosses) avoiding the obstacles (black tiles with white diagonal stripes). Attacker attacks
more the right top (more distant) target with the defender’s decreasing observability of the
attacker. The heatmap shows the number of visits to each state ( , purple is none), the
black dots show attacker visits in each tile (the bigger the dot the higher number of visits).
[3, 1]; compare the size of the dots in location [3, 1] and [3, 0]. Expectedly, with decreasing
observability of the attacker, the attacker more successfully attacks both of the targets,
i.e., bigger black dots in the tiles with white crosses. Note that in the case of ignoring the
attacker (no observability) the preferred strategy for the defender is to move around the
closer target. We can see the performance of these experiments in terms of the defender
wins in the following subsection in Figure 6.4.
Performance We compare the performance for different levels of observability of the
attacker on the Grid World example from Figure 6.3. We assume a finite horizon game and
set the discount factor γ = 1. For all the methods we use a classic setting for reinforcement
learning algorithms, learning rate α = 0.05 and exploration rate  = 0.1. We consider a
training time of 1, 000 episodes, where the shown results are averaged over 1, 000 trials
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Figure 6.4: Observability analysis: Defender wins ratio for BayesRQ with limited observ-
ability of the attacker. Left figure: observing attacker periodically every [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] time
steps, right figure: probability of observing the attacker is [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1] in each state.
for which we show 95% confidence intervals. In Figure 6.4 we show the performance in
terms of the defender wins, i.e., the percentage of games where the defender apprehended
the attacker. We show five modes of observability in each figure, in the left figure of
Figure 6.4: (i) no observability of the attacker, where we use the standard Q-learning
with state definition of only the defender’s location, i.e., ignoring the attacker, (ii) full
observability, i.e., observing the attacker location in every time step and thus knowing
the underlying state consisting of the location of the defender and the attacker, for which
BayesRQ becomes Q-learning, (iii) BayesRQ with observing the attacker periodically every
2 time steps, (iv) BayesRQ with observing the attacker periodically every 3 time steps and
(v) BayesRQ with observing the attacker periodically every 4 time steps. We can see that
our algorithm BayesRQ can very well deal with the occasional partial observability of the
attacker location. Especially for the case of observing the attacker every 2 or 3 time steps,
the performance of BayesRQ is very close to the full observability case. In the right panel of
Figure 6.4 we show an experiment with a different type of observability, where we no longer
assume periodical observability but we assign a probability of observing the attacker in each
state. The two extreme cases are the same as in the previous figure, i.e., full observability
and no observability, but now we plot the performance for BayesRQ for cases where we get
to observe the attacker with probability 0.75, 0.5 or 0.25 in each state. One can compare the
left and right figures in Figure 6.4, where for example observing the attacker every 4 time
steps is comparable with the case of observing the attacker with probability 0.25 in each
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Figure 6.5: Priors analysis: Defender ratio of wins for BayesRQ, observing the attacker
every 3 steps.
state (purple curves). The experiment with the random observability further demonstrates
the efficient use of the partial information in the BayesRQ algorithm. We can see that the
performance of BayesRQ in the random observability case has a higher variance but is still
superior to the case where we ignore the attacker, which is expected. By comparing the
full observability case with the partial observability cases we can conclude that BayesRQ
efficiently makes use of the gathered information and can well reason about the unobserved
states. Especially for the rather frequent observations of the attacker (observing every 2 or
3 time steps or probability of observing the attacker 0.75 or 0.5) BayesRQ approaches the
performance of the full observability case.
Arguably, periodical observability of the attacker might cause synchronisation in moves
between the defender and the attacker and the performance of the algorithm might depend
on the chosen map. Therefore, we also experimented with the random observability, which
confirms the strong performance of BayesRQ.
Prior distribution analysis As discussed previously, BayesRQ uses a priori information
about the attacker location, in our case this information is derived from the knowledge
about the location of the targets, where we assume an incentive of the attacker to move
closer to those targets. Therefore, the setting of such prior is potentially important. In
our model we introduce the parameter of prior confidence as described in Section 6.2.2. In
Figure 6.5 we test the influence of different settings of this parameter on overall performance.
We show the case where we do not assume any prior knowledge (prior confidence equal to 0)
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in which case we use the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). And then we show different
settings of the prior confidence (100; 1, 000; 10, 000; 100, 000), i.e., using the maximum a
posteriori (MAP). In the left figure of Figure 6.5 we assume observing the attacker every 3
time steps and in the right figure we get to observe the attacker every 4 time steps. We can
see that the setting of the prior confidence has a significant influence on the performance of
BayesRQ. Using no prior information leads to the worst performance, confirming that the
prior is meaningful in this case. An interesting observation is that in the case of using no
prior or low prior confidence (100) the performance stays inferior even in the later episodes,
the reason for that might be a form of exploitation of the defender by the attacker, where
the attacker learns faster about the best paths to the targets. We can also see that the
effect of different settings of prior confidence changes with observing the attacker only
every 4th time step (right figure), where we can observe a better performance with even
higher prior confidence (10, 000 and 100, 000). The reason might be that the defender has a
higher uncertainty about the attacker and thus the effect of the very limited observations is
diminished and he benefits more from a stronger prior knowledge. In our experiments in
Figure 6.4 we set the prior confidence to 1, 000. We conclude that the setting of the prior
distribution is important and should be carefully tuned when designing the algorithm for a
given domain.
6.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have proposed a novel approach to learning effective strategies in partially
observable spatial security domains using a priori knowledge and occasional observations
of the attacker location. This novel method learns a model of the attacker behaviour and
effectively uses it in a temporal difference style learning algorithm. We combine Bayesian
inference with the Replicated Q-learning method and propose BayesRQ, which learns an
effective defender strategy to significantly improve the chance of apprehending an adversarial
attacker and thus mitigating potential attacks on targets.
Our approach is based on the assumption of occasional observation of the attacker
location, where especially in case of frequent observations of the attacker location our method
comes close to performance of a full observability case. This assumption is motivated by
many spatial security domains, where the attacker location can for example be obtained
from surveillance. The proposed solution can for example be applied to the illegal rhino
poaching problem where rangers aim to apprehend poachers and thus minimise the number
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of poached rhinos, preventing potential future extinction of the species. In the illegal rhino
poaching domain the frequent observability assumptions are common, where the attacker
location can be for example obtained from the people living in the area or from drone
surveillance [Montesh, 2013]. Analogously, our approach can be applied to other spatial
security domains with similar observability properties.
Our experimental evaluation shows that BayesRQ can deal effectively with partial
observability. Especially, our solution is able to successfully bridge the occasional inability
of observing the attacker location, where we can closely approach the performance of the
full observability case and learn an effective defender strategy. We experimented with two
different observability modes: (i) occasional full observability of the attacker’s location in
the form of periodical observability, i.e., every fixed number of time steps and (ii) in the form
of random observability, i.e., with some probability we get to observe the attacker’s location
in every time step. Experiments show strong performance of BayesRQ on the proposed
grid world for different levels of observability. Moreover, we experimented with different
settings of prior distribution, which influences the learning process. We showed that our
chosen prior distribution is meaningful for our grid world domain and helps to learn effective
strategies. Note that the prior distribution is domain dependent and can be designed from
different a priori knowledge. The proposed method combines Bayesian inference with the
Q-learning algorithm, but the general idea can be applied to other temporal difference
learning methods such as SARSA, Expected SARSA and other reinforcement learning
methods.
Our approach is effective when the observation of the attacker is rather frequent. For
more rare observations the size of the information sets increases significantly, causing the
algorithm to slow down. Therefore, we point out that the application area should possess
the property of frequent observations of the attacker for effective use of our approach.
7
Conclusion
In this final chapter we conclude the thesis by summarising the main contributions and
answering the research questions posed in Chapter 1. We then propose future directions for
further research, with reflect on the limitations of this work.
7.1 Contributions and Answers to the Research Questions
In this section we answer the 3 research questions we defined in Section 1.2, where we also
posed the problem statement. We now give the answers and refer to the respective chapters
of this thesis.
Question 1.A: How can we model a complex environment such as the space debris re-
moval problem from a game-theoretic and learning perspective in order to understand how
agents can optimise their behaviour?
An important first step when modelling complex environments from a game-theoretic
perspective is the evaluation of the impact of different strategies taken by the agents; what
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effects different actions have on the environment and on the other agents. One powerful way
to evaluate that, studied by empirical game theoretical analysis [Wellman, 2006; Tuyls et al.,
2018], is in many domains to develop a simulator of such a complex environment, especially
if the environment allows for wide range of future evolutions. This is the case in the space
debris removal problem, investigated in Chapter 4, where we implemented a high-fidelity
space debris simulator, which we fully describe in Appendix A. While the simulator aims
to be realistic, it is also computationally demanding and thus not possible to be effectively
used for evaluation of different strategies emerging from various models of multi-agent
interaction. Therefore, we developed a surrogate model based on the high-fidelity simulator,
which enables us to evaluate complex strategies of potentially multiple agents. We then
presented an effective way to approach the modelling of such a complex environment by
considering multiple models of agent interaction such as single- and multi-agent models
and single-state (stage) and multi-state models. These models represent various realistic
scenarios such as full cooperation among the agents or purely self-interested behaviour.
All these models produce different types of strategies, such as Nash equilibria or optimal
strategies in terms of maximal return. Furthermore for the dynamic multi-state model we
showed how agents can learn effective behaviour from interactions with the environment
using reinforcement learning techniques. Therefore, such an analysis brings deeper insights
to the complex dynamics of the agent interactions with the environment and with each
other.
Question 1.B: How can we compare various solutions that emerge when following differ-
ent modelling choices of the agent interaction mechanism and evaluate their effectiveness in
complex domains?
In Chapter 4 we proposed an evaluation methodology to compare the quality of solutions
from following different modelling choices, which improves the understanding of the dynamics
of strategy formation among multiple players in the space debris removal problem. We
compared single- and multi-agents models, assuming either static one-shot strategies or
dynamic strategies, where agents dynamically decide on actions over many time steps.
Moreover, we analysed various solution types obtained from following different methods
such as exactly computed solution in the form of Nash equilibria or learned solution
obtained by applying the Q-learning method. Especially in domains where sustainability of
the environment is crucial, important evaluation metrics to consider are social welfare or
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fairness. Fairness expresses the proportionality between the costs of invested efforts and
gains from them. Furthermore, we focused on price of anarchy (PoA) analysis, measuring
the ineffectiveness of selfish behaviour compared to cooperative behaviour, which are both
realistic scenarios in many sustainability domains.
In the space debris removal problem we showed how a selfish behaviour can be quite
costly compared to centralised cooperative behaviour in terms of social welfare. Although,
selfish rational behaviour is more likely to appear in the space debris removal problem, the
space actors should try to reach a consensus and act cooperatively, which would decrease the
costs and would be more sustainable due to increased stability of the centralised behaviour.
Static strategy solutions in the space debris removal problem are less effective due to smaller
flexibility compared to the dynamic ones, however static strategies are simpler to obtain
and arguably to abide and thus might be preferable in certain situations.
Question 2.A: How can we design a robust learning process against random or adver-
sarial perturbations in critical systems with risky states?
In Chapter 5 we proposed a novel κ operator which embeds robustness into temporal
difference learning algorithms for both single- and multi-agent environments. The robust
behaviour is then attained by modifying the target of temporal difference learning methods.
We base the robust operator on a priori known, or estimated information about an external
control over the system or its parts which represents the potential severe attacks or critical
failures. In critical domains with risky states there is often the threat of individual parts
of the network being compromised which might cause severe impact on the whole system.
We showed how robust strategies can be learned by interacting with the environment even
before observing an attack or a failure.
Question 2.B: To what extent can we guarantee any convergence to an optimal solution
when learning policies, which are robust against perturbations in domains with risky states?
In Chapter 5 we presented convergence proofs for the proposed robust temporal difference
learning algorithms using our operator κ. We proved convergence of the methods to the
optimal Q-value function of the original Markov decision process and also convergence to
the robust Q-value function induced by the operator κ of the generalised Markov decision
process. We showed under which conditions the single- and multi-agent methods converge
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to those two fixed points. Therefore, we can guarantee stability of the proposed robust
learning process, which increases the applicability of our approach.
Question 3.A: How can we model complex adversarial agents in spatial security domains
in order to mitigate the threats they pose?
A powerful approach to finding effective behaviour in partially observable environments
is model-based reinforcement learning. In Chapter 6 we analysed the illegal rhino poaching
problem as an instance of spatial security domains. Threats in such domains can be
mitigated by effective behaviour of the controlled agent or group of agents (the defender),
who aim to apprehend adversarial attackers. We assume that the system state is represented
by the locations of the defender and the attacker; therefore we can model the attacker
behaviour as part of the transition function, which we learn. Learning the transition
function is based on potentially known a priori information about the attacker behaviour
and on occasional observations of the attacker location. We proposed an effective approach
based on temporal difference learning and Bayesian inference, which can learn a model of
the attacker in order to derive effective strategies to apprehend the attacker.
Question 3.B: To what extent can we make use of an occasional full observation of the
adversarial attacker in the spatial security domains?
In many spatial security domains such as illegal rhino poaching the defender gets to
occasionally observe the attacker location, for example from drone surveillance [Montesh,
2013]. Such partial knowledge can be used to form effective defender strategies. In
Chapter 6 we proposed a novel approach which can make use of such knowledge in order to
learn powerful defender strategies, which can mitigate the threat of harmful attacks. We
derived a new model-based reinforcement learning approach BayesRQ, which makes use
of a priori information about the attacker behaviour and of occasional observations of the
attacker. Especially for the case of frequent attacker observations, our method can bridge
the occasional inability to observe the attacker location and can closely approximate the
performance of the model with full observability of the attacker. Our method opens a new
way to learning effective defender behaviour in spatial security domains where the attacker
can be occasionally observed.
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7.2 Limitations and Perspectives for Future Research
In this thesis we have examined applicability of the multi-agent learning paradigm to real-
world domains. The focus of this thesis was on some of the most pressing issues of real-world
applications of multi-agent learning methods such as the challenge of modelling complex
environments and agent interactions, designing robust learning processes or modelling
adversarial agents, especially in domains where security and sustainability is paramount.
Nonetheless, there still exist other obstacles for multi-agent learning methods to be fully
applicable to real-world domains. We now discuss several limitations and propose future
directions of the work presented in this thesis.
Modelling and Learning in the Space Debris Removal Problem
In Chapter 4 we have proposed a methodology to model a complex environment and design
and compare severals models of multi-agent interactions. We focused on the complex domain
of the space debris removal problem, which we modelled from a game-theoretic perspective,
presenting new insights into the complex dynamics of multi-agent decision making. The
input data for our single- and multi-agent and static and dynamic models came from our
high-fidelity debris simulator. However, projecting the future evolution of space debris itself
is a very complex problem with many unknown variables and inputs, and therefore some
necessary simplifications and assumptions have been made. Despite these simplifications the
simulation is computationally demanding, which makes it difficult to obtain the necessary
number of Monte Carlo runs, especially for larger games. Therefore, by using our surrogate
model built on top of the space debris simulator, we were able to compare several complex
models of agent interaction. Even though we assumed the surrogate model to be a close
approximation of the simulator, some level of abstraction was introduced which necessarily
lead to a lost of some information value. In future work one could investigate a broader
range of scenarios (e.g., launch parameters) for the space debris simulator. The surrogate
model is constructed and analysed for the conservative scenario, described in Appendix A.4.
However, as discussed in that section, several scenarios can be envisioned that each will
lead to a different projected evolution of the space debris environment. Using the high-
fidelity simulator, it is conceptually easy (but computationally demanding) to construct
new surrogate models for these different scenarios. When computational power is available
though, the methodology we developed will make it easy to run the required Monte Carlo
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simulations to build a new model, which can then be analysed in the same fashion as we
have done in this thesis for the conservative scenario.
Another extension would concern the addition of mega constellations to the simulator,
which we discuss in Appendix A.4.6, in addition to the four classes of satellites we have
considered (see Appendix A.4). Mega constellations are currently being considered as a new
addition to traditional satellite operation. Besides adding significant numbers of satellites
to the space environment, mega constellations would constantly replenish their supply of
satellites over a long period of time. If left unmitigated, this has been shown to have a
profound effect on the space environment [Rossi et al., 2017] and is thus worth including in
the simulation.
Robust Learning in Critical Systems with Risky States
In Chapter 5 we have presented a novel approach to learning robust and effective strategies
in critical domains, both from a single- and multi-agent perspective. This line of work opens
up a new path of incorporating robustness into reinforcement learning methods leading to
safer policies. We have presented a new robust operator κ, which can be combined with
many different methods. However, in this thesis the operator is demonstrated on a classic
on- and off-policy one step temporal difference learning methods, which is a first step in
showing its usability. For the multi-agent setting we only considered full communication
among cooperating agents, furthermore, as we briefly discussed, one could also consider a
more complex setting where agents cannot communicate and instead need to best-respond
to policy estimation of other agents. In future work we suggest to start from a simple policy
estimation like fictitious play, but more complex policy estimators could be assumed to
better model the complicated multi-agent interaction.
We have proposed a simple model of control transition defining the potential significant
rare events, however there are several interesting directions for future work, extending the
control transition function. One possibility would be extending the control space, allowing
for more agents being attacked or malfunctioning with different intensity. We defined the
probability of control depending on the state, but more parameters could be introduced,
e.g., making the control to depend on time. A state-dependent or time-dependent control
is motivated by the fact that in practice some states might be critical and more prone
to malicious attacks or malfunction in different time steps. Moreover, in future work the
operator κ could be applied to other state-of-the-art methods like Retrace(λ) [Munos et al.,
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2016] to consider multi-step updates, Q(σ) [De Asis et al., 2018] to assume mixed updates
or combining the operator κ with the options framework [Sutton et al., 1999; Bacon et al.,
2017]. We also hinted a generalised model of the control transition, which would allow for
modelling of complex dynamics of control transition. We have only briefly touched upon
this advanced model but deeper analysis could bring further insights into more complex
scenarios of control, where one could assume several Q-value functions formed by different
policies of multiple agents.
Finally, throughout this thesis we focused on discrete state and action spaces to model
an environment, which is a first important step to underpin the theory, however in many
complex real-world applications such assumption is limiting and would need to be extended
to continuous state and action spaces. For such cases one could extend our approach by
using a non-linear function approximation to represent the value functions of continuous
state and actions spaces. Therefore, in order to increase the applicability of our methods,
one could extend the methods with neural network types of learning, e.g., using DQN [Mnih
et al., 2013]. Such extensions would further narrow the reality gap and would allow for
learning more complex policies, where we believe our approach could prove even more
competitive.
Learning When Facing Adversarial Agents in Spatial Security Domains
In Chapter 6 we have proposed a novel way of learning effective strategies in spatial security
domains by learning a model of the attacker. Our approach is specially tailored to domains
where the attacker location can be frequently observed. Although, our work has clear
limitations in requirement of frequent observations of the attacker, we claim that such
conditions appear in some spatial security domains and thus are interesting to be studied.
The proposed method BayesRQ is based on a classic Q-learning method, however the
presented approach of combining Bayesian inference with a reinforcement learning method
could be extended to other learning methods. We described learning of a model of the
attacker by using Bayesian inference. Such a model is then used to learn the state-action
value function by using a temporal difference learning method. We update the state-action
values proportionally to the beliefs, however in future work we could update the value
function directly for belief states and thus learn a continuous belief state-action value
function.
Our approach is based on Bayesian inference, thus one can define a priori distribution,
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which then influences the learning process. We showed how such distribution can be
designed in order to be meaningful. However, a priori distribution needs to be chosen in a
domain specific manner and fine tuned by gathering a priori knowledge about the model.
There is a wide range of opportunities for designing more complex a priori distribution and
analysing its effects on the overall learning process, which would be an interesting further
research direction. We proposed an example of a prior knowledge about the environment
motivated by the domain of illegal rhino poaching but this could be extended to encode
more complex a priori information.
As mentioned throughout this thesis obtaining any theoretical guarantees in multi-
agent learning is a challenging problem. Nevertheless, one could aim to prove for example
convergence properties of the proposed algorithm BayesRQ based on the well-known proofs
of single-agent classic temporal difference learning methods (e.g., Tsitsiklis [1994]; Jaakkola
et al. [1994]). However, such an extension to partially observable domains is non-trivial.
For the studied target domain of illegal rhino poaching it is suitable to use a discrete state
space, however a more complex approach could be considered, where the state space would
be continuous. Such extension would allow modelling of more complex environments, where
the state cannot be accurately defined in discrete manner. Similarly, we only considered
discrete action space for the players, where more granular approach might be beneficial
for certain environments. Value functions of continuous action and state spaces could be
modelled by a non-linear function approximation such as a neural network. This approach
might be also necessary for larger domains, speeding up the methods and thus further
increasing their usability for real-world applications.
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A
Space Debris Simulator Model
A.1 Simulating Space Debris Environment
The simulator is built on top of the Python scientific library PyKEP [Izzo, 2012]. PyKEP
provides basic tools for astrodynamics research, including utilities to interface with online
databases such as the SATCAT1 and TLE (two-line element set)2 databases, which provide
orbital information on all active (not decayed) objects in the low Earth orbit (LEO) regime
we are studying, including the orbital elements that uniquely identify an object’s orbit,
and which are used for orbit propagation. These databases provide the input to our
simulator. PyKEP also provides an implementation of the SGP4 satellite orbit propagator
(via libsgp43), which we use extensively in this work. To simulate the future development
of space debris in low Earth orbit (LEO) we developed several sub-modules, including a
collision model, a break-up model and two launch models. The simulation is stepped at
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position of all orbital elements in our catalogue. At the end of each time step, the following
procedures are executed:
• decay of objects: either natural decay caused by gravity drag or intentional decay
caused by active mitigation,
• collisions between objects, producing new debris,
• launches of new spacecraft.
A.2 Collision and Breakup Model
To evaluate the probability of collision between objects we follow the Cube approach [Liou
et al., 2003]. The Cube approach samples uniformly in time rather than space and is thus
compatible with any orbital evolution simulation as it does not impose assumptions on
the orbital geometry. This is particularly important in LEO, where orbital progression is
significant in the considered time frame. We use the SGP4 [Vallado et al., 2006] orbital
propagator to calculate the evolution of the ephemeris (i.e., position and velocity) of an
orbiting object given its TLE description. Ephemerides of all objects are calculated at
regular time intervals. Space is then partitioned by a regular 3D-lattice (forming cubes)
and for any pair i, j of objects that fall into the same volume, the collision probability pij
is calculated as follows:
Pi,j = sisjVrelσU ,
where si, sj are the spatial densities of object i an j in the cube, σ = pi(ri + rj)2 is the
cross-sectional collision area, Vrel is the collision (relative) velocity of the two objects, and
U is the volume of the cube. For each pair, a pseudo-random number x is generated from a
uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1); if Pi,j > x, a collision event is triggered.
We use the NASA standard breakup model [Johnson et al., 2001] to generate the
population of fragments resulting from a collision event. The NASA/JSC breakup model
is a widely accepted stochastic model of the fragmentation process of in-orbit collisions
and explosions based on multiple ground-tests and radar observations of past events. The
model provides distributions for size, mass and ejection velocity of the fragment population
parametrised by the total mass and collision velocity of the parent objects. The number of
fragments larger than a characteristic length-scale follows a power-law, the area-to-mass
ratio follows a multivariate normal distribution, and the ejection velocity is sampled from a
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log-normal distribution. For details we refer to the original paper of Johnson et al. [2001]
as well as the description of the model in Klinkrad [2010]. For each sampled fragment,
we create a new TLE entry using the fragment’s osculating elements, and add it to the
population of objects being propagated. Although the breakup model also covers explosions
as well as non-catastrophic collisions, we only consider catastrophic collisions (i.e., events
leading to complete disintegration) in this work.
Decaying of Objects
Figure A.1 shows two examples (top and bottom row) of debris clouds resulting from
collisions in our simulation. The debris cloud is plotted both directly after the collision
(left) and after 10 years (right). Each dot represents one piece of debris; the size represents
their mass. We can observe that a number of debris objects decay during these 10 years,
in particular those with low altitudes. Atmospheric drag slows these object down, further
reducing their altitude until they burn up in Earth’s atmosphere. An example of debris
decay is given in Figure A.2. The object decays once it approaches the Earth’s surface,
which is around 6371 km (Earth radius).
In the complex launch model we also consider an intentional decay of newly launched
spacecrafts with mitigation guidelines implemented, we will discuss this in more detail in
Section A.4.
A.3 Simple Launch Model
Firstly, we consider a simple future launch model, which we validate to be in line with the
related work of Liou and Johnson Liou and Johnson [2009].
A.3.1 Repeating Launch Sequence
To simulate future launches of new satellites we assume a “business as usual” scenario based
on past data. One can assume that future launches will differ from past launches by many
factors, e.g., the mission purpose, the number of launches, their launch success rate and
technology level, and the satellite’s ability to decay in given time frame, etc. However, as
a first step of simplification we base our model on repeating a 10 year window from 2005
to 2015. From the SATCAT catalogue we filter all space objects introduced in this time
window, excluding debris. For all these objects (both decayed and not decayed) we store the
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Figure A.1: Debris clouds from two sample collisions. Each dot is one piece of debris; the
size represents their mass. Left figures show the clouds directly after the collision and right
figures after 10 years. We can see how the objects in low altitudes decay.
TLE data (for the decayed objects we store the last TLE recorded). We then repeat this 10
year launch sequence and introduce each month all the objects that were launched exactly
(a multiple of) ten years ago. We keep all the orbital elements the same, except for the
inclination, which we sample randomly from the distribution of inclinations of all objects
in the repeated sequence. This way, newly launched satellites will have slightly different
orbits, as can be expected. Figure A.3 shows the distribution of orbital inclinations. We
can see that the highest number of objects has an inclination of around 95◦. We assume
an increase over time in the number of launches due to technological development and
changing needs. In addition to the 10 year repeating sequence, we increase the number of
launches by 0.5% each year, by randomly sampling from the 10 year sequence. Note that
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Figure A.2: Orbital decay of a sample debris object in Earth’s atmosphere around 6371 km
(Earth radius) caused by atmospheric drag.
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Figure A.3: Orbital inclination distribution of objects being launched in last 10 years.
each launch has a small probability of failing, due to the instability of some orbits resulting
from the randomly sampled orbital inclination. Thus, some objects decay very soon after
being launched, which can be thought of as for example unsuccessful launches, break-up
during first stage, etc.
Figure A.4 shows how the orbital elements of all objects from 2005 to 2015 in LEO
are distributed. We compare the orbital elements of debris (including rocket bodies) and
important assets (active satellites). One can observe that a large number of debris and
active satellites share the same inclination (close to 100) and eccentricity (close to 0). Note
that Figure A.3 differs from Figure A.4a because it also includes already decayed objects.
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Argument Of Periapsis Distributions
Important assets
Debris
(d) Argument of periapsis distribution
Figure A.4: Distribution of osculating elements (normalised to 1) of all important assets
(red) and debris (blue) in LEO which are currently less than 10 years old. Important assets
are active satellites. We can observe the most common inclination and eccentricity orbital
parameters.
A.3.2 Validation
In order to validate our model we simulate the evolution of the total number of debris and
compute the resulting spatial density in different altitude ranges for the next 150 years,
and compare our findings to previously reported predictions. In Figure A.5a we show our
prediction of spatial density in LEO, assuming no mitigation strategies. The three curves
in Figure A.5a represent the situation in year 2015, and predictions for the years 2115 and
2165. One can observe that the highest spatial density is in the region around 800 kilometre
altitude, caused by the Iridium-Kosmos collision (789 km) and the Chinese anti-satellite
missile test causing the Fengyun-1C breakup (865 km). In our prediction, the spatial density
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(a) Our model predictions of spatial densities
in LEO for no debris removal in years 2015,
2115 and 2165.
(b) Predictions according to the model of Liou and
Johnson [2009], showing year 2006 and 2206 with (i) no
removal, (ii) active debris removal (ADR) of 5, 10, 20
objects per year.
Figure A.5: Comparing spatial density predictions in LEO with related work of Liou and
Johnson [2009]. Our model is in line with the related work.
increases significantly over time due to new collisions. We compare our findings with those
reported previously by Liou and Johnson [2009], shown in Figure A.5b for different possible
removal strategies. The non-mitigation scenario in Figure A.5b (for 2006 and 2106) shows
a similar trend as the one observed in our model, with spatial density of debris increasing
over time in particular in the altitude ranges around the Iridium-Kosmos collision and the
Fengyun break-up. Small differences are likely due to different implementations, as the full
details of the model of Liou and Johnson are not available.
A.4 Complex Launch Model
In this section we introduce a more complex type of launching, which moves from some of
the simulator models described in the related work (e.g., Liou and Johnson [2009]), to a
more realistic model. We now consider different future technological development speeds
and implement recent mitigation rules [Klinkrad et al., 2004; Inter-Agency Space Debris
Coordination Committee, 2002].
In order to simulate the future space environment, a crucial ingredient is the modelling
of future launch activities into orbit. In Section A.3 we first considered a simple launching
scheme, which employs a “business as usual” launch model that repeats the launch sequence
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of a past period (e.g., one decade). The only adjustment made to accommodate technological
advances is a potential speed-up of the launch sequence by scaling it to a shorter period in
the future. The limitation with this modelling is that it does not account for disruptive
innovation in space technology and space economy. The more complex launch model instead
aims to provide finer control of the future scenarios. Clearly it is not possible to predict
the future for the next century, and our launch model does not pretend to do that. Instead,
our simulator is built to allow for a variety of possible future launch scenarios by adjusting
various parameters. While this does not say anything about the probability of each scenario,
it does allow to analyse their potential impact on the space environment if they were to
happen.
As mentioned before the simulator is based on discrete time steps. To model future
launches in this complex scenario, the key metric we use is the mass launched into LEO
per year. This mass is continuously injected into the orbital environment by spreading it
over four different classes of spacecraft, the relative distribution of which changes with time
to model technological progress made.
A.4.1 Mass per Year
We choose to model the total mass launched per year into LEO using a quadratic function
Mtot(t) = M2000 · (1 + α(t− 2000)2) (A.1)
with t in years AD and M2000 = 200, 000 kg the total mass launched in the year 2000 used
as a baseline. This function is purely heuristic and is meant to combine two effects: the
increased launch capabilities becoming available, which increases the total mass launched
per year, and miniaturisation of satellite technology, which reduces the need to launch large
mass into LEO. As neither effect can be modelled with any certainty we opted for a simple
function that has only one parameter α. The value of α allows to adjust the growth rate.
Reasonable values would probably be around α = 10−4, leading to a doubling of the annual
mass to orbit over the next 100 years, while α = 10−3 leads to a twenty-fold increase (see
Figure A.6). Negative values correspond to a decrease in launched mass over time, which
could happen either due to technological advances making large launch mass unnecessary
or a marked downturn in space activity.
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Figure A.6: Mass to orbit defining the total mass launched per year into low Earth orbit
in relation to baseline mass launched in year 2000 (M2000) for different values of α. For
example the green curve represents a doubling of the annual mass to orbit over the next
100 years.
A.4.2 Spacecraft Classes
The following four classes of spacecraft are considered in our complex launch model:
• Large satellites, representative of the big communication and science satellites being
actively launched and in common use today.
• Medium satellites, representative of newer science and technology demonstrators
being developed and launched today and in the near future, e.g., for upcoming mega
constellations.
• Small satellites, a group representative of cubesat type satellites which are being
developed and tested today and may become increasingly attractive over the next
decades.
• Ultrasmall satellites, a class of highly experimental nano-satellites, such as chipsats,
envisioned to potentially become feasible in the future.
These classes are defined in terms of their attributes, including a typical mass and cost
range for the satellite. More specifically, each class has the following attributes:
1. time dependent market share,
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2. cost range,
3. mass range,
4. operational life time,
5. decay time.
With the exception of the market share function, all other attributes are represented as a
range of values sampled uniformly each time a new spacecraft is launched. These attributes
then remain assigned to the newly instantiated spacecraft for the remainder of its lifetime.
They represent the total cost of the spacecraft including launch, the total mass of the
spacecraft (ignoring any differences between dry and wet mass), the date of the end of
operational life and the date when this spacecraft is scheduled to decay and burn up in the
atmosphere following a controlled deorbiting manoeuvre.
The market share is the share of the total number of newly launched satellites at a
given time that belongs to this particular class. It is the only attribute that is an explicit
function of time. The idea behind it is that right now there are still many large traditional
satellites being launched, but that number will decrease as cubesat technology will mature
and smaller satellites can perform the same functions as their larger predecessors. To derive
a market share function, we opted for a non-normalized Gaussian for each class:
g(t;µ, σ) = exp−(t− µ)
2
2σ2 .
where t is measured in years since the year 2000. The two variables µ, indicating the center,
and σ, indicating the width of the distribution, are chosen for each class and form a crucial
part of the scenario definition. They are heuristically chosen such that the final market
share function exhibits the desired trend for a given scenario. Intuitively the centre µ can
be thought of as the point in time at which the production of that class of satellites peaks,
while the width σ determines the slope and length of the build-up and decline of that class.
At each moment in time t, the probability p of a newly launched satellite belonging to





where gi(t) = g(t;µi, σi) is the Gaussian with the parameters for class i.
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This definition of the market share function keeps the number of parameters defining the
scenario sufficiently low, while providing enough flexibility to model different developments
in the future. Examples for different scenarios and corresponding market share functions
are given below.
A.4.3 Orbits
The remaining attributes that need to be decided when launching new spacecrafts are the
actual orbits to inject the spacecrafts into. SGP4 uses averaged Keplerian orbital elements
[Vallado et al., 2006] for its orbit representation. In that representation, and restricting
ourselves to the LEO regime, we arrive at the following bounds for newly launched satellites:
• Semi-major axis: a ∈ [300, 1200] +RE km (distribution from current data)
• Eccentricity: e ∈ [0.0, 0.5] (distribution from current data)
• Inclination: i ∈ [0, 2pi] (distribution from current data)
• RAAN: Ω ∈ [0, 2pi] (uniform distribution)
• Periapsis: ω ∈ [0, 2pi] (uniform distribution)
• Mean anomaly: M ∈ [0, 2pi] (uniform distribution)
The orbital elements semi-major axis (a), eccentricity (e), and inclination (i) are
randomly chosen from the distribution of previously launched spacecraft. The rational for
just replicating the current distribution is that those orbital parameters represent orbits
that are chosen for astrodynamical reasons such as sun-synchronous orbits or polar orbits.
As these features are based on the underlying physics, they will not change in the future and
the same orbits can reasonably be expected to remain relevant depending on the objective
of the satellite. The right ascension of the ascending node (Ω), argument of periapsis (ω)
and mean anomaly (M), instead, just represent orbital orientation and position of the
spacecraft within the orbit, and are less relevant for the astrodynamic properties of the
orbit. They are therefore chosen from a flat distribution. In our simulation, we obtain
the distributions for semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination from the current space
catalogue filtered for objects in the past 20 years and within the given bounds, as shown in
Figure A.7.
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Figure A.7: Distributions of semi-major axis, inclination, and eccentricity of objects filtered
from current space catalogue from last 20 years, from which we sample new orbital elements
for objects to be launched. The remaining orbital elements are sampled uniformly at
random from a given range.
The last input required for the SGP4 propagator is the so-called drag coefficient B∗
nominally defined as
B∗ = ρ0CDA2m
where ρ0 = 2.461·10−5 kg/m3 is the reference atmospheric density, CD is the drag coefficient,
and A/m is the area-to-mass ratio. As these values are typically not known exactly, in
practice B∗ is used to represent a range of non-conservative forces acting on the spacecraft.
For real observations this parameter is typically fitted to provide the best agreement between
SGP4 propagation and observation data. It is therefore possible to even find negative
drag values in the satellite catalogue. As B∗ is tightly related to the area to mass ratio
A/m, and hence to spacecraft geometry, it is not possible to simply sample from previous
distributions. As this parameter is used as a heuristic “catch-all” parameter in the SGP4
model, we simply set it to 0 for newly launched spacecraft. The justification for this
is that for its active life a satellite will be maintained by its operator. This includes in
particular orbit raising manoeuvres carried out regularly to maintain the operational orbit
of a satellite. Similarly, as described above, our model assumes active end-of-life disposal of
newly launched satellites by their respective operators. This eliminates the need for a drag
term also during disposal. For debris fragments generated during in-orbit collisions, on the
other hand, B∗ does play a role in gradually decaying collision fragments. As the breakup
model provides values for A/m, we simply assume a constant value of CD = 2.2, typically
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used for spacecraft where no other value has been determined experimentally, and compute
B∗ from that.
A.4.4 Launches
Instead of simulating individual launches, we regularly inject mass via averaged launches
directly into the LEO environment. The justification for this is that while launches happen
discretely, our simulation already ignores the rocket launcher itself, as well as initial
commissioning and deployment phases of the satellites after being released by the launcher.
Thus, trying to predict individual launches does not add anything to the accuracy of the
simulation. A random set of new satellites is injected into orbit once per month, in our
case the first time the simulation steps into a new month. The number of newly launched
satellites is determined by the mass to orbit function evaluated at the current epoch. It
provides the necessary information of how much mass to deliver to LEO each year, so
dividing by 12 yields the newly launched mass to inject this month. The spacecraft class of
newly launched spacecraft is sampled from the probability distribution given by the market
share functions following Equation A.2. The properties of each spacecraft are selected
randomly within the parameter ranges defined for each class of spacecraft. The orbits of the
new spacecraft are chosen at random within the bounds specified by the global parameters
of the simulation as detailed above. The spacecraft mass is then subtracted from the
available launch mass. Note that even if the remaining launch mass is not sufficient, the
spacecraft is still launched to avoid penalizing large spacecraft when dividing annual launch
mass into monthly slices. As long as there is mass left, the process is repeated until all
available launch mass has been used.
A.4.5 Future Launch Scenarios
To illustrate the complex launch model described above, we propose three scenarios that
model the future nature of newly launched satellites. We chose these scenarios to illustrate
three conceptually different developments in future launches with a time horizon of about
100 years. As mentioned before, we make no claim about how realistic these scenarios are,
they are merely presented as possible developments in the future.
The three scenarios we propose are:
• Conservative: this scenario assumes little growth in space activity and is mostly
“business as usual”. The total launched mass stays constant, and also technical progress
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is slow. Relatively few and large spacecraft are being launched during most of the
century.
• Moderate: this scenario assumes moderate growth in space activity. Total mass
launched increases moderately, doubling over the next 100 years. Some technical
progress is being made, but the market share of large and mid-size satellites remains
significant also at the end of the century.
• Aggressive: this scenario assumes aggressive growth both in space activity and
technological development. Note that the mass to orbit in this scenario is actually
decreasing slightly by about 10% as spacecraft miniaturization technology is developing
fast enough to keep up with increased demand. By the end of the century, the vast
majority of newly launched spacecraft are cubesats and clouds of futuristic chipsats.
Table A.1 lists the parameters corresponding to these scenarios. Figure A.8 shows plots
of the market share and total mass function for each scenario for illustration.
Decay of newly launched objects In contrast to the simple launch model (Section A.3),
in this complex launch model the newly launched objects are assumed to follow the mitigation
guidelines rules [Klinkrad et al., 2004]. Each newly launched object has a decay time assigned
to it, this is the time after which the object is assumed to have decayed and it is removed
from the simulation. This is to simulate modern satellites with active end-of-life mitigation
techniques such as de-orbiting devices or graveyard orbit parking. While we do not simulate
those de-orbiting actions explicitly, we do want to ensure that after the given lifetime
objects do disappear from the catalogue.
A.4.6 Mega Constellations
In this complex launch model we have considered three classes of satellites for the future
launch scenarios. An additional pseudo-class, constellations, could be used to represent
medium size satellites in large constellations. These are launched at hand-picked dates
defined in a scenario and into specific orbits. A constellation is built up over a certain time
period Tdeployment, during which some of the available launch mass each year is used for this
task. Even after completion, the constellation continues to be maintained at a certain rate.
This requires replacing new satellites into the constellation as old satellites are de-orbited.
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ultra-small small medium large
cost range [2ke, 1Me] [1Me, 15Me] [15Me, 40Me] [40Me, 700Me]
mass range [0.1 kg, 10 kg] [10 kg, 100 kg] [100 kg, 500 kg] [500 kg, 5,000 kg]
operational time [0.5 yr, 1 yr] [0.5 yr, 2 yr] [1 yr, 5 yr] [10 yr, 20 yr]
decay time [0.5 yr, 2 yr] [1 yr, 7 yr] [7 yr, 20 yr] [10 yr, 25 yr]
Conservative
µ 2200 2150 2060 2020
σ 50 50 40 60
α 0
Moderate
µ 2150 2090 2060 1970
σ 35 30 50 60
α 10−4
Aggressive
µ 2150 2100 2040 1975
σ 50 40 30 60
α −10−5
Table A.1: Parameters for 4 different spacecraft classes (ultra-small, small, medium and
large) and 3 launch scenarios (conservative, moderate and aggressive). Parameters µ, σ are
defining the Gaussian launch function and parameter α the yearly mass launched to orbit.
One could assume all constellations to be Walker Delta Pattern Constellations. That
means a total number of satellites t is equally distributed over p circular (e = 0) orbital
planes with fixed inclination i. Each plane’s ascending node is rotated by 360◦/p relative
to the previous plane (i.e., they are evenly spaced). The difference in the anomaly of
a spacecraft in one plane and the next is given by 360◦f/t. The notation used in the
following is i : t/p/f . Constellation deployment can be simulated by each month launching
t/Tdeployment satellites, where Tdeployment is the total deployment time in months. For
simplicity, each satellite is injected in order, i.e., in the orbital plane following the last
satellite with phase shift 360◦f/t in the anomaly. The launch mass is subtracted from the
available launch mass that month before any other launches. Even if not enough launch
mass is available, the constellation satellites are still injected. Constellation maintenance can
then be simulated by “refreshing” constellation satellites that have reached their end-of-life
with new ones. This is simply done by resetting their operational time and subtracting
the corresponding launch mass from the available launch mass. This would ignore the
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de-orbiting of the old satellite. Each constellation has the following attributes that can be
defined in the scenario:
1. total number of satellites,
2. orbital distribution (some Walker configuration),
3. type of each satellite in constellation (with properties beyond orbit as for individual
satellites),
4. construction time of the constellation,
5. life time of the constellation.
Various constellations are feasible. It is of course impossible to predict which will be
launched when, but we can provide several options for various scenarios. The dates given are
completely arbitrary and can be adjusted. For far future constellations beyond a reasonable
planning horizon of about 20 years also the satellite size and weight should probably be
adjusted. In Tables A.2 and A.3 we give two possible constellations, corresponding to a
conservative4 and a moderate5 estimate for what is possible. In the context of the future
launch scenarios, these should probably be deployed cumulatively, i.e., for a moderate
scenario both the conservative and the moderate constellation should be deployed. Note
that we do not consider this additional class of constellations in our experiments, but only
state it here and leave it for future work.
4http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-33268180
5http://forum.nasaspaceflight.com/index.php?topic=41634.0





Figure 3. Market share and mass to orbit function for the conservative, moderate and aggressive scenarios.
Frontiers 11
Figure A.8: Market share and mass to orbit function for the conservative, moderate
and aggressive launch scenarios as specified in Table A.1. The conservative scenario
assumes “business as usual” with constant launch mass and slower technical progress,
however the aggressive scenario assumes a fast technological development with emphasis on
miniaturisation of spacecrafts.
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Walker Constellation 90◦ : 720/18/1
Altitude 950 km
Inclination 90◦ (polar)
Number of satellites 720
Number of orbital planes 18
Satellite mass 175 kg
Satellite operational time 10 years
Satellite de-orbiting time 5 years
Satellite value 1M e
Construction starting date January 2020
Construction completion date January 2025
End of operation January 2040
Table A.2: Conservative: Proposed OneWeb-like constellation.
Walker Constellation #1 53◦ : 1600/32/XX
Walker Constellation #2 53.8◦ : 1600/32/XX
Walker Constellation #3 74◦ : 400/8/XX
Altitude 1,150 km / 1,110 km / 1,130 km
Inclination 53◦ / 53.8◦ / 74◦
Number of satellites 1600 / 1600 / 400
Number of orbital planes 32 / 32 / 8
Satellite mass 385 kg
Satellite operational time 7 years
Satellite de-orbiting time 1 years
Satellite value 2M e
Construction starting date January 2020
Construction completion date January 2025
End of operation January 2035
Table A.3: Moderate: Possible SpaceX-like constellation.
B
The Space Debris Removal Problem as a
Normal-form Game: Preliminary Work
In this appendix we introduce how the space debris removal dilemma can be modelled as a
normal-form game in which the players are space actors, their actions are debris removal
strategies, and the payoffs are derived from removal costs as well as collision risks, which
are obtained by our space debris simulator. The strategic interaction results from the fact
that debris removal by one agent may affect the collision risks to others as well. In this
section we use the space debris simulator described in Appendix A with the simple launch
model described in Appendix A.3.
B.1 Defining the Space Debris Removal Game
Players As a starting point we mainly focus our analysis on a two-player game, due to the
amount of computation required to estimate the payoff function. Additionally, we discuss a
game with three players. We consider players to be historically important actors; in the two
player game choosing (1) the United States (US) represented by The National Aeronautics
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Figure B.1: Prediction of the development of the number of important assets (active
satellites) for each player based on the assumption of a 0.5% yearly growth in future
launches.
and Space Administration (NASA), and (2) the European Union (EU) represented by
European Space Agency (ESA) together with all EU member states. Furthermore we
assume a three player scenario where we add China (CN) as the third player; the fourth
major space actor, Russia (Roscosmos), is not included in our game but does play a role in
the simulator in terms of repeating past launch sequences.1
Important assets For each player we store a list of important assets. Important assets
are all active objects owned by that player which are not debris, and which have been
launched in the last 10 years (we assume a 10 year life span of satellites). The list of
important assets is continuously updated during the simulation. Figure B.1 shows an
example of the development of important assets for each of the actors. One can observe
that a small difference in the number of important assets at the beginning causes a big
difference at the end of the projection due to the repetition of launches from the same
sequence, combined with the 0.5% yearly increase.
Actions The players’ actions are defined by the number of debris objects that will be
removed each year. In our game, the players can remove 0, 1, or 2 risky objects every 2 years.
We assume self-interested agents, meaning that each player first removes objects which
directly threaten their important assets, and then removes objects which may potentially
collide in general. The reasoning for the latter is that debris resulting from any collision
1This choice is arbitrary, we expect similar results if Russia would be included as active player instead.
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strategy payoff function
remove 2 −(rˆ · CL + T · CR)
remove 1 −(rˆ · CL + 0.5 · T · CR)
remove 0 −(rˆ · CL)
Table B.1: Payoff functions for the different strategies: remove 2, remove 1 and remove 0.
Cost of losing an asset CL and cost of object removal CR are parameters of the game, rˆ is
the risk of collision obtained from the space debris simulator and T is time horizon.
may pose a potential future risk to player’s important assets. Therefore, removing any
risky debris object (not only those that directly threaten important assets) may benefit
all the players to some extent. Each player decides on his strategy at the beginning of the
game, and does not change it later. Thus, we assume a one-shot normal form game.
Risks and payoffs During simulation we keep track of the risk of collision (defined as
probability of collision by the space debris simulator, see Appendix A.2) to each player’s
important assets. The cumulative sum of these risks is taken as the overall risk to each
player under the simulated scenario. Subsequently, we derive payoffs from the costs of
losing important assets, and the costs of object removal. These payoffs are computed by
multiplying the player’s risk rˆ by the associated cost of losing an asset CL, and adding the
cost of removing one object each year CR multiplied by the number of removed objects and
the time horizon T . Specifically, Table B.1 lists the payoff functions that are used given the
player’s strategy. Since the term rˆ ·CL is common to each strategy, we can assume without
loss of generality that CL = 1 (in arbitrary units) and focus only on CR in the remainder.
B.2 Simulation Results and Projections
We use our simulator with the simple launch model to project the evolution of debris and
collision risks with a time horizon of 150 years, i.e., the period 2016-2165, while repeating
the launch history of 2006-2015 with a 0.5% yearly increase in number of launched satellites.
We first focus on a 2-player 3-action game, with players the US and the EU, and the actions:
remove 0, 1, or 2 objects every two years as described above. For each combination of
actions we average over 160 Monte-Carlo runs to account for randomness in the collision
and break-up modules. Error margins are omitted in the figures for readability, but are
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reported below in Table B.2.
B.2.1 Debris Evolution
Figure B.2 shows the evolution of objects in LEO for different combinations of strategies
taken by the US and the EU. We observe an exponential growth trend without mitigation,





















Debris evolution - US & EU remove
US 0 EU 0
US 1 EU 0
US 2 EU 0
US 0 EU 1
US 1 EU 1
US 2 EU 1
US 0 EU 2
US 1 EU 2
US 2 EU 2
Figure B.2: Debris evolution for next 150 years considering different strategies. The y-
axis depicts the number of objects in low-earth orbit. Each curve represents a different
combination of strategies (remove 0, 1 or 2 objects) taken by the two players (the US and
the EU).
in line with findings previously reported by Liou and Johnson [2009]. One can clearly see
that removing risky objects has a positive effect as it leads to a much lower total number of
objects in LEO. Note that when both players remove 2 objects every two years, this means
that in total 300 objects are actively removed over the course of 150 years. In contrast,
this leads to a reduction in total number of objects in LEO of over 60,000, due to a strong
decrease in the number of collisions and resulting debris. Also note that the total number of
active satellites (i.e., important assets, see Section B.1) in each scenario is less than 1,500,
a small fraction of the total number of objects.
B.2.2 Risk Evolution
We now look at the potential risks to the players’ important assets, that result from the
debris evolution in LEO. Figure B.3a shows the evolution of the expected overall risk to
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(b) Risk to EU assets
Figure B.3: Evolution of the overall collision risk to important assets of the US (left) and
the EU (right), for different actions taken by both players. We can see an exponential
growth of the risks for cases where the players do not remove any objects.
the US. One can observe that if the EU removes objects it helps the US as well. However,
objects removed by the US have greater impact on their overall risk, which is explained by
the fact that each player removes firstly the objects that threaten their important assets
directly, and only then they remove objects that pose a risk in general. Therefore, we can
see that the joint action {US 1, EU 0} helps the US substantially more than {US 0, EU 2},
even though in the latter case more objects are removed in total. In Figure B.3b we can see
the expected overall risk of losing important assets for the EU. We observe similar trends as
in the previous figure: the EU is better off when they remove objects that directly threaten
their assets. However, EU risks decrease, even when the EU does not remove any objects,
but the US does remove. This means that, as expected, there is in fact a dilemma as each
player benefits from mitigation efforts of others, without having to pay a cost (free-riding).
The free-riding effect can be observed as well when looking at the risk evolution for both
China and Russia in Figures B.4a and B.4b. Even though these actors did not take part
in mitigation in our scenario (essentially playing the fixed action of remove 0 ), they still
benefit from a reduced risk to their important assets. One can notice an abrupt increase in
the Chinese risks around the year 2080, which is eliminated when more objects are removed
in total. The joint efforts of the US and the EU in fact remove the one object which causes
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(b) Risk to Russian assets
Figure B.4: Free-riding effect in the overall risk to important assets for non-active players
China and Russia (both removing 0), for different combinations of actions taken by the US
and the EU. Non-active players benefit from other players removing objects.
this high risk to the Chinese important assets. Note that this abrupt increase is persistent
across simulation runs, caused by the deterministic nature of the orbital propagator.
B.3 Game Theoretic Analysis of Equilibria
We now introduce a game theoretic analysis of the space debris removal dilemma. First, we
use the results reported in Section B.2 to derive a normal-form game representation of the
two-player scenario. We then thoroughly analyse this game. Finally, we give an example
of a three-player game. For an introduction on to game theoretic concepts see Section 2.1
where we also describe the Nash equilibrium which we use in this section.
B.3.1 Two Player Game
Using the simulation results of Section B.2, we can now construct a normal-form game
representation of the two-player space debris removal dilemma. First, we construct a risk
matrix, showing the overall risks to two players (the US and the EU) for each combination
of actions. Then, we use this risk table together with the cost function defined in Table B.1
to derive payoff matrices for different removal costs CR, and analyse all possible Nash
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EU 2 EU 1 EU 0
risks
US 2 0.03413, 0.03733 0.05247, 0.07108 0.07704, 0.27474
US 1 0.06073, 0.06352 0.09499, 0.10405 0.10885, 0.31401
US 0 0.25022, 0.07368 0.28848, 0.12447 0.34261, 0.36385
confidence intervals
US 2 ±0.00528,±0.00563 ±0.00712,±0.00785 ±0.00838,±0.01874
US 1 ±0.00689,±0.00767 ±0.00820,±0.00938 ±0.00994,±0.01954
US 0 ±0.01896,±0.00786 ±0.01685,±0.01061 ±0.01831,±0.01859
Table B.2: Risk matrix for both players for each combination of strategies. The risks are
the average cumulative risk of losing an asset over the course of 150 years. We show 95 %
confidence intervals in the lower table.
equilibria outcomes. This game has some interesting properties due to the payoff structure
and asymmetry of the studied problem, which comes from different levels of space programs
of the agents resulting in different number of assets in the orbits. There are other factors
contributing to the asymmetric property of the game model such as position of some assets
on orbits with higher density of space debris and therefore higher potential risks to these
assets. Table B.2 shows the average cumulative risks accrued by both players, taken from
the results in Figures B.3a and B.3b (time horizon 150 years, averaged over 160 MC runs
for each scenario). A cumulative risk of 0.36385 for the EU in the no removal case can be
interpreted as an expected loss of 0.36385 assets in total for the EU. The lower part of
Table B.2 shows the 95% confidence intervals for these averages. Clearly, when no removal
costs are taken into account, it is in the best interest of each player to remove as many
debris as possible. However, one should assume non-zero removal costs. Using the cost
functions of Table B.1 we can transform the risk matrix into a payoff matrix for any given
cost CR. Table B.3 shows an example payoff matrix for cost CR = 0.003 (in arbitrary units,
see Section B.1). The player’s best responses are indicated in bold. One can see that there
are two pure Nash equilibria in this scenario, {US 0, EU 1} and {US 1, EU 0}. Moreover
there is one mixed equilibrium in which the US and the EU mix between removing 1 and 0
with probability (0.488, 0.512) and (0.218, 0.782) respectively.
We can identify two interesting regions in the range of costs CR. For very low costs,
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EU 2 EU 1 EU 0
US 2 −0.48413,−0.48733 −0.50247,−0.29608 −0.52704,−0.27474
US 1 −0.28573,−0.51352 −0.31999,−0.32905 −0.33385,−0.31401
US 0 −0.25022,−0.52368 −0.28848,−0.34947 −0.34261,−0.36385
Table B.3: Payoff matrix for both players for CR = 0.003. Best responses are in bold text,
thus there are two pure Nash equilibria: {US 0, EU 1} and {US 1, EU 0}.
removing 0 will never be a best response for either player. Similarly, for high costs, removing
2 will never be a best response. Therefore we can focus on two sub-games defined by the
removal action-pairs {0, 1} and {1, 2}. We compute Nash equilibria for a range of CR, and
visualise the results in Figure B.5 for the sub-games {0, 1} (left panel) and {1, 2} (right
panel). On the y-axis we have the probability of playing the first action in each sub-game
(which equals 1 minus the probability of the second action) for the US (top) and the EU
(bottom). The colours/line styles indicate the action pairs that make up the equilibria,
e.g., the solid lines in Figure B.5 correspond to the pure Nash equilibria (0, 0) (black) and
(1, 1) (red). The x-axis shows the ratio between the cost of removal CR and the cost of
losing an important asset CL (assuming without loss of generality CL = 1, as described in
Section B.1). In both figures we see interesting transitions from the single Nash equilibrium
at (0, 0), to a situation where three equilibria exist at (0, 1), (1, 0) and one mixed, and
finally back to a single pure equilibrium at (1, 1). These transition phases also include a
stage in which only one of the asymmetric pure equilibria at (1, 0) or (0, 1) exists. The
existence of these asymmetric equilibria is interesting, and results from the asymmetry
that is inherent in the risk matrix due to actors having different numbers of assets and in
different orbits.
B.3.2 Strategic Substitutes and Existence of Pure Equilibrium
The games we construct here are finite strategic-form games. The celebrated result of Nash
[1951] shows that every finite game possesses at least one Nash equilibrium in mixed
strategies. While mixing makes a lot of sense in some settings, e.g., zero-sum games like
poker and sports matches, in other settings pure strategy equilibria are more compelling.
In this section we discuss properties, relevant for the games we construct, that guarantees
the existence of pure equilibria.
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Equilibria evolution - US removes 1 or 2
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Figure B.5: Equilibrium strategies for the sub-game {remove 0, remove 1} (left panel) and
{remove 1, remove 2} (right panel) for a range of removal costs CR. The y-axis shows the
probability of each player (the US and the EU) removing 0 (left panel) or 1 (right panel)
object. The x-axis shows the ratio between the cost of removal CR and the cost of losing
an important asset CL (assuming CL = 1).
In general, active debris removal has a positive effect not only for the instigator of
the removal but also for other players, and this is the cause of the dilemma that we are
studying. In game-theoretic terminology, this suggests that we have games with a weak
strategic substitutes property. The most well-known economic game with this property is
Cournot oligopoly [Novshek, 1985; Bamón and Frayssé, 1985]. First we formally define the
property. Our exposition is based on Dubey et al. [2006], but, for simplicity, is specialised
to the setting of finite pure strategy sets. Denote the set of players by N = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Each player i ∈ N has a finite pure strategy set Πi that is a subset of non-negative real
numbers, i.e., Πi ⊂ R≥0. In our space debris removal games, Πi can be thought of as the
set of choices of how much debris player i removes, so in Table B.1, the three strategies
remove 0, remove 1, remove 2 would correspond to Πi = {0, 1, 2}. Let Π denote the set of
all pure strategy profiles, i.e., Π := Π1 ×Π2 × · · · ×Πn. The payoff (reward) function of
player i is defined as Ri : Π→ R.
For the purpose of stating known results on the existence of pure equilibria, we are
going to assume that the payoff of player i depends only on his choice and the aggregate
(i.e., sum) of the strategy choices of the other players. Formally, for any pure strategy
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Then we write our restricted payoff function as Ri(pii, p¯i−i). For any choice pi−i ∈ ∏j∈N\{i}Πj
as a product of finite pure strategy sets, the set βi(p¯i−i) of best responses of player i is given
by
βi(p¯i−i) = arg max
t∈Πi
Ri(pii, p¯i−i) .
Recall that pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , pin) ∈ Π is a (pure) Nash equilibrium if
pii ∈ βi(p¯i−i)
for all i ∈ N . For a given player i ∈ N , we denote by Π¯−i the set of all possible values of
p¯i−i, the additive aggregate of other players’ strategies, i.e., Π¯−i = {p¯i−i | pi ∈ Π}. We say
that a game like this has the weak strategic substitutes property if there exists a function
bi : Π¯−i for these games with restricted payoffs functions such that:
• bi(x) ∈ βi(x) for all x ∈ Π¯−i, [bi selects a best response for i]
• bi(x) ≤ bi(y) whenever x > y. [bi does not increase in p¯i−i]
Such a game with the weak strategic substitutes property, and where payoffs depend only
on one’s own strategy and the sum of others’ strategy, are known to always possess at
least one pure strategy Nash equilibrium, which is shown via a potential-function type
argument [Dubey et al., 2006; Kukushkin, 2004, 1994].
Notice that the weak strategic substitutes property can be defined as above even without
the restriction that the payoffs are of the form ri(pii, p¯i−i) for player i. However, in that case
a pure equilibrium may not always exist. The games that we construct comprise payoffs that
arise from (noisy) simulations and thus do not satisfy the restricted payoff form. However,
the games we construct do either have the weak strategic substitutes property, or their
violation of it is not statistically significant. Thus it is an interesting future direction to see
if we can fit restricted payoff functions to closely approximate the empirical payoffs that
arise from our simulations. We discuss this further below, where we also discuss slightly
more general aggregation functions for defining restricted payoff functions that, along with
the weak substitutes property, guarantee the existence of pure equilibria. First though
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we note that when considering only two players, the restriction of the payoff functions is
without loss of generality, and so we have the following.
Observation 1. Any two-player game that has the weak strategic substitutes property
admits a pure equilibrium.
For example, in Table B.3, we can see that this game has the weak strategic substitutes
property since, as the EU removes more (going from 0 to 1 to 2), the best responses of the
US (as indicated by the boxes in Table B.3) is to weakly remove less (going from 1 to 0
to 0, respectively), and similarly for the best responses of the EU as the US changes pure
strategy. This game has two pure equilibria (US 0, EU 1) and (US 1, EU 0) and one mixed
equilibrium as one can also see in Figure B.5.
As mentioned above, for games with the weak strategic substitutes property, the
existence of pure equilibria is known for a wider class of games than just those where the
payoff of i depends on his strategy and the sum of the others’. This aggregation of players’
strategies done by p¯i−i can in fact be an arbitrary linear combination rather than just a sum,
and further can include linear combinations of products of strategies too; for full details
see Kukushkin [2005]. Thus there is actually a lot of scope to fit payoff functions that meet
these criteria for existence of a pure equilibrium due to strategic substitution and also are
consistent with the payoff estimates that arise from our simulations. We leave this as an
interesting direction for further work.
B.3.3 Evolutionary Dynamics
We now analyse the equilibria from evolutionary game theory perspective, where we look
on the stability of different solutions. For introduction on evolutionary game theory and
evolutionary stable strategies see Section 2.1.3.
Figure B.6 shows the directional field of the replicator dynamics for the sub-game
{remove 0, remove 1} for different values of CR corresponding to the different sets of
equilibria observed in Figure B.5. The axes show the probability with which both players
play the action “remove 0” (US 0 and EU 0). The arrows indicate the direction and
magnitude of change. The replicator dynamics give insight into the stability of the different
equilibria and their corresponding basins of attraction. We can conclude that the mixed
Nash equilibria in panels (c) and (d) are unstable, as a small perturbation will cause the
population to move towards one of the stable pure equilibria. Moreover we can see that the
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(a) CR = 0.0024









(b) CR = 0.0027
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(d) CR = 0.003
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(f) CR = 0.0033
Figure B.6: Evolutionary dynamics of the sub-game {remove 0, remove 1} for different
values of CR. Stable attractors are indicated with and unstable attractors with . The
dotted line indicates the trajectory on which the mixed equilibrium moves as CR changes.
basin of attraction for the pure equilibrium {US 0, EU 1} (bottom right corner) is larger
than for {US 1, EU 0} indicating that this equilibrium is more likely to arise when both
players iteratively optimise their strategy. This is of particular interest when full knowledge
of the game is not available and the players need to learn by interacting, e.g., when space
actors mutually adapt their policy based on an estimate of other actors’ policies. In fact,
the replicator dynamics are descriptive of various multi-agent learning processes, and as
such studying these dynamics provides valuable insights in the context of adaptive agents as
well [Bloembergen et al., 2015]. In Figure B.7 we show the directional field of the replicator
dynamics for the sub-game {remove 1, remove 2} for different values of CR corresponding
to the different sets of equilibria observed in right panel of Figure B.5.
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Figure B.7: Evolutionary dynamics of the subgame {Remove 1,Remove 2} for different
values of CR. Stable attractors are indicated with and unstable attractors with . The
dotted line indicates the trajectory on which the mixed equilibrium moves as CR changes.
B.3.4 Three Player Game
So far we have only considered two active players. Here, we take a first step in analysing a
larger game between three players (space actors): the US, the EU, and China (CN). We
focus on the two-action sub-game {remove 0, remove 1} only to facilitate analysis. Table B.4
shows the cumulative risks for all three players, averaged over 180 Monte Carlo runs, as well
as the corresponding confidence intervals. The risks for each player are distinguished by
different font styles. We can see that the risks for China are considerably higher than for the
US or the EU, even though their total number of important assets is lower (see Figure B.1).
This interesting result may be due to the specific orbits used by each of the players, some
being more dense in terms of debris than others, which requires further investigation.
We can again convert the risk matrix into a payoff matrix using the payoff functions
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EU 1 EU 0
CN 1
US 1 0.07013, 0.08621,0.10162 0.09185, 0.31547,0.13320
US 0 0.27373, 0.10294,0.12226 0.30759, 0.33980,0.15468
CN 0
US 1 0.09229, 0.10067,0.38774 0.11226, 0.32031,0.43121
US 0 0.28510, 0.12539,0.43225 0.34400, 0.36335,0.49774
EU 1 EU 0
CN 1
US 1 ±0.0061,±0.0074,±0.0086 ±0.0071,±0.0174,±0.0103
US 0 ±0.0163,±0.0080,±0.0098 ±0.0184,±0.0189,±0.0110
CN 0
US 1 ±0.0077,±0.0087,±0.0255 ±0.0093,±0.0183,±0.0260
US 0 ±0.0157,±0.0099,±0.0275 ±0.0181,±0.0180,±0.0279
Table B.4: Risk matrix (top) and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (bottom) for a
three-player (the US, the EU and China) two-action game, values shown in the font styles
belonging to each player (normal, italic and bold, respectively).
defined in Table B.1. In Figure B.8 we visualise the Nash equilibria for varying costs of
removal CR. At the left part of the figure the cost of removal is low, and therefore it is in
the best interest of all three players to remove debris. However, for increasing costs the
best response for the US becomes to stop removing, with a pure equilibrium (US 0, EU 1,
CN 1). The reason that the US opts out first is due to their lower overall risk compared to
the two other players. In contrast, the higher risks to China mean it is in their interest to
keep removing, even when both the US and the EU have opted out. When the cost rises
even further (the right side of the Figure B.8), we see that for none of the players removing
is viable.
Although for most removal costs CR the strategic substitute property discussed previ-
ously holds, there is a range of costs for which the property is violated. However, the payoff
differences leading to this violation are not statistically significant and may be resolved by
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) Equilibria evolution - China removes 0 or 1
US 1 CN 1 EU 1
US 0 CN 1 EU 1
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US 0 CN 0 EU 0
Figure B.8: Equilibrium strategies for players the US, the EU and China (CN) of the game
{remove 0, remove 1} for a range of removal costs CR. The y-axis shows the probability of
each player (the US, the EU, and CN) removing 0 objects, which is equivalent to one minus
the probability of removing 1. The x-axis shows the ratio between the cost of removal CR
and the cost of losing an important asset CL (assuming CL = 1).
B.4 Discussion
Using data from the space debris simulator with simple launch model we proposed a normal-
form game, which we analysed by identifying Nash equilibria for different levels of cost
of removals; although the costs of active debris removal are still prohibitively high at the
moment they are expected to decrease with future technological development. Additionally,
we investigated the strategic substitute property that appears in this type of game scenario,
and which guarantees existence of a pure equilibrium under certain conditions. Although
a mixed equilibrium exists for some costs as well, it is often more desirable to focus on
pure equilibria. Specifically, in our scenario, it cannot be expected that space agencies will
randomise over pure strategies to decide on their space debris removal policy. Another
disadvantage of a mixed equilibrium in this game is its instability (as shown in Figure B.6),
which is undesirable in the space debris scenario, where the choice of performed action has
a huge impact on the earth orbit environment. For instance, we show how removing just
one high risk debris object every two years can already substantially decrease the risk of
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collision for active satellites. Additionally, removal of indirect collision risks is beneficial as
well as it reduces the number of potential future on-orbit collisions.
C
Surrogate Model of Space Debris Evolution
C.1 Validation of Surrogate Model
In order to validate our approximate surrogate model we compare outcomes of different set-
tings of thresholds obtained from our surrogate model with the same settings obtained from
the simulations of the full scale space debris model. In the following figures (Figures C.1a -
C.1d) the blue solid curves represent the simulations and the red dashed and green dash-dot
curves represent the surrogate model (pessimistic and optimistic shifting respectively).
Similarly, in Figure C.2 the solid curves represent the simulations and the dashed curves
represent the surrogate model. All the simulation curves have 95% confidence interval
plotted with respective colour shading. We investigate several combinations of threshold
for removals with the focus on switching between the thresholds over the time horizon.
Comparing switching between different thresholds, which represent dynamic strategies,
demonstrates the robustness of our surrogate model. The black horizontal lines show the
points of changing the strategy (threshold). We only show several settings to validate our
surrogate model because of the high computational demands, where every Monte Carlo run
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takes on average 6 hours1, i.e., each simulation curve taking approximately 600 hours if run
on a single thread.
We start with the setting of thresholds [2k, 3k, 1k, 2k] and switching points in years
[20y, 40y, 60y] in Figure C.1a. This setting represents a model where we use threshold 2,000
for the first 20 years, then we change to threshold 3,000 for 20 years, then to threshold
1,000 for 20 years and then threshold 2,000 for the rest of the time horizon, i.e., for another
40 years. Note the total time horizon is 100 years. We can see that the pessimistic
approximation is most of the time within the simulation curve confidence bounds. In
Figure C.1b one can see the simulation and approximation for setting [8k, 4k, 6k, 3k] with
the same intervals between switching. Again, the pessimistic approximation is within the
confidence bounds of the simulation. In Figures C.1c and C.1d we set the switching times to
40 years and then 70 years. We can see that in the first figure the pessimistic approximation
is most of the time within the confidence bounds. In the second figure we can see that at
the end even the pessimistic approximation gets out of the bounds of the confidence interval,
this is caused by an abrupt switch from no-removal strategy to threshold 1,000 strategy
(two extreme strategies in our model). We will later restrict our model to non-abrupt
switching between the threshold strategies due to this behaviour. Finally, in Figure C.2 we
compare several settings of thresholds with only one switch after 50 years. All the curves
start with no-removal strategy and after 50 years they switch to one of the thresholds
1,000, 3,000, 5,000, 8,000 and no-removal, i.e., continuing the no-removal strategy. One can
observe that the abrupter the switch is the more the approximation curve deviates from
the simulation curve. For example switching from no-removal to threshold 1,000 yields a
significant deviation. On the other hand the approximation of switching from no-removal
to threshold 8,000 stays within the confidence bounds of the respective simulation curve.
These experiments show that our approximate surrogate model – in the pessimistic
setting – produces environment dynamics that fall within the 95% confidence interval of
the real Monte Carlo simulations most of the times (except for abrupt switching). This
successfully validates our methodology, approximating the actual simulations well. We can
thus use the surrogate model to efficiently compute environment evolution and resulting
costs for various debris removal strategies.
1run on i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 16GB of RAM.
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sim [2k, 3k, 1k, 2k]
change [20y, 40y, 60y]
approx - optimistic
approx - pessimistic
(a) thresholds 2,000, 3,000, 1,000 and 2,000 changed
after 20, 40 and 60 years
























sim [8k, 4k, 6k, 3k]
change [20y, 40y, 60y]
approx - optimistic
approx - pessimistic
(b) thresholds 8,000, 4,000, 6,000 and 3,000 changed
after 20, 40 and 60 years




























(c) thresholds no-removal, 1,000 and 5,000 changed
after 40 and 70 years





























(d) thresholds 5,000, no-removal and 1,000 changed
after 40 and 70 years
Figure C.1: Validation for different sequences of thresholds for removal changed at different
time points. Comparing simulation with approximation from the surrogate model. Especially
the pessimistic approximation closely follows the actual simulation, thus our surrogate
model is validated.
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Figure C.2: Validation for sequence of thresholds for removal - no-removal and [1,000,
3,000, 5,000, 8,000] changed after 50 years. Comparing simulation with approximation.
Approximations closely follow the actual simulations of respective colour, thus validating
our surrogate model.
